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Re´sume´
Nous e´tudions la transition de phase survenant dans le gaz de Bose pour des
syste`mes sans invariance par translation. Bien qu’il soit prouve´ depuis les anne´es
60 que la condensation de Bose Einstein (CBE) est absente des syste`mes invariants
par translation en dimension 1 ou 2, on peut ne´anmoins de´clencher cette transition
de phase dans des gaz de Bose en faible dimension en ajoutant un potentiel ex-
terne approprie´ (et par conse´quent, en perdant l’invariance par translation). Cepen-
dant, le condensat ainsi obtenu se trouve dans des e´tats localise´s, alors que la CBE
est ge´ne´ralement comprise comme l’occupation macroscopique d’e´tats cine´tiques
e´tendus. Il n’est pas a` priori e´vident que cette transition de phase obtenue graˆce a`
la localisation est de la meˆme nature que celle relie´e au concept habituel de CBE.
Dans cette the`se, nous conside´rons deux classes de syste`mes localise´s. La premie`re
est une famille de mode`les ale´atoires, pour lesquels le gaz de Bose est contenu dans
un milieu de´sordonne´, ce que nous mode´lisons par un potentiel externe ale´atoire. La
deuxie`me est constitue´e de mode`les incluant un potentiel externe faible (d’e´chelle).
Nous commenc¸ons par un rappel des conditions ne´cessaires sur ces potentiels pour
obtenir une condensation dans les e´tats localise´s.
Nous montrons sous certaines hypothe`ses tre`s ge´ne´rales que dans ces mode`les, la
CBE au sens habituel est aussi pre´sente, dans un sens ge´ne´ralise´. Cela signiﬁe que les
particules sont condense´es dans des e´tats cine´tiques ayant une e´nergie arbitrairement
faible. Pour le gaz de Bose sans interactions, nous pouvons en plus prouver que les
densite´s des deux condensats sont en fait e´gales.
Nous approfondissons ensuite notre e´tude de la CBE, en demandant si il est pos-
sible d’obtenir une condensation sur un seul e´tat cine´tique. Nous montrons qu’en
de´pit de l’existence a` la fois d’une transition de phase et de la CBE ge´ne´ralise´e, au-
cune condensation ne survient sur un seul e´tat cine´tique. En particulier, la fameuse
condensation sur l’e´tat fondamental est absente pour ces mode`les localise´s.
Finalement, nous e´tablissons une ge´ne´ralisation possible de l’approximation de
nombres complexes de Bogoliubov pour prendre en compte les proprie´te´s tre`s partic-
ulie`res de la CBE en pre´sence de localisation, et nous discutons la fac¸on d’interpre´ter
le resultat du proble`me variationnel correspondant.
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Summary
We investigate the phase transition exhibited by the Bose gas in systems which
are not translation-invariant. Though it has been known since the sixties that
Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) cannot occur in translation invariant systems
for dimension 1 or 2, one can nevertheless enhance this phase transition in low-
dimensional Bose gases by the addition of suitable external potentials (thus losing
translation invariance in the process). However, the resulting condensate is then
found to be in localised states, while BEC is usually understood to be the macro-
scopic occupation of extended kinetic eigenstates. It is therefore not clear whether
the phase transition obtained by means of localisation is of the same nature as the
one related to the usual concept of BEC.
In this thesis, we consider two classes of localised systems. The ﬁrst one is a
family of random systems, where the Bose gas is contained in a disordered medium,
which is modelled by a random external potential. Our second model consists of weak
(scaled) external potentials. We ﬁrst recall necessary conditions on these external
potentials to enhance condensation in the localised states.
We then show under very general assumptions that in these models, BEC in
the usual sense occurs also, in a generalised sense. This means that the particles
condense on kinetic eigenstates with arbitrary small energy. For the non-interacting
Bose gas, we can moreover show that the densities of both condensates are actually
equal.
Next, we investigate BEC on a ﬁner scale, asking whether one can obtain con-
densation in a single kinetic eigenstate. We show that in spite of the existence of a
phase transition, and the occurence of generalised BEC, no condensation exists in
any single kinetic eigenstate. In particular, the so-called “ground-state condensa-
tion” does not occur in these localised systems.
Finally, we establish a possible generalisation of the Bogoliubov c-number ap-
proximation to take into account the very speciﬁc properties of BEC in the presence
of localisation, and discuss how to interpret the result of the corresponding varia-
tional problem.
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Introduction
The ﬁrst prediction of the phenomenon of Bose Einstein Condensation (BEC) goes
back to an article by Einstein in 1925, [1]. In this seminal paper, he adopted a new
formalism of the quantisation of photons, suggested by Bose, to treat the case of a
gas of massive particles. He then predicted that there exists a critical temperature,
below which a fraction of the particles condenses on the quantum ground state,
essentially merging into one frozen macroscopic object, not contributing to either
the total entropy or the pressure of the gas. At zero temperature, all the particles
should fall into what is now called Bose Einstein condensate.
The class of particles having this behaviour later became known as “bosons”, as
opposed to “fermions”. In view of the Pauli exclusion principle, which states that
two fermions cannot be in the same quantum state, it is clear why only bosons
can condense in this way. The diﬀerence between these two class of particles has
to do with the value of their spin, integer for bosons and half integer for fermions.
Since most elementary particles constituting matter are fermions (electrons, protons
neutrons,...), it is easy to understand how features which are bosonic in nature
attracted little interest in the physics community.
However, criticism of that new theory emerged soon afterward, in a paper by
Uhlenbeck, [2]. This was centered on the fact that a gas formed by any ﬁnite number
of particles cannot exhibit a phase transition, hence casting doubt about the new
state of matter predicted by Einstein. Indeed, this opinion was correct, as Einstein
failed to mention that the singularities in the thermodynamic functions of the Bose
gas appear only in the so-called thermodynamic limit, that is the simultaneous limit
of inﬁnite volume and inﬁnite number of particles, in such a way that the density
remains constant.
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No breakthrough occured until 1938, when London proposed that the then for-
gotten concept of BEC could help to explain some experimental feature discovered
in liquid Helium. This has the surprising property of staying liquid under atmo-
spheric pressure even at zero temperature. In addition, below a critical temperature
of 2.18 K, the so-called lambda point, a range of striking features appears: the liquid
becomes superfluid, meaning that it can ﬂow without any viscosity, practically de-
feating any attempt of containment, and moreover, the heat is conducted through it
at sound speed, instead of the diﬀusion process exhibited by any ordinary material.
In his paper [3], London was the ﬁrst to conjecture a link between superﬂuidity
and Bose Einstein condensation. This was motivated in the ﬁrst place by the fact
that the molecules of Helium 4 are indeed bosons, but the most interesting result in
that paper was that, if one considers the liquid Helium as a gas of non interacting
bosons, the critical temperature turns out to be 3.13 K, which is quite close to the
experimental value of the lambda point. Since then, it has been generally accepted
in the physics literature that superﬂuidity is strongly related to the occurrence of
Bose Einstein condensation.
This approach however had one weakness, which was that it did not take into
account the interactions between particles. This can be seen as a reasonable as-
sumption for dilute gases, as the particles are far away from each other, but in a
liquid like Helium at those temperatures, the interactions between particles should
be fairly strong, and hence, it was not clear what impact they would have on the
condensation. This has turned out to be a very diﬃcult question, and even today,
a rigorous description of a bosonic system with realistic interactions seems still out
of reach from the point of view of mathematical physics.
Before continuing, we shall introduce some notation. The one-particle kinetic
energy operator is deﬁned as usual as −12∆ on an open set Λl ⊂ Rd, with appropriate
boundary conditions. We shall denote by {ψlk, εlk}, k > 1 its eigenfunctions and
corresponding eigenvalues. For convenience, let us order the eigenvalues in such
a way that εl1 6 ε
l
2 6 . . . . In the case of periodic boundary conditions, these
eigenstates are the so-called momentum states, and it is for this reason that the
phenomenon of BEC is frequently referred as condensation in the momentum space
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(as opposed to position space). Indeed, the particles in the condensate are in the
quantum state ψl1 (ground state), which is constant in the periodic case. Hence, the
condensate is completely delocalised in position space, and completely localised in
the momentum space.
Now, we are in position to introduce the concept of generalised BEC. This was
ﬁrst proposed by Girardeau in 1960, see [4], where he studied a model of bosons
with hard-core interactions in one dimension. He claimed that no condensation
could occur in the ground state in that model, but he noticed that one still had
condensation in an arbitrary narrow band of energy above the ground state. We
call this phenomenon generalised BEC, that is with the notation that we shall use
in this thesis,
lim
δ↓0
lim
l→∞
1
|Λl|
∑
k:εlk6δ
〈Nl(ψlk)〉l > 0 ,
where 〈Nl(ψlk)〉l is the mean value (at thermodynamic equilibrium) of the density of
particles in the state ψlk, and |Λl| denotes the volume of the box Λl. It is clear that,
if there is BEC in the ground state, that is if
lim
l→∞
1
|Λl| 〈Nl(ψ
l
1)〉l > 0 ,
then there is also generalised BEC, but the other way is less trivial. The concept
of generalised BEC was further developed by the Dublin School in the eighties, see
e.g. [5]. They emphasised in particular that the occurrence and density of gener-
alised BEC is a very stable phenomena, being determined only by thermodynamic
properties of the system, namely the asymptotic behaviour of the density of states.
On the other hand, the actual condensation in the ground state as predicted by Ein-
stein turns out to be a very sensitive feature, depending strongly on subtle spectral
properties, in particular how fast the gap between two eigenvalues vanishes in limit.
Exploiting these properties, it was shown that in many systems, we can obtain gen-
eralised BEC, even though it is possible to “shift” part of the condensate outside
of the ground state. In some cases, it is even possible to obtain generalised BEC
without macroscopic occupation of the ground state. This led to the classiﬁcation
of generalised BEC into three types:
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Type I : only a ﬁnite number of eigenstates are macroscopically occupied
Type II : an inﬁnite number of eigenstates are macroscopically occupied
Type III : no eigenstates are macroscopically occupied
Note that in all three cases, the amount of generalised BEC is the same. Indeed,
it is easy to construct models which are thermodynamically equivalent, in the sense
that the pressure, density of free energy, etc . . . are identical, which all exhibit a
phase transition, with the same density of generalised condensate, but of diﬀerent
types.
One way to obtain such a situation is by considering anisotropic non interacting
Bose gases, where we let the boxes Λl to be prisms of various shape (instead of
cubes). We refer the reader to [6] where a classiﬁcation of the types of generalised
BEC is derived in terms of the geometry of the boxes. However, these models have
in common with the usual isotropic Bose gas that the phase transition associated
with Bose Einstein condensation does not occur in low dimensional systems. Indeed,
it has been known since [7] that for translation invariant systems in dimensions 1
or 2, spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking, which is generaly associated with the
occurrence of BEC, does not occur. This result is still true upon the introduction
of a superstable interaction between particles.
On the other hand, it is known that one can trigger Bose Einstein condensation in
low-dimensional systems by the addition of appropriate external potentials. In this
thesis, we are concerned with two classes of these potentials, random potentials and
weak (scaled) potentials. By deﬁning the Schro¨dinger operator as the addition of the
kinetic part and these external potentials, one can change the asymptotic behaviour
of the density of states, making it vanish faster at the bottom of the spectrum than
its counterpart in the free Bose Gas (without external potential). This is responsible
for the occurrence of generalised BEC even in one- or two-dimensional systems.
In the weak potential case, the Schro¨dinger operator is of the form
−12∆ + v(x/l) (1)
where l is the length of the side of the cubic box Λl, and v is a non negative function
deﬁned on a unit cube. If v is chosen in a suitable way, see e.g. [8], it is known that
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the perfect Bose gas deﬁned by that Schro¨dinger operator exhibits a phase transition
associated with the occurrence of generalised BEC even in low dimension. The exact
expression of the density of states in terms of v has been derived in [8].
In the random case, we consider a Schro¨dinger operator of the form:
−12∆ + vω(x), (2)
where ω denotes a particular realisation of a random ﬁeld on some probability space.
One may think of the random potential as a model of impurities, either distributed
randomly or of random strength. The ﬁrst case would correspond to light particles
moving in an amorphous medium, the second to a crystal where atoms are of diﬀerent
species. It was pointed out in [9] that generalised BEC could be triggered in any
dimension, due to the so-called Lifshitz tails. This behaviour, which is a fairly
general feature of random Schro¨dinger operators, see e.g. [10], essentialy means that
there are exponentially few eigenstates with energy near the bottom of spectrum.
This idea was ﬁrst proposed by Lifshitz himself, see [11], who noticed that, for
an eigenvalue to vanish logarithmically in the thermodynamic limit, the random
potential should be identically zero on a region of typical size ln l, and the probability
of such an “empty valley” turns out to be exponentially small.
In both the random and weak cases, the phase transition triggered by the change
in the density of states has to be understood as generalised BEC. However, if one
wants to obtain more knowledge about the occupation of single one-particle eigen-
states, more work is required. This has been done to a large extent in the weak case
by Van den Berg and Lewis, see [12], where conditions on the external potentials
have been established to distinguish between the three possible types of condensa-
tion. In the random case, far less is known. To our knowledge, the exact type of
generalised BEC has been determined in only one particular case, the Luttinger-Sy
model, see [13].
In view of these condensates obtained in low dimensional systems by means of
external potentials, one question arises. As we emphasised before, is has been rigor-
ously established that translation invariant systems do not exhibit BEC in dimension
1 or 2. And indeed, by adding an external potential, one breaks that translation
invariance. Therefore, it is not clear whether the phase transition obtained is re-
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lated to Bose Einstein condensation. To see this, notice that the generalised BEC
obtained in bosonic systems deﬁned by either Schro¨dinger operator (1) or (2) is to
be found in the eigenstates φli of these operators, which are clearly not the same as
the kinetic eigenfunctions ψlk.
It is generally believed that the fast decay of the density of states is associated
with the corresponding eigenfunctions φli becoming localised. Hence, since BEC is
usually associated with the macroscopic occupation of the plane waves ψlk, which
are spatially extended, the question of whether or not the condensation in localised
eigenstates is connected with the usual BEC phenomenon arises naturally. In partic-
ular, if we consider these systems without translation invariance, can we nevertheless
get some information about the occupation of the kinetic states?
This last question may be understood either from the point of view of generalised
BEC or from the occupation of the kinetic ground state itself. Note that the latter
is not any more the ground state in non translation invariant systems. In this thesis,
we shall answer both questions.
Our ﬁrst result states that, under very general assumptions on the external
potentials, and for a class of Bose gas with diagonal interaction between the particles,
generalised BEC in localised eigenstates occurs if and only if the same happens in
the kinetic states. In the perfect Bose gas, our results are stronger, in the sense that
we show that both condensate densities are actually equal.
While this may not be so surprising in the weak potential case, since the system is
asymptotically translation invariant, it is less intuitive in the random case, as these
systems are translation invariant in the limit only in expectation with respect to the
randomness, and not for any given realisation.
Furthermore, we prove, for a class of weak potentials and a model of continuous
random models that, while it is true that generalised BEC occurs in the kinetic
eigenstates, it is impossible to obtain condensation in any single kinetic state. In
the Dublin school classiﬁcation, this means that the kinetic generalised BEC in
these localised models is of type III, independently of the type of condensation in
the localised states. This leads to some comments about the meaning of BEC in
systems without translation invariance. The ﬁrst one supports the claim that the
6
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so-called 0-mode condensation is too restrictive as a description of Bose Einstein
condensation. Indeed, these condensates in low dimensional systems do exhibit a
phase transition and a non-zero density of kinetic generalised BEC, but without
condensation on any kinetic mode. But moreover, our proof of type III kinetic
generalised BEC in these localised systems does hold in any dimension, and for
arbitrary small level of randomness or arbitrary small weak potential. In particular,
this means that, while a translation invariant system in dimension 3 may produce
condensation in the ground state only, this cannot happen in presence of disorder
or weak conﬁnement, however small.
This then suggests that we should revisit the Bogoliubov theory, see e.g. [15].
This theory introduced by Bogoliubov in 1947 was an attempt to take into account
the interactions between particles, based on the assumption that the condensate
would be concentrated on the kinetic ground state. The ﬁrst Ansatz was that one
can then neglect the interactions between particles outside of the condensate (i.e.,
the ground state), and hence truncate the full interaction term by keeping only the
terms with Feynman’s diagrams corresponding to scattering which either make one
particle leave the condensate or fall in it. The second Ansatz was to approximate
the corresponding operators by complex numbers, hence making the Hamiltonian
diagonalisable. The appropriate value of this complex number has then to be deter-
mined by a variational problem, with diﬀerent solutions corresponding to diﬀerent
densities of ground state condensate. The “eﬀective” spectrum which was derived
in this way was the ﬁrst to satisfy the Landau criteria of superﬂuidity, see [15],
assuming that Bose Einstein condensation does persist even in presence of the in-
teractions. In that model, superﬂuidity is therefore a consequence of BEC, giving
some support to London’s conjecture.
Now, in view of the likelihood of obtaining generalised BEC of type III in localised
systems, the validity of the ﬁrst Ansatz is put in doubt. As a ﬁrst step into a gener-
alised Bogoliubov theory, we establish the variational problem corresponding to the
substitution of complex numbers for all eigenstates involved in the generalised con-
densate (that is, inﬁnitely many). This approach has the advantage of not requiring
any additional knowledge apart from the existence of generalised condensate.
7

Chapter 1
BEC in the eigenstates
The object of this chapter is to review the existing methods used to prove generalised
Bose-Einstein condensation in the eigenstates.
We shall first introduce our models and briefly recall some standard settings of
quantum statistical mechanics. Next, we turn to the basic thermodynamic quanti-
ties, in particular the pressure and mean density of particles, and show that these
models exhibits a phase transition, which is due to the existence of a bounded crit-
ical density. This is associated with the occurence of generalised BEC, that is the
macroscopic occupation of an infinitesimal band of energy above the ground state.
We then provide two families of external potentials, either random or weak
(scaled), and give technical conditions on them for the critical density to be finite,
and hence enhance generalised BEC in the eigenstates.
Finally, we briefly review what can be said about the macroscopic occupation of
single eigenstates in these models.
9
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1.1 Definitions and notation
Let {Λl := (−l/2, l/2)d}l>1 be a sequence of hypercubes of side l in Rd, centered at
the origin of coordinates with volumes Vl = l
d. We consider a system of identical
bosons, of mass m, contained in Λl. For simplicity, we use a system of units such
that ~ = m = 1. First we deﬁne the self-adjoint one-particle kinetic-energy operator
of our system by
h0l := −12∆D, (1.1)
acting in the Hilbert space Hl := L
2(Λl), where ∆ is the usual Laplacian. The
subscript D stands for Dirichlet boundary conditions. We denote by {ψlk, εlk}k>1 the
set of normalised eigenfunctions and eigenvalues corresponding to h0l . By convention,
we order the eigenvalues (counting the multiplicity) as 0 < εl1 6 ε
l
2 6 ε
l
3 . . . . Note
that, since they are normalised sine waves, all kinetic states satisfy the following
bound
|ψlk(x)| 6 V −1/2l (1.2)
for all k > 1 and all x ∈ Λl.
Next we deﬁne the Hamiltonian with an external potential
hl := h
0
l + vl, (1.3)
also acting in Hl, where the potential vl : Λl 7→ [0,∞) is positive and bounded.
We denote by {φli, Eli}i>1 the set of normalised eigenfunctions and corresponding
eigenvalues of hl. Again, we order the eigenvalues (counting the multiplicity) so
that El1 6 E
l
2 6 E
l
3 . . . . Note that the non-negativity of the potential implies that
El1 > 0.
Next, let us deﬁne the densities of states, the measures whose distributions are
the integrated densities of states (IDS). For the kinetic energy operator (1.1), we
use the following notation
ν0l (A) :=
1
Vl
♯{k : εlk ∈ A}, for all Borel subsetsA ⊂ R , (1.4)
ν0(A) := lim
l→∞
ν0l (A),
10
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where the limit is understood in the weak sense. Similarly for the Schro¨dinger
operator (1.3), we let
νl(A) :=
1
Vl
♯{k : Eli ∈ A}, for all Borel subsetsA ⊂ R , (1.5)
ν(A) := lim
l→∞
νl(A) .
We shall assume in the present section that the limiting measure ν exists. Later, we
shall give suﬃcient conditions on the external potential vl for this to be valid.
It follows from Weyl’s theorem that the density of states ν0 of the kinetic energy
operator has the following form
ν0
(
[0, ε]
)
=
2
d
Cd ε
d/2, (1.6)
with the constant Cd =
(
(2π)d/2Γ(d/2)
)−1
.
Clearly, the form for the density of state ν in general depends on the external
potential v. We shall only consider external potential for which the density of states
ν has the same support as the free density of states ν0. The non-negativity of v
implies that
ν(A) = 0 , for all Borel subsets A ⊂ (−∞, 0) ,
and we shall require in addition that
ν
(
[0, E]
)
> 0 , for all E > 0 . (1.7)
For the speciﬁc models considered in this thesis, we shall prove that this last as-
sumption is satisﬁed, see Section 1.3.
Now, we turn to the many-body problem. The n-particles space H
(n)
l for bosons is
deﬁned as follows
H
(n)
l := {ψ ∈ H ⊗H ⊗ · · · ⊗H︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
: σ
(n)
+ ψ = ψ} ,
where σ
(n)
+ is the symmetrisation operator
σ
(n)
+
(
ψ1 ⊗ ψ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ψn
)
:=
1
n!
∑
π∈Sn
ψπ(1) ⊗ ψπ(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ ψπ(n) .
By convention, H
(0)
l = C (“zero particles space”).
In this thesis, we are interested in the grand canonical ensemble, where the total
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number of particles is not ﬁxed. Hence, we need an appropriate Hilbert space. Let
Fl = Fl(Hl) be the symmetric Fock space constructed over Hl, that is
Fl :=
∞⊕
n=0
H
(n)
l . (1.8)
We are now ready to introduce the second quantisation dΓ. For a self-adjoint single-
particle operator A : D(A)→ Hl, the map
dΓ(A) : D(dΓ(A)) → Fl(
φ0, φ1, φ2, . . .
) 7→ (A(0)φ0, A(1)φ1, A(2)φ2, . . . ) ,
where
A(n) := A⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ A⊗ · · · ⊗ 1+ · · ·+ 1⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ A
A(0) := 0 and A(1) := A ,
is essentially self-adjoint on the set
{
(φ0, φ1, . . . ) ∈ Fl : φn ∈
n⊗
m=1
D(A) andφn = 0, forn large enough
}
.
The second quantisation dΓ(A) is then deﬁned as the closure of this map.
The operators for the total number of particles, Nl, and the operator for the number
of particles in a state ϕ ∈ Hl, Nl(ϕ), are deﬁned as follows
Nl := dΓ(1H) ,
Nl(ϕ) := dΓ(Pϕ) ,
where Pϕ is the orthogonal projection onto the state ϕ. In terms of the creation
and annihilation operators (satisfying the boson Canonical Commutation Relations)
a∗(ϕ), a(ϕ) in the state ϕ, one has Nl(ϕ) = a∗(ϕ)a(ϕ). In particular, for any or-
thonormal basis {ϕi}, i > 1, it follows from the linearity of the second quantisation
dΓ that the operator for the total number of particles Nl can be expanded as
Nl =
∑
i>1
Nl(ϕi) .
We denote by Hl := dΓ(hl) the second quantisation of the one-particle Schro¨dinger
operator hl in Fl. Note that since the set {φli}i>1 is an orthonormal basis of H, it
12
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follows from the spectral representation that the operator Hl acting in Fl has the
form
Hl =
∑
j>1
Elj dΓ(Pφli) =
∑
i>1
Eli Nl(φ
l
i),
Then, the grand-canonical Hamiltonian of the perfect Bose gas in an external po-
tential is given by
H0l (µ) := Hl − µNl =
∑
i>1
(Eli − µ) Nl(φli) (1.9)
where µ is the chemical potential. As usual, this thermodynamic parameter will
allow us to control the mean density of our models.
In addition to the perfect gas, we shall also consider the mean field Bose gas,
which is deﬁned by the following Hamiltonian
Hλl (µ) := H
0
l (µ) +
λ
2Vl
N2l , (1.10)
where λ is a non-negative parameter.
The thermodynamic equilibrium Gibbs state 〈−〉l associated with the Hamilto-
nian Hλl (µ) is given by
〈A〉λl (β, µ) :=
1
Ξλl (β, µ)
TrFl{exp(−βHλl (µ))A} ,
and the pressure is deﬁned by
pλl (β, µ) :=
1
βVl
ln Ξλl (β, µ) ,
where
Ξλl (β, µ) := TrFl exp(−βHλl (µ))
is the corresponding partition function. The parameter β is the inverse temperature.
In the rest of this thesis, we shall work at ﬁxed, non-zero temperature, and thus, we
will always omit the explicit dependence on β. For simplicity, we shall sometimes
omit also the explicit mention of the dependence on µ when no confusion arises.
13
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1.2 The pressure and mean density in the ther-
modynamic limit: the phase transition associ-
ated with generalised Bose-Einstein conden-
sation
1.2.1 The perfect Bose gas
In this section, we consider a Bose gas with Hamiltonian (1.9). It is well known
that, for the pressure of the perfect Bose gas to exist, the chemical potential µ must
satisify the stability condition
µ < El1 , (1.11)
and in the stability regime, the pressure of the perfect Bose gas can be computed
explicitly
p0l (µ) = −
∫
[0,∞)
ln(1− e−β(E−µ))νl(dE) . (1.12)
Hence, the density of the perfect gas can also be derived exactly
ρ0l (µ) := ∂µ p
0
l (µ) =
∫
[0,∞)
(eβ(E−µ) − 1)−1νl(dE) .
Let us introduce the sequence of occupation measure m0l in the eigenstates
m0l (A) :=
1
Vl
∑
i:Eli∈A
〈Nl(φli)〉0l (β, µ) for all Borel subsets A ⊂ [0,∞) , (1.13)
and since the mean occupations numbers 〈Nl(φli)〉λl can be computed explicitly in
the perfect Bose gas, one obtains the following expression
m0l (A) =
∫
A
(eβ(E−µ) − 1)−1νl(dE) . (1.14)
Note that m0l
(
[0,∞)) coincides by deﬁnition with the mean density ρ0l (µ).
Let us now introduce the thermodynamic limit (TL), which is the limit of inﬁnite
volume (that is, l →∞) while the density of particles remains constant. In the rest
of this thesis, ρ will always denote the ﬁxed density, which means that we require
the following equation to hold for all l
ρ = ρ0l (µ) . (1.15)
14
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Since the occupation measures depend on the chemical potential, see (1.13), this is
a condition on the chemical potential µ and one can check that, in ﬁnite volume,
there always exists a solution µl = µl(ρ) < E
l
1. This can be seen from the fact
that the ﬁnite volume mean density ρ0l (µ) diverges when µ → El1, hence allowing
arbitrarily large ρ. Thus, one can get an implicit expression for the ﬁnite volume
pressure (1.12) as a function of the density instead of the chemical potential
p0l (ρ) := p
0
l (µl(ρ)) = −
∫
[0,∞)
ln(1− e−β(E−µl(ρ)))νl(dE) .
Since µl = µl(ρ) < E
l
1 for any ρ <∞, the ﬁnite volume pressure p0l (ρ) is well deﬁned.
In particular, there is no phase transition, as p0l (ρ) is continuously diﬀerentiable with
respect to ρ for any ﬁnite l.
However, to study the thermodynamic limit, we must ﬁrst determine whether
the critical density
ρc := lim
µ↑0
∫
[0,∞)
(eβ(E−µ) − 1)−1ν(dE)
is ﬁnite or not. Note that, since it follows from (1.7) that El1 → 0 as l → ∞, the
stability condition in the thermodynamic limit becomes µ 6 0. If ρc = +∞, then
one gets the asymptotic behaviour for the chemical potential, see Figure 1.1
lim
l→∞
µl(ρ) =: µ∞(ρ) < 0.
In particular, in view of (1.12), the pressure becomes in the thermodynamic limit
p0(ρ) := lim
l→∞
p0l (µl(ρ)) = −
∫
[0,∞)
ln(1− e−β(E−µ∞(ρ)))ν(dE)
and again, since µ∞(ρ) < 0, there is no phase transition. One can obtain an explicit
expression for the occupation measure in the thermodynamic limit
m0(A) := lim
l→∞
m0l (A) =
∫
A
(eβ(E−µ∞(β,ρ)) − 1)−1ν(dE)
by uniform convergence. It follows immediately that the measure m is absolutely
continuous on [0,∞).
15
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ρ
_
ρ (µ)
l
0
ρ (µ)0
µ
0µ∝
µl
 
E
1
l
Figure 1.1: Density constraint for unbounded critical density
If the critical density ρc is ﬁnite, however, one needs a more careful analysis.
On the one hand, if one considers the low-density regime, that is ρ < ρc, then one
can follow the same procedure as in the case where ρc = +∞. Indeed, the density
constraint (1.15) has always a unique solution in ﬁnite volume, and this remains
true in the limit l →∞, cf. Figure 1.2
lim
l→∞
µl(ρ) =: µ∞(ρ) < 0 ,
But for the high density regime, that is ρ > ρc, one can see that
lim
l→∞
µl(ρ) =: µ∞(ρ) = 0 ,
cf. Figure 1.3, and hence the limiting value of the chemical potential is independent
of the density! For a rigorous version of this argument, we refer the reader to [5].
Therefore, we cannot take the limit of the ﬁxed density constraint (1.15) directly,
since it would then have no solution in µ. Let us rewrite this equation as follows,
for some δ > 0
ρ = m0l
(
[0, δ]
)
+ m0l
(
(δ,∞))
16
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ρ
_
ρ (µ)0
lρ (µ)0
µ
0µ∝µl
ρ
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E
1
l
Figure 1.2: Density constraint for bounded critical density in the low density regime
ρ
_
ρ (µ)ο
l
ρ (µ)ο
µ0µ
∝
= µ
l
ρ
c
E
1
l
Figure 1.3: Density constraint for bounded critical density in the high density regime
and hence
lim
l→∞
m0l
(
[0, δ]
)
= ρ − lim
l→∞
m0l
(
(δ,∞)) .
17
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As δ > 0, we have
lim
l→∞
m0l
(
(δ,∞)) = lim
l→∞
∫
(δ,∞)
(eβ(E−µl(ρ)) − 1)−1 νl(dE)
=
∫
(δ,∞)
(eβ(E−µ∞(ρ)) − 1)−1 ν(dE)
=
∫
(δ,∞)
(eβE − 1)−1 ν(dE) .
Since we have assumed that ρc <∞, it follows that
lim
δ↓0
lim
l→∞
m0l
(
[0, δ)
)
= ρ − lim
δ↓0
lim
l→∞
m0l
(
[0, δ)
)
= ρ− ρc ,
which means that the limiting occupation measure has an atom at zero-energy:
this is generalised Bose-Einstein condensation. Similarly, on can obtain an explicit
expression for the pressure in the high density regime, ρ > ρc,
p0(ρ) = lim
l→∞
p0l (µl(ρ)) = p
0(0) .
We summarise the results detailled in this section in the following proposition.
Proposition 1.2.1 Let the critical density be defined by
ρc :=
∫
[0,∞)
(eβE − 1)−1ν(dE) .
The perfect Bose gas defined by the Hamiltonian (1.9) exhibits a phase transition in
the thermodynamic limit if and only if ρc <∞. In that case, the pressure is constant
at large density
p0(ρ) =
 p0(µ∞(ρ)) if ρ < ρcp0(0) if ρ > ρc
and there is generalised Bose-Einstein condensation, i.e. the limiting occupation
measure has an atom at zero energy
m(dE) =
 (ρ− ρc)δ0(dE) + (eβE − 1)−1 ν(dE) if ρ > ρc(eβ(E−µ∞) − 1)−1 ν(dE) if ρ < ρc .
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1.2.2 The mean field Bose gas
In this section, we consider a simple model of interacting Bose gas, deﬁned by the
Hamiltonian (1.10). The main diﬀerence between this model and the perfect Bose
gas is that the former is superstable, which means that the correponding pressure
pλl (β, µ), for any λ > 0, is well deﬁned for all real value of the chemical potential µ.
This property implies that, for any ﬁxed mean density ρ, the ﬁxed density equation
ρ = ρλl (µ)
has not only a unique solution µl := µ(ρ) for each l, but the limiting solution
µ∞ := µ∞(ρ) is also unique. Hence, it is not as crucial as in the perfect Bose
gas, see discussion in the previous section, to control carefully the ﬁnite-volume
behaviour of µ.
Although it is not possible to compute explicitly the ﬁnite volume pressure and
density of the mean ﬁeld gas, there exist many ways of obtaining them in the ther-
modynamic limit, see e.g. [17], [18], [19], in terms of the the pressure and mean
density of the perfect Bose gas. With our notation, this reads as follows.
Proposition 1.2.2 The pressure of the mean field Bose gas is given in the thermo-
dynamic limit by
pλ(µ) := lim
l→∞
pλl (µ) =

λ
2
ρ˜(µ)2 + p0(µ− λρ˜(µ)) if µ < µc
µ2
2λ
+ p0(0) if µ > µc
and the mean density is
ρλ(µ) := ∂µ p
λ(µ) =

ρ0(µ− λρ˜(µ)) if µ < µc
µ
λ
if µ > µc
where µc = λρc and ρ˜(µ) is the unique solution of the equation ρ = ρ
0(µ − λρ).
Note that ρλ(µc) = ρc.
The pressure p0(β, µ), the mean density ρ0(β, µ) and the critical density ρc cor-
respond to the ones established for the perfect Bose gas, see Proposition 1.2.1.
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It is already clear that the mean ﬁeld gas exhibits a phase transition, as the
pressure is not twice diﬀerentiable at the critical value µ = µc. We now show brieﬂy
how this is actually due to generalised BEC.
Let us deﬁne a modiﬁed mean ﬁeld Hamiltonian with a shift in a part of the spectrum
Hλl (µ; ξ) :=
∑
i:Eli6δ
(Eli − µ)Nl(φli) +
∑
i:Eli>δ
(Eli + ξ − µ)Nl(φli) +
λ
2Vl
N 2l .
and we denote by 〈−〉l,ξ its associated equlibrium state. Using the same method as
in Proposition 1.2.2, one can show that its associated pressure is given by (in the
thermodynamic limit)
pλ(µ; ξ) := lim
l→∞
pλl (µ; ξ) =

λ
2
ρ˜(µ; ξ)2 + p0(µ− λρ˜(µ; ξ); ξ) ifµ < µc
µ2
2λ
+ p0(0; ξ) ifµ > µc
where p0(µ; ξ), ρ0(µ; ξ) are the pressure and mean particle-density associated with
the modiﬁed perfect Bose gas Hamiltonian H0l (µ; ξ), µc := λρc the corresponding
critical values, and ρ˜(µ; ξ) is the solution in ρ of the equation ρ = ρ0(µ− λρ; ξ). We
get the following expressions by a straightforward calculation
p0(µ; ξ) = −
∫
[0,δ]
ln(1− e−β(E−µ))ν(dE) −
∫
(δ,∞)
ln(1− e−β(E+ξ−µ))ν(dE),
ρ0(µ; ξ) =
∫
[0,δ]
1
eβ(E−µ) − 1ν(dE) +
∫
(δ,∞)
1
eβ(E+ξ−µ) − 1ν(dE) . (1.16)
We have
∂ξ p
λ
l (µ; ξ) = −
1
Vl
∑
i:Eli>δ
〈Nl(φli)〉l,ξ =
1
Vl
∑
i:Eli6δ
〈Nl(φli)〉l,ξ − ρ˜(µ; ξ),
which gives
lim
δ↓0
lim
l→∞
∑
i:Eli6δ
1
Vl
〈Nl(φli)〉l,0 = lim
ξ↓0
ρ˜(µ; ξ) + lim
δ↓0
lim
l→∞
∂ξ p
λ
l (µ; ξ)|ξ=0 .
In view of (1.16), it is easy to see that
lim
ξ↓0
ρ˜(µ; ξ) =
 ρ0(µ− λρ˜(µ; 0)) if µ < µcρc if µ > µc
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As pλl (µ; ξ) is a convex function of ξ, we can exchange the TL and diﬀerentiation
using the Griﬃth lemma (see [20]). Using also the fact that ρ˜(µ; ξ) is a minimizer
for p0l (µ; ξ), we get
∂ξ lim
l→∞
pλl (µ; ξ)|ξ=0 =
 −ρ0(µ− λρ˜(µ; 0); 0)) = −ρ0(µ− λρ˜(µ)) if µ < µc−ρ0(0; 0) = −ρc if µ > µc
Hence, we have proved the following:
Proposition 1.2.3 Let the critical density be defined as in Proposition 1.2.1. The
mean field Bose gas defined by the Hamiltonian (1.10) presents a phase transition
in the thermodynamic limit if and only if ρc <∞. In that case, the pressure is not
twice differentiable at the critical value µc = λρc, see Proposition 1.2.2, and there is
generalised Bose-Einstein condensation, i.e. the limiting occupation measure has an
atom at zero energy
mλ
({0}) =
 µ− λρc if µ > µc0 if µ < µc
1.3 The density of states for specific models
As can be seen from Propositions 1.2.1 and 1.2.3, the occurrence of generalised Bose-
Einstein condensation in the perfect and mean ﬁeld Bose gases is entirely controlled
by the density of states ν (1.5) of the one-particle Schro¨dinger operator (1.3), as it
determines whether a phase transition occurs or not and the density of the associated
generalised condensation. More precisely, it is the ability of ν to make the critical
density
ρc =
∫
[0,∞)
(eβE − 1)−1ν(dE)
ﬁnite that is required for the phase transition to occur. It can easily be seen from
the previous integral that only the asymptotic behaviour of ν near zero energy is
responsible for making the critical density ﬁnite.
Lemma 1.3.1 The critical density ρc is finite if there exist constants 0 6 a < ∞
and ǫ > 0 such that
lim
E↓0
E−(1+ǫ)ν
(
[0, E]
)
= a
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The proof of that lemma is elementary, using a Taylor expansion near zero energy.
If we restrict ourselves to the free Bose gas, the behaviour of the density of states
ν0 is known explicitly, see (1.6), and it follows that ρc is ﬁnite if and only if d > 2.
Now, one can obtain a wide range of behaviour for the density of states by the
addition of external potentials. In this section, we shall review classes of external
potential for which the IDS has the required behaviour to enhance generalised BEC
even in low dimensional systems. In addition, we shall also prove that the required
assumption on the density of states, see (1.7), holds for these models.
1.3.1 Random potentials: the Lifshitz tails
A simple model: the Luttinger-Sy model
In this subsection, we study a particular random system in dimension 1, the so-
called Luttinger-Sy model with point impurities [21]. Formally, the single-particle
Hamiltonian for this model is
hωl = −12∆+ a
∑
j
δ(x− xωj ) ,
where the xj’s are distributed according to a Poisson law and a = +∞. We ﬁrst recall
some deﬁnitions to make sense of this formal Hamiltonian. Let u(x) ≥ 0, x ∈ R,
be a continuous function with compact support called a (repulsive) single-impurity
potential. Let {µωλ}ω∈Ω be the Poisson measure on R with intensity λ > 0,
P ({ω ∈ Ω : µωλ(Λ) = n}) =
(λ |Λ|)n
n!
e−λ|Λ| , n ∈ N0 = N ∪ {0} , (1.17)
for any bounded Borel set Λ ⊂ R. Then the non-negative random potential vω
generated by the Poisson distributed local impurities has realisations
vω(x) :=
∫
R
µωλ(dy)u(x− y) =
∑
xωj ∈Xω
u(x− xωj ) . (1.18)
Here the random set Xω corresponds to impurity positions Xω =
{
xωj
}
j
⊂ R, which
are the atoms of the Poisson measure, i.e., ♯ {Xω ↾ Λ} = µωλ(Λ) is the number of
impurities in the set Λ. Since the expectation E (νωλ (Λ)) = λ |Λ|, the parameter λ
coincides with the density of impurities on R.
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Luttinger and Sy deﬁned their model by restriction of the single-impurity poten-
tial to the case of point δ-potential with amplitude a→ +∞. Then the correspond-
ing random potential (1.18) takes the form
vωa (x) :=
∫
R
νωλ (dy)aδ(x− y) = a
∑
xωj ∈Xω
δ(x− xωj ) . (1.19)
Now the self-adjoint one-particle random Schro¨dinger operator hωa := h
0 ∔ vωa is
deﬁned in the sense of the sum of quadratic forms. The strong resolvent limit
hωLS := s.r. lima→+∞ h
ω
a is the Luttinger-Sy model.
Equivalently, this model can be deﬁned by imposing a Dirichlet boundary condition
at each impurity xωj .
Since Xω generates a set of intervals
{
Iωj := (x
ω
j−1, x
ω
j )
}
j
of (random) lengths{
Lωj := x
ω
j − xωj−1
}
j
, one gets the decomposition of the one-particle Luttinger-Sy
Hamiltonian
hωLS =
⊕
j
hD(I
ω
j ) , dom(h
ω
LS) ⊂
⊕
j
L2(Iωj ) , ω ∈ Ω , (1.20)
into random disjoint free Schro¨dinger operators
{
hD(I
ω
j )
}
j,ω
with Dirichlet boundary
conditions at the end-points of intervals
{
Iωj
}
j
. Then the Dirichlet restriction hωl,D
of the Hamiltonian hωLS to a ﬁxed interval Λl = (−l/2, l/2) and the corresponding
change of notation are evident: e.g.,
{
Iωj
}
j
7→ {Iωj }M l(ω)j=1 , whereM l(ω) is total num-
ber of subintervals in Λl corresponding to the set X
ω. For comprehensive deﬁnitions
and some results concerning this model we refer the reader to [13].
The Luttinger-Sy model is special in the sense that its IDS can be computed
exactly for all E, and not only near E = 0 as in the general case.
Lemma 1.3.2 (Lifshitz tails in the Luttinger-Sy model) The sequence of den-
sities of states νωl defined by the Schro¨dinger operator (1.20) of the Luttinger-Sy
model converges a.s. (in the weak sense) in the limit l → ∞ to a non-random
measure ν, and
ν([0, E]) = λ
e−cλE
−1/2
1− e−cλE−1/2 ,
with the constant c = π/
√
2.
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The proof of this lemma can be found in [13], see Proposition 3.2 in that reference.
Clearly, it also implies that the density of states of this model satisﬁes the condition
(1.7). In view of Lemma 1.3.1, we can state the following.
Corollary 1.3.1 Let the Schro¨dinger operator in a random potential be defined as
in (1.20). Then, the corresponding perfect and mean field Bose gases exhibits gen-
eralised BEC in the (random) eigenstates.
A general family of random models
We deﬁne an external random potential v(·)(·) : Ω×Rd → R, x 7→ vω(x) as a non-
negative random ﬁeld on a probability space (Ω,F ,P). The Schro¨dinger operator in
a random external potential is then given by
hωl := h
0
l + v
ω
l , (1.21)
where vωl denotes the restirction of the random potential v
ω to the box Λl. We
shall assume that vωl is bounded, and then the Schro¨dinger operator (1.21) is almost
surely (a.s.) self-adjoint.
We shall adhere to the notation introduced in Section 1.1, adding an upper index
ω to emphasise the randomness when necessary. We now turn to the density of states
of these random Schro¨dinger operators. Although at ﬁnite-volume, the densities of
states νωl deﬁned by
νωl (A) =
1
Vl
♯{k : Eω,li ∈ A}, for all Borel subsetsA ⊂ R (1.22)
are randommeasures, one can check that for homogeneous ergodic random potentials
the limiting measure νω has the property of being self-averaging, see e.g. [10]. This
means that νω = ν is almost surely a non-random measure.
We shall also assume that the following technical conditions hold
1. p := P{ω : vω(0) = 0} < 1
2. (a) On the probability space (Ω,F ,P) there exists a group of measure-preserving
metrically transitive transformations {Tp}p∈Rd of Ω, such that vω(x+p) =
vTpω(x) for all x, p ∈ Rd;
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(b) Eω{
∫
Λ1
dx |vω(x)|κ} <∞, where κ > max(2, d/2), and Λ1 the unit cube.
3. For any Λ ⊂ Rd, let ΣΛ be the σ-algebra generated by the random ﬁeld
vω(x), x ∈ Λ. For any two arbitrary random variables on Ω, f ,g satisfying
(i) |g|∞ < ∞, Eω{|f |} < ∞ and (ii) the function g is ΣΛ1-measurable, the
function f is ΣΛ2-measurable, where Λ1,Λ2 are disjoint bounded subsets of
R
d, the following holds
|E{|f.g|} − E{|f |}E{|g|}| 6 |g|∞ E{|f |}φ(d(Λ1,Λ2))
with φ(x) → 0 as x → ∞, and d(Λ1,Λ2) the Euclidean distance between Λ1
and Λ2.
Lemma 1.3.3 (Lifshitz tails) Under the above assumptions, the following holds
a.s.− lim inf
E→0+
(−Ed/2) ln(ν([0, E])) > a > 0. (1.23)
A proof of this form of Lifshitz tails (1.23) can be found in a paper by Kirsch and
Martinelli [22], see Theorem 4 in that reference.
Corollary 1.3.2 Let the Schro¨dinger operator in a random potential be defined as
in (1.21), and assume the random potential satisfies the assumptions of Lemma
1.3.3. Then, the corresponding perfect and mean field Bose gases exhibit generalised
BEC in the (random) eigenstates for any d > 1.
Now, in order to prove our condition (1.7), we need the following additional
condition
P
{
ω :
∫
Λ
vω(x) dx 6 t
}
> 0 , for all t > 0 and for any ﬁnite Λ . (1.24)
We can now prove the following
Lemma 1.3.4 Assume that a random potential satisfies the assumptions of Lemma
1.3.3 and the condition (1.24). Then, the density of states ν of the corresponding
random Schro¨dinger operator (1.21) is such that
ν
(
[0, E]
)
> 0 for all E > 0 .
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Proof:
Let us ﬁx E > 0. We start from the following inequality, see [22],
ν
(
[0, E]
)
>
1
VL
E
(
#{i : Eω,Li 6 E}
)
, (1.25)
which is satisﬁed for any L > 0, with VL the volume of a cube of side L centered
at some point x ∈ Rd, and Eω,Li the eigenvalues corresponding to the restriction of
the random Schro¨dinger operator to that region. Note that since we consider only
expectations with respect to the random potential in (1.25), everything is actually
independent of x.
By computing the expectation, one gets
Eω
(
#{i : Eω,Li 6 E}
)
=
∞∑
n=0
nP{#{i : Eω,Li 6 E} = n}
> P
{
#{i : Eω,li 6 E} > 1
}
and we can then reduce the estimate in (1.25) to a condition on the ﬁrst eigenvalue
ν
(
[0, E]
)
> L−d P{ω : Eω,L1 6 E}. (1.26)
By the min-max principle, we have
Eω,L1 6 ε
L
1 +
∫
ΛL
dx |ψL1 (x)|2 vω(x) 6 εL1 + L−d
∫
ΛL
dx vω(x) , (1.27)
where εL1 is the ﬁrst kinetic eigenvalue and ψ
L
1 the corresponding eigenfunction of the
kinetic energy operator −12∆D restricted to a cube of side L with Dirichlet boundary
condition. Note that we have used the property (1.2) to estimate |ψL1 (x)|.
Let L := π(E/2)−1/2, and therefore, the ﬁrst kinetic eigenvalue εL1 = E/2. Hence,
the inequality (1.27) becomes
Eω,L1 6 E/2 + π
−d(E
2
)−d/2 ∫
Λ
pi(E/2)−1/2
dx vω(x). (1.28)
In view of (1.26), we obtain
ν
(
[0, E]
)
> π−d
(E
2
)−d/2
P{ω : π−d(E
2
)−d/2 ∫
Λ
pi(E/2)−1/2
dx vω(x) 6 E/2} (1.29)
and hence, it follows from (1.29) and the assumption (1.24) that
ν
(
[0, E]
)
> π−d
(E
2
)−d/2
P
{
ω :
∫
Λ
pi(E/2)−1/2
dx vω(x) 6
πdE1−d/2
21+d/2
}
> 0 . 
To ﬁnish this section, let us give some speciﬁc random potentials satisfying the
assumptions that we detailed in the present section.
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The Poisson potential This random potential is deﬁned by
vω(x) :=
∑
i
u(x− xωj ),
where the xωj ’s are the atoms of a Poisson measure, and the function u : R
d 7→ [0, q)
is the potential created by each impurity. In addition to the non-negativity, there
are some additional conditions on the function u to ensure a well-deﬁned random
potential. For simplicity, one can assume that u has compact support, but the
assumptions of Lemma 1.3.3 can also be satisﬁed under suitable fast decay conditions
on u. The exact conditions have been the object of many studies, and we refer the
interested reader to [10] for a comprehensive review.
Moreover, it is straightforward to check that the condition (1.24) is satisﬁed in the
Poisson model with a compactly-supported function u. Indeed, it is suﬃcient to
estimate the probability to ﬁnd “empty” boxes, that is
P
{
ω : #{j : xωj ∈ ΛL} = 0
}
,
and by the property of the Poisson distribution, this is non-zero for any ﬁnite L
(although exponentially small, as expected in view of the Lifshitz tails).
Finally, we want to point out that the Lifshitz tails in the Poisson potential can
be derived in a stronger form than in Lemma 1.3.3, see e.g. [10], in the sense that
the limit itself is established, instead of an upper bound.
The Stollmann model The second model that we shall consider in this thesis
is taken from [23], where the author calls it “the model (P + A)”. It consists of
impurities located at points of the lattice Zd, with appropriate assumptions over the
single-impurity potential, mainly designed to obtain independence between regions
which are suﬃciently far away from each other. Let us make it more explicit by
giving some deﬁnitions. The single-site potential f , Λ1(0) → R has the following
properties:
1. f is bounded;
2. there exists σ > 0 such that f(x) > σ > 0 for all x ∈ Λ1(0).
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The randomness in this model is given by varying the strength of each impurity. For
this purpose, we deﬁne a single-site (probability) measure µ, with supp(µ) = [0, a]
for a ﬁnite a. We shall assume in the rest of this thesis that µ is Ho¨lder-continuous,
that is for some α > 0,
sup
{s,t}
{
µ([s, t]) : 0 6 t− s 6 η} 6 ηα, ∀ 0 6 η 6 1 . (1.30)
The random potential is then deﬁned by
vω(x) :=
∑
k∈Zd
qω(k) f(x− k), (1.31)
where the qω(k)’s are i.i.d. random variables distributed according to µ.
Since the impurities in that model are ﬁxed on Zd-lattice points, each of them
creating a compactly-supported potential, and the coeﬃcients qω’s are i.i.d. random
variables, it is easy to see that the assumptions of Lemma 1.23 are satisﬁed. For the
additional condition (1.24), we can get the following estimate∫
ΛL
vω(x) dx 6 αf
∑
xi∈IL
qω(xi) ,
where the non-random, bounded constant αf is deﬁned by
αf :=
∫
Λ1
dx f(x).
and IL ⊂ Zd is deﬁned in such a way that the unions of unit cubes centered at the
points xi ∈ IL is the minimal cover of the box ΛL. Hence, one needs to estimate the
probability of the following set, for arbitrary t > 0
X := {ω : αf
∑
xi∈IL
qω(xi) 6 t} .
Using the independence of the qω(xi)’s, one can estimate the probability of the set
X by considering the case where all qω(xi) “contribute equally”, so to speak, that is
P(X) > P
( ⋂
xi∈IL
{ω : qω(xi) 6 t
αfnL
}
=
(
P{ω : qω(0) 6 t
αfnL
})nL
where nL := |IL|. This can now be expressed in terms of the probability measure µ,
according to which the qω(xi)’s are distributed,
P(X) > µ
(
[0,
t
αfnL
]
)nL
> 0
since nL <∞ for any L <∞ and the measure µ has supp(µ) = [0, a].
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1.3.2 Weak external potentials
Let v be a non-negative, continuous real-valued function deﬁned on the closed unit
cube Λ1 ⊂ Rd. We assume that the function v satisﬁes the two following conditions.
i) v(x) = 0 if and only if x ∈ {yj}nj=1, (1.32)
ii) lim
x→yj
v(x)
|x− yj|αj = cj, ∀j = 1, 2, . . . , n
where {yj}nj=1 is a sequence of points in Λ1, and {αj}, {cj} corresponding sequences
of positive parameters. We order the yj in such a way that 0 < α1 6 . . . 6 αn.
Roughly speaking, we consider any continuous, non-negative function v that vanishes
at only a ﬁnite number of points, and does so with some polynomial strength.
The one-particle Schro¨dinger operator with a weak external potential in a box
Λl is deﬁned by scaling the potential v, that is
hl = −12∆D + v(x1/l, . . . , xd/l) . (1.33)
The low energy behaviour of the density of states is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 1.3.5 Let hl to be as above, and ν its asymptotic density of states. Then
the following holds
lim
E↓0
E−(d/2+d/α1) ν
(
[0, E]
)
= KCd .
The constant Cd is the same as in the Weyl formula (1.6), and K is given by
K =
1
c
d/α1
1
∫
|z|<1
dz (1− |z|α1) ,
with c1, α1 as in (1.32).
Proof:
In view of the condition (1.32) satisﬁed by the external potential v, for some
ε > 0 small enough, there exists δ1 > 0, . . . , δn > 0 such that for all j = 1, . . . , n
(cj − ε)|x− yj|αj 6 v(x) 6 (cj + ε)|x− yj|αj , (1.34)
for all x such that |x− yj| 6 δj .
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Let δ := min{δj}, and denote by B(yj, δ) the ball of radius δ centered at yj. Note
that by continuity, there exists a constant κ > 0 such that
v(x) > κ, for all x ∈ Λ1 \
( n⋃
j=1
B(yj, δ)
)
. (1.35)
We now use a result due to Pule´, see [8],
ν
(
[0, E]
)
= lim
l→∞
νl(E) = Cd
∫
x∈Λ1
v(x)<E
dx
(
E − v(x))d/2, (1.36)
where Cd is as in the Weyl formula (1.6). It follows from (1.35) and (1.36) that, for
all E < κ, we get
ν
(
[0, E]
)
= Cd
n∑
j=1
∫
x∈B(yj ,δ)
v(x)<E
dx
(
E − v(x))d/2 .
Since we know from (1.34) that on the one hand,
E − v(x) 6 E − (cj − ε)|x− yj|αj
for any j = 1, . . . , n and for all x ∈ B(yj, δ), and on the other hand
{x ∈ B(yj, δ) : v(x) < E} ⊂ {x ∈ B(yj, δ) : (cj + ε)|x− yj|αj < E} ,
we can obtain the following upper bound from (1.36)
ν
(
[0, E]
)
6 Cd
n∑
j=1
∫
(cj+ε)|x−yj |αj<E
dx
(
E − (cj − ε)|x− yj|αj
)d/2
.
In each integral, we let z := E−1/αj(cj + ε)1/αj(x− yj) so that
ν
(
[0, E]
)
6 Cd
n∑
j=1
Ed/αj
(cj + ε)d/αj
∫
|z|<1
dz Ed/2 (1− cj − ε
cj + ε
|z|αj) . (1.37)
We follow the same procedure to ﬁnd the lower bound. For any j = 1, . . . , n, we
obtain from (1.34) that
E − v(x) > E − (cj + ε)|x− yj|αj ,
for all x ∈ B(yj, δ), and we also have
{x ∈ B(yj, δ) : v(x) < E} ⊃ {x ∈ B(yj, δ) : (cj − ε)|x− yj|αj < E} .
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In a similar way as we obtained (1.37), we get the lower bound
ν
(
[0, E]
)
> Cd
n∑
j=1
Ed/αj
(cj − ε)d/αj
∫
|z|<1
dz Ed/2 (1− cj + ε
cj − ε |z|
αj) . (1.38)
Combining (1.37) and (1.38) leads to
Cd
n∑
j=1
Ed/αj+d/2K1(j, ε) 6 ν
(
[0, E]
)
6 Cd
n∑
j=1
Ed/αj+d/2K2(j, ε) , (1.39)
for any E < κ, with the constants
K1(j, ε) :=
1
(cj − ε)d/αj
∫
|z|<1
dz (1− cj + ε
cj − ε |z|
αj) , (1.40)
K2(j, ε) :=
1
(cj + ε)d/αj
∫
|z|<1
dz (1− cj − ε
cj + ε
|z|αj) .
Only the ﬁrst terms in the sums in (1.39) contribute in the limit E ↓ 0, since we
have assumed that 0 < α1 6 · · · 6 αn, and thus
CdK1(1, ε) 6 lim inf
E↓0
E−(d/α1+d/2) ν
(
[0, E]
)
6 lim sup
E↓0
E−(d/α1+d/2) ν
(
[0, E]
)
6 CdK2(1, ε) .
As it is clear from (1.40) that we have
lim
ε↓0
K1(1, ε) = lim
ε↓0
K2(1, ε) =
1
c
d/α1
1
∫
|z|<1
dz (1− |z|α1) ,
the lemma follows by letting ε→ 0. 
Note also that the proof of Lemma 1.3.5 yields directly the condition (1.7) for
the weak external potential.
It is now straightforward to derive the minimal requirements on the weak poten-
tial for it to make the critical density ﬁnite, that is to satisfy the requirements of
Lemma 1.3.1.
Corollary 1.3.3 Let the Schro¨dinger operator in the weak external potential be de-
fined as in (1.33). In the corresponding perfect and mean field Bose gases, the
necessary and sufficient condition for generalised BEC in the eigenstates is given by
d
α1
> 1 − d/2.
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This condition is trivial if d > 2, because then even the free Bose gas (without
external potential) would exhibit generalised BEC. If d = 2, any weak potential
deﬁned by (1.32) will also satisfy it, and this comes from the fact that the density
of states of the free gas is already on the edge, see (1.6), and the external potential
is in this case “the straw that broke the camel’s back”. Things get more interesting
if d = 1, since the weak external potential needs to be strong enough to create
condensation. Recall that the function v is deﬁned on the unit cube, and hence it
is the smallest αj that is the most important.
1.4 BEC in single eigenstates
In this section, we are interested in classifying the generalised BEC into the type I, II
or III. As we emphasised in the introduction, one cannot deduce from the generalised
BEC established in Propositions 1.2.1 and 1.2.3 in which particular eigenstate φli the
condensate is to be found, and indeed, it does not necessarily imply condensation
in the ground state φl1. We shall give some examples of various types of generalised
BEC that have been rigorously established.
Let us start with the weak external case, which has been extensively studied by
the Dublin School. In a model studied in [12], the external potential was restricted
to vary in one direction only, that is with our notations
v(x) = v(x1) := |x1|α, α > 0 .
While this class of weak potentials does not satisfy the technical assumptions (1.32)
if d > 2, it is nevertheless possible to show that generalised BEC in the eigenstates
occurs if the parameter α is such that
d
2
+
1
α
> 1 .
Note that this condition coincides with our result in Corollary 1.3.3 in the d = 1
case.
Moreover, the authors in [12] have proved that the condensate is concentrated on
the ground state φl1 in d = 1, 3, 4, . . . , that is the common type I generalised BEC.
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However, if d = 2, the condensate would be spread over inﬁnitely many eigenstates
(all with arbitrary small energy), i.e. a type II condensation.
In the random case, while the occurence of generalised BEC in the eigenstates φli
is fairly easy to prove, thanks to the Lifshitz tails, it is far more diﬃcult to obtain
more information about the actual spread of the condensate. As far as we know, it
has only been done in a simple case, the Luttinger-Sy model, see Section 1.3.1. It
was shown in [13] that the generalised BEC in the eigenstates is to be found in the
(random) groundstate only (that is, a type I condensation)
lim
l→∞
1
l
〈Nl(φω,l1 )〉λl =
 0 if ρ < ρcρ− ρc if ρ > ρc
lim
l→∞
1
l
〈Nl(φω,li )〉λl = 0, for all i > 1 .
Their proof relied on speciﬁc features of the Luttinger-Sy model, namely the fact
that, due to the inﬁnite strength of the impurities, there is no tunnelling eﬀect
between two regions separated by an impurity. One can see this as an “ideal” model
from the point of view of localisation, making computation of the eigenvalues much
simpler. Indeed, this is only a free Bose gas in a collection of intervals of random
length, the distribution of which lengths can be deduced from the properties of the
Poisson distribution. It is a very diﬃcult problem to generalise this result to more
complicated random models.
To conclude this section, let us note that, as far as we know, no generalised BEC
in the eigenstates φli of type III has been obtained by means of an external potential.
This particular type of condensation has only been shown in two models. One is
the free Bose gas for which the thermodynamic limit is taken in a highly anisotropic
way, see e.g. [6]. The other model is a Bose gas with a very speciﬁc, tailor-made,
interaction between the particles to prevent accumulation of particles in any single
eigenstate, [15].
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Chapter 2
Generalised BEC in the kinetic
states
In this chapter, we investigate whether condensation can occur in the kinetic eigen-
states ψlk. Indeed, the phenomenon of Bose-Einstein condensation is generally un-
derstood in the physics literature as the so-called 0-mode condensation, that is, the
macroscopic occupation of the kinetic eigenstate ψl1 in our notation. The generalised
BEC established in previous chapter is however to be found in the eigenstates φli.
As a first step into the understanding of this unusual condensation, especially
in low dimensions where the standard BEC does not occur in translation invari-
ant systems, we investigate the occurence of generalised condensation in the kinetic
eigenstates ψlk. Since these are not the eigenstates of the one-particle Schro¨dinger
operator, the standards methods used in the previous chapter do not work, as the
many particles Hamiltonians of the perfect and mean field Bose gases are not di-
agonal if one performs the second quantisation in the basis defined by the kinetic
states.
The results of this chapter have been published in Journal of Statistical Physics
[24], a copy of this article is reproduced in Appendix E.
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Let us deﬁne the kinetic occupation measure by
m˜λl (A) :=
1
Vl
∑
k:εlk∈A
〈Nl(ψlk)〉λl , for all Borel subsets A ⊂ [0,∞) , (2.1)
which is the analogue of the occupation measure (1.13) in the eigenstates, but instead
measuring the occupation densities in the kinetic states ψlk.
In the perfect Bose gas, we shall show that this sequence of measures, has a weak
limit and we derive an explicit expression for it. In particular, we show that it
has an atom at the origin, which answers the question of generalised BEC in the
kinetic eigenstates. Moreover, the density of that condensate is the same as in the
generalised BEC in the eigenstates.
We shall then investigate the mean ﬁeld gas, and while the results that we obtain
for this case are weaker than for the perfect gas, we are nevertheless able to derive
lower and upper bounds for the density of kinetic condensate, in particular we shall
show that it can be no less than the density of generalised BEC in the eigenstates
and that it vanishes for densities below the critical value.
2.1 Some general results
We begin with some general results, the proofs of which require only the non-
negativity of the external potential and a general feature of the interaction between
particles (if any). The ﬁrst result, though elementary, is crucial in all our analysis.
It may be understood as the analogue of momentum conservation in non translation
invariant systems. However, here it is not the total momentum which is conserved,
since there is no momentum in the ﬁrst place. Indeed, only the number of particles
in each eigenstate φli is conserved.
Lemma 2.1.1 Let Hl(µ) to be a many-particles Hamiltonian, and 〈−〉 its associated
equilibrium state. If
[Hl(µ), Nl(φ
l
i)] = 0, for all i ,
then
〈a∗(φli)a(φlj)〉 = 0, if i 6= j .
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Proof :
Let us deﬁne a unitary transformation Ui(θ) in the Fock space Fl by
Ui(θ) := e
iθNl(φ
l
i)
for a ﬁxed i. Letting Ξ := TrFl exp(−βHl(µ)), we have
〈a∗(φli)a(φlj)〉 =
1
Ξ
TrFl{e−βHl(µ)a∗(φli)a(φlj)} (2.2)
=
1
Ξ
TrFl{e−βHl(µ)a∗(φli)Ui(θ)U−i(θ)a(φlj)}
=
1
Ξ
TrFl{e−βHl(µ)U−i(θ)a∗(φli)Ui(θ)a(φlj)} ,
where the last step follows from the fact that i 6= j, the assumption [Hl(µ), Nl(φli)] =
0 and the commutativity of the trace. Since
U−i(θ)a∗(φli)Ui(θ) = e
iθa∗(φli) ,
the equation (2.2) becomes
〈a∗(φli)a(φlj)〉 = eiθ〈a∗(φli)a(φlj)〉 ,
and the lemma follows. 
Note that the assumption of the Lemma 2.1.1 is not only satisﬁed by the per-
fect and mean ﬁeld Bose gases, but also by a class of interacting Bose gases with
Hamiltonians of the form
Hl(µ) := H
0
l (µ) +
λ
Vl
∑
i,j
bi,j Nl(φ
l
i)Nl(φ
l
j) .
We shall refer to these Hamiltonians as diagonal models. Note that the case bi,j = 0
corresponds to the perfect gas, and bi,j = δi,j to the mean ﬁeld gas (with a shift in
the chemical potential). Some of the results of this section are applicable to diagonal
models with non-negative external potential without further assumptions.
We can use this result to expand the measure m˜λl in terms of the equilibrium
mean-values of occupation numbers in the corresponding eigenstates φi. Using the
linearity (respectively conjugate linearity) of the creation and annihilation operators
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one obtains
m˜λl (A) =
1
Vl
∑
k:εlk∈A
〈a∗(ψlk)a(ψlk)〉λl (2.3)
=
1
Vl
∑
i,j
∑
k:εlk∈A
(φli, ψ
l
k)(φ
l
j, ψ
l
k) 〈a∗(φli)a(φlj)〉λl
=
1
Vl
∑
i
∑
k:εlk∈A
|(φli, ψlk)|2 〈a∗(φli)a(φli)〉λl ,
where the last equality follows from Lemma 2.1.1.
We now prove two important lemmas. Let us introduce their meaning from
an heuristic point of view. In view of the generalised BEC in the eigenstates φli
established in Propositions 1.2.1 and 1.2.3, the total energy of the particles in the
condensate must be arbitrary low, and since the external potential is non-negative,
it follows that their kinetic energy must also be arbitrary low. Hence, the particles
involved in the generalised BEC in the eigenstates φli should also be condensed at
low kinetic energy, which is what we shall establish in the ﬁrst lemma.
On the other hand, if condensation were to occur at non-zero kinetic energy, the
particles involved should have an even higher full energy. But since the condensation
in the eigenstates φli does occur only at low full energy, it should not be possible to
obtain kinetic BEC apart at zero kinetic energy, and we prove this in the second
lemma.
Let us also emphasise that these two lemmas do not require the existence of a
weak limit of the sequence of measures m˜λl . Instead, we consider only some conver-
gent subsequence. Note that at least one such subsequence always exists, see [25],
Chapter VIII.6.
The ﬁrst result states that if there is condensation in the lowest eigenstates φli,
then there is also condensation in the lowest kinetic-energy states ψlk. Moreover, the
amount of the latter condensate density has to be greater than or equal to that of
the former.
Lemma 2.1.2 Let {m˜λlr}r≥1 be a convergent subsequence. We denote by m˜λ its
(weak) limit. For non-negative potentials, the following holds
m˜λ({0}) > mλ({0}) =
 ρ− ρc if ρ > ρc0 if ρ < ρc .
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Proof:
Let γ > 0. Using the expansion of the functions ψlk in the basis {φi}i≥1, see
(2.3), we obtain:
m˜λ([0, γ]) = lim
r→∞
1
Vlr
∑
k:εlrk 6γ
〈Nlr(ψlrk )〉λlr
= lim
r→∞
1
Vlr
∑
k:εlrk 6γ
∑
i>1
|(φlri , ψlrk )|2 〈Nlr(φlri )〉λlr
> lim
r→∞
1
Vlr
∑
k:εlrk 6γ
∑
i:Elri 6δ
|(φlri , ψlrk )|2 〈Nlr(φlri )〉λlr
for any δ > 0. The non-negativity of the potential implies that∑
k:εlk>γ
|(φli, ψlk)|2 6
∑
k:εlk>γ
εlk
γ
|(φli, ψlk)|2 6
1
γ
∑
k>1
εlk|(φli, ψlk)|2
=
1
γ
(φli, h
0
l φ
l
i) 6
1
γ
(φli, h
ω
l φ
l
i) =
Eli
γ
.
We then obtain
m˜λ([0, γ]) > lim
r→∞
1
Vlr
∑
i:Elri 6δ
〈Nlr(φlri )〉λlr (1−
∑
k:εlrk >γ
|(φlri , ψlrk )|2)
> lim
r→∞
1
Vlr
∑
i:Elri 6δ
〈Nlr(φlri )〉λlr (1− Elri /γ)
> lim
r→∞
(1− δ/γ) 1
Vlr
∑
i:Elri 6δ
〈Nlr(φlri )〉λlr = (1− δ/γ)m([0, δ])≥ 0 .
But δ is arbitrary, and the lemma follows by letting δ ↓ 0. 
Remark 2.1.1 In the perfect Bose gas, we can actually show that the limit m˜λ
exists, see Section 2.2. However, even without knowing the existence of a limit,
this lemma is still quite interesting, since apart the non-negativity of the external
potential, its proof involves only the Lemma 2.1.1. Hence, it also applies to any
diagonal model in the following form
lim
δ↓0
lim inf
l→∞
m˜λl ([0, δ]) > m
λ({0}),
assuming that the sequence of measures mλl has a limit m
λ. In the mean field case,
this can be shown with the techniques from Section 1.2.2 (noting that any measur-
able subset of the real line can be approximated by an at most countable union of
intervals).
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In the next lemma, we show that the kinetic states occupation measure (2.1) can
have an atom in the thermodynamic limit only at zero kinetic energy.
Lemma 2.1.3 Assume that the occupation number 〈Nl(φi)〉λl is a non-increasing
function of i. Let {m˜λlr}r≥1 be a convergent subsequence, and m˜λ be its (weak) limit.
Then, for non-negative potential such that (1.7) holds, m˜λ is absolutely continuous
on R+ := (0,∞).
Proof :
Let A be a Borel subset of (0,∞), with Lebesgue measure 0, and let a be such
that inf A > a > 0. Then
m˜λlr(A) =
1
Vlr
∑
k:εlrk ∈A
〈Nlr(ψlrk )〉λlr (2.4)
=
1
Vlr
∑
k:εlrk ∈A
∑
i
|(φlri , ψlrk )|2 〈Nlr(φlri )〉λlr
=
1
Vlr
∑
k:εlrk ∈A
∑
i:Elri 6α
|(φlri , ψlrk )|2 〈Nlr(φlri )〉λlr
+
1
Vlr
∑
k:εlrk ∈A
∑
i:Elri >α
|(φlri , ψlrk )|2 〈Nlr(φlri )〉λlr
for some α > 0. Next, we use the non-negativity of the external potential to get the
following estimate
Eli = (φ
l
i, hlφ
l
i) > (φ
l
i, h
0
l φ
l
i) =
∑
k
εlk|(φli, ψlk)|2 > a
∑
k:εk∈A
|(φli, ψlk)|2.
Since the equilibrium values of the occupation numbers 〈Nl(φli)〉λl are decreasing
with i, the estimate (2.4) implies
m˜λlr(A) 6
1
Vlr
1
a
∑
i:Elri 6α
Elri 〈Nlr(φlri )〉λlr + 〈Nlr(φlriα)〉λlr
1
Vlr
∑
k:εlrk ∈A
1 , (2.5)
where φlriα denotes the eigenstate of hlr with the smallest eigenvalue greater than α.
Using again the monotonicity and the ﬁnite-volume density of states νl, see (1.5),
we can get an upper bound for the mean occupation number in the second term of
(2.5), since
ρ =
1
Vl
∑
i
〈Nl(φli)〉λl >
1
Vl
∑
i:Eli6α
〈Nl(φli)〉λl > 〈Nl(φliα)〉λl νl
(
[0, α]
)
. (2.6)
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Combining (2.5) and (2.6) we obtain
m˜λlr(A) 6
α ρ
a
+
ρ
νωlr([0, α])
∫
A
ν0lr(dε) . (2.7)
Since the measure ν0 (1.4) is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue
measure, and ν
(
[0, α]
)
is strictly positive for any α > 0 by assumption, see (1.7),
the limit r →∞ in (2.7) gives:
m˜λ(A) 6
α ρ
a
,
But α > 0 can be chosen arbitrary small and thus m˜(A) = 0. To ﬁnish the proof,
note that any Borel subset of (0,∞) can be expressed as a countable union of disjoint
subsets with non-zero inﬁmum. Our arguments can then be applied to each of them.

Remark 2.1.2 In addition to the perfect and mean field Bose gas, this lemma is
again valid for any diagonal model, with the additional assumption of monotonicity.
This last property is trivial for the perfect gas, since the occupation numbers are
known explicitly
〈Nl(φli)〉0l =
1
eβ(E
l
i−µ) − 1 .
We shall show that this monotonicity condition holds also for the mean field gas, see
Lemma 2.3.1.
2.2 The perfect Bose gas
In this section, we shall exploit a particular feature of the perfect Bose gas to show
that the sequence of kinetic occupation measures {m˜λl }l converges weakly in the
thermodynamic limit. More precisely, we shall use the fact that the occupation
numbers 〈Nl(φli)〉0l are known explicitly.
While the general scheme of the proof is the same for both the random and weak
external potentials, some of the ingredients will diﬀer substanstially.
We ﬁrst decribe the proof for a general class of random potentials, and also provide
a proof of ﬁnite volume Lifshitz tails, that is an estimate for the (random) ﬁnite vol-
ume densities of states νωl , instead of the asymptotic density of states ν as discussed
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in Section 1.3.1.
Finally, we shall review separately the Luttinger-Sy model at the end of that subsec-
tion, since we can actually obtain a more explicit result than in the general random
case.
In the last subsection, we adapt our methods to cover the case of the weak external
potential.
2.2.1 The random case
The general case
In this section, we are concerned with the general class of random Schro¨dinger
operators satisfying the assumptions detailed in Section 1.3.1. The main result is
the following.
Theorem 2.2.1 Assume that the random potential satisfies the assumptions of
Lemma 1.3.3 and the condition (1.24). Then, the sequence of measures m˜0l con-
verges a.s. in a weak sense to a non-random measure m˜0, which is given by
m˜0(dε) =
 (ρ− ρc)δ0(dε) + F (ε)dε if ρ > ρcF (ε)dε if ρ < ρc
with density F (ε) defined by
F (ε) = (2ε)d/2−1
∫
S1d
dσ g(
√
2ε nσ) .
Here, S1d denotes the unit sphere in R
d centered at the origin, nσ the unit outward
drawn normal vector, and dσ the surface measure of S1d . The function g is defined
as follows
g(k) : =
1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
dx eikx
∑
n>1
enβµ∞ Eω
(
Knβω (x, 0)
)
, (2.8)
where Eω is the expectation on the probability space (Ω,F ,P) and Ktω(x, x′) is the
kernel of the operator e−th
ω
.
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Proof of Theorem 2.2.1
Before proving this theorem, we need some intermediate results. The occupation
numbers in the perfect Bose gas are known explicitely
〈Nl(φli)〉0l =
(
eβ(E
ω,l
i −µl) − 1)−1
where µl is the (unique) solution of the ﬁxed-density constraint
m˜0l
(
[0,∞)) = ρ. (2.9)
It then follows from (2.3) that the kinetic occupation measure can be expressed as
m˜0l (A) =
1
Vl
TrPA (e
β(hωl −µl) − 1)−1 =
∑
n>1
1
Vl
TrPA (e
−nβ(hωl −µl)), (2.10)
where we denote by PA the orthogonal projection onto the subspace spanned by the
one-particle kinetic energy states ψlk with kinetic energy ε
l
k in the set A. Now we
split the measure (2.10) into two parts:
m˜0l = m˜
(1)
l + m˜
(2)
l with (2.11)
m˜
0,(1)
l (A) :=
∑
n>1
1
Vl
TrPA (e
−nβ(hωl −µl))1(µl 6 1/n) ,
m˜
0,(2)
l (A) :=
∑
n>1
1
Vl
TrPA (e
−nβ(hωl −µl))1(µl > 1/n) .
Note that the chemical potential µl := µ
ω
l is actually a random variable. Therefore
the indicator functions 1(µl 6 1/n) and 1(µl > 1/n) split the range of n into the
sums (2.11) in a random and volume-dependent way.
We start with the existence of a weak limit of the sequence of random measures
m˜
0,(1)
l . One important ingredient of the proof is a ﬁnite volume version of the Lifshitz
tails, the proof of which we postpone to the next subsection to keep this section more
readable.
Theorem 2.2.2 Assume that the random potential satisfies the assumptions of
Lemma 1.3.3 and the condition (1.24). Then for any d > 1, the sequence of Laplace
transforms of the measures m˜
(0,1)
l :
fl(t;µl) :=
∫
R
m˜
(0,1)
l (dε) e
−tε (2.12)
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converges for any t > 0 to a (non-random) limit f(t;µ∞) , which is given by:
f(t;µ∞) =
∑
n>1
enβµ∞
∫
Rd
dx
e−‖x‖
2/2t
(4π2t)d/2
Eω
(
Knβω (x, 0)
)
. (2.13)
Note that the sum on the right-hand side converges for all (non-random) µ∞ > 0,
including 0, which corresponds to the case ρ > ρc.
Proof :
By deﬁnition of PA the Laplace transformation (2.12) can be written as:
fl(t;µl) =
∑
n>1
1
Vl
Tr e−t h
0
l (e−nβ(h
ω
l −µl))1(µl 6 1/n) . (2.14)
Now we have to show the uniform convergence of the sum over n to be able to take
the term by term limit with respect to l. Since for any bounded operator A and for
any trace-class non-negative operator B one has TrAB 6 ‖A‖TrB, we get
al(n) :=
1
Vl
Tr e−t h
0
l e−nβ(h
ω
l −µl)1(µl 6 1/n) (2.15)
6
1
Vl
Tr e−nβ(h
ω
l −µl)1(µl 6 1/n).
For ρ < ρc, the uniform convergence in (2.14) is immediate. Indeed, for l large
enough, the chemical potential satisﬁes µl < µ∞/2 < 0, and hence, we have the
following a.s. estimate (2.15):
al(n) 6 e
nβµ∞/2
∫
[0,∞)
νωl (dE) e
−βE 6 K1 enβµ∞/2, (2.16)
for some constant K1.
However, for the case ρ > ρc, this approach does not work, since, in fact, for any
ﬁnite l the (random) solution µl = µ
ω
l of the constraint (2.9) could be positive with
some probability, event though it has to vanish a.s. in the TL, see the discussion in
Section 1.2.1. We use, therefore, the bound
al(n) 6 a
1
l (n) + a
2
l (n) ,
a1l (n) :=
1
Vl
eβ
∑
{i:Eω,li 61/n1−η}
e−nβE
ω,l
i ,
a2l (n) :=
1
Vl
eβ
∑
{i:Eω,li >1/n1−η}
e−nβE
ω,l
i ,
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which follows, for some 0 < η < 1, from the constraint µln 6 1 due to the indicator
function in (2.15). Then the ﬁrst term is bounded from above by
a1l (n) 6 e
β νωl
(
[0, nη−1]
)
.
Hence, we need to ﬁnd an estimate for the finite volume IDS νl, which turns out to
be a key ingredient of our proof. We obtain the required estimate in the Theorem
2.2.3 (finite-volume Lifshitz tails). To keep this section readable, we postpone the
statement and proof of that theorem to the next section.
Using that result, it follows that for α > 0 and 0 < γ < d/2, there exists a subset
Ω˜ ⊂ Ω of full measure, P(Ω˜) = 1, such that for any ω ∈ Ω˜ there exists a positive
ﬁnite energy E(ω) := Eα,γ(ω) > 0 for which one obtains
νωl
(
[0, E]
)
6 e−α/E
γ
,
for all E < E(ω) and for any l. Therefore, for any conﬁguration ω ∈ Ω˜ (i.e. almost
surely) we have the volume independent estimate for all n > N (ω) := E(ω)1/(η−1)
a1l (n) 6 e
β e−αn
(1−η)γ
. (2.17)
To estimate the coeﬃcients a2l (n) from above , we use the upper bound
a2l (n) 6
∫
[1/n1−η ,∞)
νωl (dE) e
−nβE 6 e−βn
η/2
∫
[1/n1−η ,∞)
νωl (dE) e
−nβE/2
6 e−βn
η/2
∫
[0,∞)
νωl (dE) e
−βE/2 .
Then for some K2 > 0 independent of l we obtain
a2l (n) 6 K2e
−βnη/2 . (2.18)
Therefore, by (2.16) in the case ρ < ρc, and by (2.17), (2.18) for ρ ≥ ρc, we ﬁnd
that there exists a sequence a(n) (independent of l) such that
al(n) 6 a(n) and
∑
n>1
a(n) <∞ . (2.19)
Thus, the series (2.14) is uniformly convergent in l, and one can exchange the sum
and the limit
lim
l→∞
fl(t) = lim
l→∞
∞∑
n=0
al(n) =
∞∑
n=0
lim
l→∞
al(n) .
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The rest of the proof is largely inspired by the paper [9]. Let
ΩT(x,x′) := {ξ : ξ(0) = x, ξ(T ) = x′}
be the set of continuous trajectories (paths) {ξ(s)}Ts=0 in Rd, connecting the points
x, x′, and let wT denote the conditional Wiener measure on this set. Using the
Feynman-Kac representation, see e.g. [27], we obtain the following limit
lim
l→∞
al(n) = lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−t h
0
l e−nβ(h
ω
l −µl)1(µl 6 1/n) (2.20)
= lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
∫
Λl
dx dx′ e−t h
0
l (x, x′) e−nβ(h
ω
l −µl)(x′, x)
= enβµ∞ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
∫
Λl
dx dx′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
×
×
∫
Ωnβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ) e−
∫ nβ
0 ds v
ω(ξ(s)) χΛl,nβ(ξ)
∫
Ωt
(x,x′)
wt(dξ′)χΛl,t(ξ
′),
where we denote by χΛl,T (ξ) the characteristic function of paths ξ such that ξ(t) ∈ Λl
for all 0 < t < T . Using Lemma A.2, see Appendix A, we can eliminate these
restrictions and also extend one spatial integration over the whole space
lim
l→∞
al(n) = e
nβµ∞ lim
l→∞
∫
Rd
dx
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx′ × (2.21)
× e
−‖x−x′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
∫
Ωnβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ) e−
∫ nβ
0 ds v
ω(ξ(s)) .
Now, by the ergodic theorem, we obtain
lim
l→∞
al(n) = lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−t h
0
l e−nβ(h
ω
l −µl) (2.22)
= enβµ∞ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx′
{∫
Rd
dx
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
×
×
∫
Ωnβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ) e−
∫ nβ
0 ds v
ω(ξ(s))
}
= enβµ∞Eω
{∫
Rd
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
∫
Ωnβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ) e−
∫ nβ
0 ds v
ω(ξ(s))
}
.
We then get the explicit expression for the limiting Laplace transform
f(t;µ∞) =
∑
n>1
enβµ∞
∫
Rd
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
×
× Eω
{∫
Ωnβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ) e−
∫ nβ
0 ds v
ω(ξ(s))
}
,
which ﬁnishes the proof. 
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Corollary 2.2.1 For any ρ the sequence of random measures m˜
0,(1)
l converges a.s.
in the weak sense to a bounded, absolutely continuous non-random measure m˜(0,1),
with density F (ε) given by
F (ε) := (2ε)d/2−1
∫
S1d
dσ g(
√
2ε nσ) .
Here, S1d denotes the unit sphere in R
d, nσ the outward drawn normal unit vector,
dσ the surface measure on S1d and the function g has the form
g(k) =
1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
dx eikx
∑
n>1
enβµ∞ Eω
(
Knβω (x, 0)
)
. (2.23)
Proof :
By Theorem 2.2.2, the existence of the weak limit m˜(0,1) follows from the exis-
tence of the limiting Laplace transform. Moreover, we have the following explicit
expression∫
R
m˜0,(1)(dε) e−tε =
∫
Rd
dx
e−‖x‖
2/2t
(2πt)d/2
∑
n>1
enβµ
e−‖x‖
2/2nβ
(2πnβ)d/2
×
× Eω
{∫
Ωnβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ) e−
∫ nβ
0 ds v
ω(ξ(s))
}
=
∫
Rd
dx
e−‖x‖
2/2t
(2πt)d/2
∑
n>1
enβµEω
(
Knβω (x, 0)
)
.
Using the identity
1
(2πt)d/2
e−‖x‖
2/2t =
1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
dk eikx e−t‖k‖
2/2 ,
we obtain∫
R
m˜0,(1)(dε) e−tε =
∫
Rd
dx
1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
dk e−t‖k‖
2/2 eikx
∑
n>1
enβµEω
(
Knβω (x, 0)
)
=
∫
Rd
dk e−t‖k‖
2/2 g(k)
=
∫
[0,∞)
dr e−tr
2
rd−1
∫
S1d
dσ g(rnσ)
=
∫
[0,∞)
dε e−tε (2ε)d/2−1
∫
S1d
dσ g(
√
2εnσ) ,
and the corollary follows. 
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Corollary 2.2.2 The measure m˜0,(1) satisfies the following property
∫
[0,∞)
m˜0,(1)(dε) =
 ρ if ρ < ρcρc if ρ > ρc
Proof :
By virtue of (2.14) we have∫
[0,∞)
m˜0,(1)(dε) = f(0; β, µ∞) = lim
l→∞
∑
n>1
1
Vl
Tr e−nβ(h
ω
l −µl) 1(µl 6 1/n) .
Note that by uniformity of convergence of the sum, see (2.17), (2.18), we can take
the limit term by term (for any value of ρ), and then∫
[0,∞)
m˜0,(1)(dε) =
∑
n>1
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−nβ(h
ω
l −µl) =
∑
n>1
∫
[0,∞)
ν(dE) e−nβ(E−µ∞) =
∫
[0,∞)
ν(dE) (eβ(E−µ∞) − 1)−1 ,
where we use Fubini’s theorem for the last step. 
We are now ready for the proof of the main result of this section:
Proof of Theorem 2.2.1: We ﬁrst treat the case ρ < ρc. In this situation, the
measure m˜
0,(2)
l is equal to 0 for l large enough, see (2.11), since the solution µ
ω
l of the
equation (2.9) is a.s. strictly negative for l large enough. Thus, the total occupation
measure m˜0l is reduced to m˜
0,(1)
l and the Theorem follows from Corollary 2.2.1.
Now, consider the case ρ > ρc. Choose a subsequence lr such that the total
kinetic-energy states occupation measures m˜0lr converge weakly and a.s., and let
the measure m˜0 be its limit. By Corollary 2.2.1, all subsequences of measures m˜
(1)
lr
converge to the limiting measure m˜0,(1). Therefore, by (2.11), we obtain the weak
a.s. convergence:
lim
r→∞
m˜
0,(2)
lr
=: m˜0,(2) .
By Lemma 2.1.3, we know that the measure m˜0 is absolutely continuous on (0,∞),
and by Corollary 2.2.1 that m˜0,(1) is absolutely continuous on [0,∞). Therefore we
get:
m˜0,a.c. = m˜0,(1) + m˜0,(2)a.c. ,
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where a.c. denotes the absolute continuous components.
By deﬁnition of the total measure (2.11), m˜0([0,∞)) = ρ and by Lemma 2.1.2,
m˜({0}) ≥ ρ − ρc. Thus, m˜((0,∞)) ≤ ρc and by Corollary 2.2.2, we can then de-
duce that the measure m˜0,(2) has no absolutely continuous component and therefore
consists at most of an atom at ε = 0. Consequently, the full measure m˜0 can be
expressed as
m˜0 = m˜0,a.c. + bδ0 = m˜
0,(1) + bδ0 ,
and since by Corollary 2.2.2
b = ρ −
∫
R+
m˜0,a.c.lr (dε) = ρ −
∫
R+
m˜
0,(1)
lr
(dε) = ρ− ρc
for the converging subsequence m˜0lr , we have
lim
lr→∞
m˜0lr = m˜
0,(1) + (ρ− ρc)δ0 .
By (2.24) and Corollary 2.2.1, this limit is independent of the subsequence. Then,
the limit of any convergent subsequence is the same, and therefore, the total kinetic
states occupation measures m˜0l converge weakly to this limit (see [25], Chapter
VIII.6, Theorem 1). 
Finite volume Lifshitz tails
In this subsection, we give the proof of one important building block of our analysis,
Theorem 2.2.3 about the finite-volume Lifshitz tails. Recall that this behaviour is
a well-known feature of disordered systems, essentially meaning that for random
Schro¨dinger operators which are semi-bounded from below, there are exponentially
few eigenstates with energy close to the bottom of the spectrum. To our knowledge,
however, this is always shown only in the infinite-volume limit, see e.g. [10]. Here,
we derive a finite-volume estimate for the density of states, uniformly in l, though
it could be trivial for small volumes. As one would expect our result is weaker than
the asymptotic one, in the sense that we prove it for Lifshitz exponent smaller than
the limiting one.
Theorem 2.2.3 Let the random potential vω satisfy the assumptions of Lemma
1.3.3. Then for any α > 0 and 0 < γ < d/2, there exists a set Ω˜ ⊂ Ω of full
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measure, P(Ω˜) = 1, such that for any configuration ω ∈ Ω˜ one can find a positive
finite energy E(ω) := Eα,γ(ω), for which one has the estimate
νωl
(
[0, E]
)
6 e−α/E
γ
for all E < E(ω) and for all l.
Remark 2.2.1 We want to stress that the statement in Theorem 2.2.3 is valid for
all l, but of course, it can be trivial for small l. For example from the positivity of
the potential we know that νωl (E) = 0 for E < π
2d/l2 and therefore the estimate is
trivial for l < π/
√E(ω).
For the proof, we ﬁrst need a result from [22].
Lemma 2.2.1 Assume that the random potential satisfy the assumptions of Lemma
1.3.3. In particular, recall that
p = P
{
ω : vω(0) = 0
}
< 1.
Let α > p/(1− p), B = π/(1 + α), and Eω, l,N1 be the first eigenvalue of the random
Schro¨dinger operator with Neumann (instead of Dirichlet ) boundary conditions on
a cube of side l. Then, for l large enough, there exists an independent of l constant
A = A(α), such that
P
{
ω : Eω, l,N1 < B/l
2
}
< e−AVl . (2.24)
A sketch of the proof of this lemma is given in Appendix B. In the rest of
this section, all eigenvalues will correspond to Schro¨dinger operators with Dirichlet
boundary conditions, unless they have an upper index N in which case they are the
Neumann eigenvalues. Now we use Lemma 2.2.1 to prove the following result:
Lemma 2.2.2 Assume that the random potential satisfies the assumptions of Lemma
1.3.3. Then for any α > 0 and 0 < γ < d/2,
∑
n>1
P
{
♯
{
i : Eω,li < 1/n
}
> Vl e
−αnγ , for some l > 1
}
< ∞ .
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Proof: Notice that∑
n>1
P
{
♯
{
i : Eω,li < 1/n
}
> Vl e
−αnγ , for some l > 1
}
=
∑
n>1
P
{⋃
l>1
Snl
}
, (2.25)
where Snl is the set
Snl :=
{
ω : ♯
{
i : Eω,li <
1
n
}
> Vl e
−αnγ
}
.
The right-hand side of (2.25) does not provide a very useful upper bound, since the
sets Snl are highly overlapping. We thus need to deﬁne a new reﬁned family of sets
to avoid this diﬃculty.
To this end we let [a]+ be the smallest integer > a, and we deﬁne the family of
sets
V nk :=
{
ω : ♯
{
i : E
ω,[(keαn
γ
)1/d]
+
i <
1
n
}
> k
}
.
Let k :=
[
Vle
−αnγ]
+
. We now use a monotonicity property associated with the
Dirichlet boundary condition, namely that hωL > h
ω
L′ whenever L
′ > L. We shall
use this fact intensively in the rest of the proof. Since Vl = l
d, this implies that
hωl > h
ω
[(keαnγ )1/d]
+
, we get
♯
{
i : E
ω,[(keαn
γ
)1/d]
+
i <
1
n
}
> ♯
{
i : Eω,li <
1
n
}
.
If now ω ∈ Snl , then by the deﬁnition of k we obtain
♯
{
i : Eω,li <
1
n
}
> k ,
since the left-hand side is itself an integer. Thus, Snl ⊂ V nk and
P
(⋃
l>1
Snl
)
6 P
(⋃
k>1
V nk
)
. (2.26)
We deﬁne also the sets
W nk :=
{
ω : ♯
{
i : E
ω,[(keαn
γ
)1/d]
+
i <
1
n
}
= k
}
. (2.27)
Let ω ∈ (V nk \W nk ). Then by hω[((k+1)eαnγ )1/d]
+
6 hω
[(keαnγ )
1/d
]+
we get
♯
{
i : E
ω,[((k+1)eαn
γ
)1/d]
+
i <
1
n
}
> ♯
{
i : E
ω,[(keαn
γ
)1/d]
+
i <
1
n
}
> k + 1 .
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Hence, (V nk \W nk ) ⊂ V nk+1, and therefore we have for any ﬁxed n and k
V nk ⊂ W nk ∪ V nk+1 . (2.28)
Applying this inclusion M times, for k = 1, . . . ,M , we obtain
M⋃
k=1
V nk ⊂
(
W n1 ∪
M⋃
k=2
V nk
)
⊂
(
W n1 ∪W n2 ∪
M⋃
k=3
V nk
)
⊂ · · · ⊂
(
M⋃
k=1
W nk
)
∪ V nM+1 .(2.29)
Then we take the limitM →∞ to recover the inﬁnite union that one needs in (2.26)
and we use the inclusion (2.29) to ﬁnd the inequality
P
( ⋃
k≥1
V nk
)
= lim
M→∞
P
( M⋃
k=1
V nk
)
(2.30)
6 lim
M→∞
( M∑
k=1
P
(
W nk
)
+ P(V n(M+1))
)
=
∞∑
k=1
P
(
W nk
)
+ lim
M→∞
P(V nM).
The limit in the last term can be calculated directly
lim
M→∞
P(V nM) = lim
M→∞
P
{
ω : ♯
{
i : E
ω,[(Meαn
γ
)1/d]
+
i <
1
n
}
>M
}
(2.31)
= lim
M→∞
P
{
ω : νω[(Meαnγ )1/d]
+
(
[0, 1/n]
)
>
M
[(Meαnγ )1/d]
d
+
}
= P
{
ω : ν
(
[0, 1/n]
)
> Ke−αn
γ
}
,
for some constant K. In the last step we used dominated convergence theorem.
Now we can use the Lifshitz tails representation for the asymptotics of the a.s.
non-random limiting density of states ν, see (1.23), which implies that
lim sup
n→∞
ean
d/2
ν
(
[0, 1/n]
) ≤ 1 , (2.32)
for a > 0. Since we assumed that 0 < γ < d/2, there exists n0 < ∞ such that by
(2.31) and (2.32) for all n > n0 we get
lim
M→∞
P(V nM) = 0.
This last result, along with (2.26) and (2.30), implies that
∑
n>n0
P
( ⋃
l≥l0
Snl
)
6
∑
n>n0
∞∑
k=1
P
(
W nk
)
. (2.33)
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Now, we show that the upper bound in (2.33) is ﬁnite. First we split up the box
Λ[(keαnγ )1/d]
+
into m(k, n) disjoints sub-cubes of the side l(k, n), with the following
choice of parameters
m(k, n) := [kMn]+ , Mn := B
−d/2eαn
γ
n−d/2 ,
l(k, n) :=
[
(keαn
γ
)1/d
]
+
(m(k, n))1/d
.
Here B is the constant that comes from Lemma 2.2.1. Now by the Dirichlet-
Neumann inequality, see e.g. [32], Chapter XIII.15, we get
hD[(keαnγ )1/d]
+
> hN[(keαnγ )1/d]
+
>
m(k,n)⊕
j=1
hj,Nl(k,n), (2.34)
where hj,Nl(k,n) denotes the Schro¨dinger operator deﬁned in the j-th sub-cube of the
side l(k, n), with Neumann boundary conditions. Note that, by the positivity of the
random potential, we obtain
Eω,Nj,2 > ε
N
j,2 >
π
l(k, n)2
>
1
n
. (2.35)
Here Eω,Nj,2 denotes the second eigenvalue of the operator h
j,N
l(k,n), and ε
N
j,2 the second
eigenvalue of −∆j,Nl(k,n) , i.e. the kinetic-energy operator deﬁned in the j-th sub-cube
of the side l(k, n) with the Neumann boundary conditions.
By equation (2.35), we know that to estimate the probability of the set (2.27)
by using the Dirichlet-Neumann inequality (2.34), only the ground state of each
operator hj,Nl(k,n) is relevant. Since the sub-cubes are stochastically independent, we
have
P
(
W nk
)
6 P
{
ω : ♯
{
j : Eω,Nj,1 < 1/n
}
= k
}
6 m(k,n)Ck q
k(1− q)m(k,n)−k 6 m(k,n)Ck qk
with q being the probability P{ω : Eω,Nj,1 < 1/n}. The latter can be estimated by
Lemma 2.2.1. So, ﬁnally we obtain the upper bound
P
(
W nk
)
6 m(k,n)Ck exp{−kA(l(k, n))d} . (2.36)
Using Stirling’s inequalities, see [26], Chapter II.12
(2π)1/2nn+1/2e−n 6 n! 6 2(2π)1/2nn+1/2e−n .
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we can give an upper bound for the binomial coeﬃcients m(k,n)Ck in the form
2(2π)
1
2 (kMn + δ)
(kMn+δ+1/2) exp(−kMn + δ)
(2π)kk+
1
2 exp(−k) · (kMn + δ − k)(kMn+δ−k+1/2) exp(−kMn + δ − k)
, (2.37)
where δ > 0 is deﬁned by
m(k, n) = [kMn]+ = kMn + δ .
Then (2.37) implies the estimate
m(k,n)Ck 6 K1
(kMn + δ)
kMn+δ+1/2
kk+
1
2 (kMn − k)kMn+δ−k+1/2
6 K1(Mn)
k
( (1 + σ1)(kMn+δ+ 12 )
(1− σ2)(kMn+δ+ 12−k)
)
,
for some K1 > 0 and
σ1 := δ(kMn)
−1, σ2 := M−1n .
Since δ/k < 1 and σ1,2 → 0 as n→∞, and also using the fact that x ln(1+1/x)→ 1
as x→∞, we can ﬁnd a constant c > 0 such that, for n large enough one gets the
estimate
m(k,n)Ck 6 K1(Mn)
k
( (1 +M−1n )(kMn)
(1−M−1n )(kMn−k)
)
6 K1(Mn)
k eck . (2.38)
The side l(k, n) of sub-cubes has a lower bound
l(k, n) =
[
(keαn
γ
)1/d
]
+
(m(k, n))1/d
>
(keαn
γ
)1/d
(keαnγ (Bn)−d/2 + δ)1/d
>
(
Bd/2 nd/2
1
1 + σ1
)1/d
.(2.39)
Combining (2.38), (2.39) and (2.36) we obtain a suﬃcient upper bound
∑
k>1
P
(
W nk
)
6
∑
k>1
m(k,n)Ck e
−kAld(k,n)
6
∑
k>1
K1 (Mn)
k eck e−k AB
d/2 nd/2/(1+σ1)
6 K2
∑
k>1
exp
{
k
(
αnγ − (d/2) ln(nB) + c− ABd/2nd/2
)}
6 K3
∑
k>1
exp k
(
αnγ − ABd/2nd/2 +K4
)
6 K5 exp(−K6nd/2) .
Here the Ki’s are some ﬁnite, positive constants independent of k, n, l, for any n
large enough. Now the lemma immediately follows from (2.33). 
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Proof of Theorem 2.2.3:
Let A(ω, n) be the event in which νωl
(
[0, 1/n]
)
> e−αn
γ
for some l.
By Lemma 2.2.2, we have∑
n>1
P{ω : A(ω, n) occurs) < ∞ ,
and therefore, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma one gets that with probability one, only a
finite number of events A(ω, n) occur. In other words, there is a subset Ω˜ ⊂ Ω of full
measure, P(Ω˜) = 1, such that for any ω ∈ Ω˜ one can ﬁnd a finite and independent
on l number n0(ω) <∞ for which, in contrast to the event A(ω, n), we have
νωl
(
[0, 1/n]
)
6 e−αn
γ
, for all n > n0(ω) and for all l > 1.
Deﬁne E(ω) := 1/n0(ω). For any E 6 E(ω), we can ﬁnd n > n0(ω) such that
1
2n
6 E 6
1
n
,
and the theorem follows with the constant α modiﬁed by a factor 2−γ. 
The Luttinger-Sy model
In this subsection, we come back to the Luttinger-Sy model introduced in Section
1.3.1. We now consider the corresponding BEC in the kinetic-energy states.
Let us ﬁrst state the equivalent of Theorem 2.2.1 for this particular model.
Theorem 2.2.4 Theorem 2.2.1 holds with the function g defined as follows
g(k) =
1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
dx eikx
∑
n>1
enβµ∞
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ)
(2πnβ)d/2
×
×
∫
Ωnβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ) exp
(
− λ( sup
s
ξ(s)− inf
s
ξ(s)
))
.
Proof:
The scheme of the proof is the same as for Theorem 2.2.1. First, we note that
Lemmas 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 apply immediately. Here, the positivity of the random
potential has to be understood in terms of quadratic forms, that is
(a) Q(hωl ) ⊂ Q(h0l ), Q being the quadratic form domain, (2.40)
(b) (ϕ, hωl ϕ) > (ϕ, h
0
lϕ), for all ϕ ∈ Q(hωl ) .
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Before continuing, we need to highlight a minor change concerning the finite-volume
Lifshitz tails arguments. Although the Theorem 2.2.3 is valid for the Luttinger-Sy
model, its proof requires a minor modiﬁcation. Indeed, the assumption of Lemma
2.2.1 is clearly not satisﬁed for the case of singular potentials, since the probability
of having an impurity at any given point is zero due to the properties of the Poisson
distribution. However, by direct calculation we can obtain the same estimate with
the constant B = π2/4 in (2.24). First, suppose that there is at least one impurity
in the box, then the eigenvalues will be of the form (for some j)
(n2π2)/(Lωj )
2, n = 1, 2, . . .
if Iωj is an inner interval (that is, its two endpoints correspond to impurities), and
((n+ 1/2)2π2)/(Lωj )
2, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
if Iωj is an outer interval (that is, one endpoint corresponds to an impurity, and the
other one to the boundary of Λl). Therefore, E
ω,l,N
1 > B/l
2 since obviously Lωj < l.
Now, if there is no impurity in the box Λl, then E
ω, l,N
1 = 0 < B/l
2. But due to the
Poisson distribution (1.17), this happens with probability e−λl, proving the same
estimate as in Lemma 2.2.1.
With this last observation, the proof of the Theorem 2.2.3 can be carried out without
any further changes.
Our next step is to split up the measure m˜l into two, m˜
(1)
l and m˜
(2)
l , see (2.11),
and prove the statement equivalent to the Theorem 2.2.2.
Theorem 2.2.5 The sequence of Laplace transforms of the measures m˜
(1)
l
fl(t; β, µl) :=
∫
R
m˜
(1)
l (dε) e
−tε
converges for any t > 0 to a (non-random) limit f(t; β, µ∞) , which is given by
f(t; β, µ∞) =
∑
n>1
enβµ∞
∫
Rd
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
Ωnβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ) exp
(
− λ( sup
s
ξ(s)− inf
s
ξ(s)
))
.
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Proof:
We follow the proof of Theorem 2.2.2, using the same notation. The uniform
convergence is obtained the same way, since the bounds (2.16), (2.17), and (2.18)
are also valid in this case. As in (2.22), we can use the ergodic theorem to obtain
lim
l→∞
al(n) = e
nβµ∞Eω
∫
R
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
∑
j
∫
Ωnβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ)χIjω ,nβ(ξ) . (2.41)
We have used the fact that the Dirichlet boundary conditions at the impurities split
up the space Hl into a direct sum of Hilbert spaces (see (1.20)). This can be seen
from the expression
lim
l→∞
al(n) = e
nβµ∞
∫
R
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
Eω
∫
Ωnβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ)e
− ∫ nβ0 ds a
∑
xω
j
∈Xω δ(ξ(s)−xωj )
by formally putting the amplitude, a, of the point impurities (1.19) equal to +∞.
Because of the characteristic functions χIωj ,nβ, which constrain the paths ξ to remain
in the interval Iωj in time nβ, the sum in (2.41) reduces to only one term:
lim
l→∞
al(n) = e
nβµ∞
∫
R
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
Eω
∫
Ωnβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ)χ(aω ,bω),nβ(ξ) , (2.42)
where (aω, bω) is the interval among the I
ω
j ’s which contains 0.
The expression in (2.42) can be simpliﬁed further by computing the expectation
Eω explicitly.
First, note that the Poisson impurity positions aω, bω are independent random vari-
ables and by deﬁnition, aω is negative while bω is positive. For the random variable
bω the distribution function is
P (bω < b) := P{(0, b) contains at least one impurity} = 1− e−λb,
and therefore its probability density is λe−λb on (0,∞). Similarly for aω one gets
P (aω < a) := P{(a, 0) contains no impurities} = e−λ|a| = eλa,
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and thus its density is λeλa on (−∞, 0). Using these distributions in (2.42) we obtain
lim
l→∞
al(n) = e
nβµ∞λ2
∫ 0
−∞
da eλa
∫ ∞
0
db e−λb
∫
R
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
×
×
∫
Ωnβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ)χ(a,b)(ξ)
= enβµ∞λ2
∫ 0
−∞
da eλa
∫ ∞
0
db e−λb
∫
R
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
×
×
∫
Ωnβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ)1(sup
s
(ξ(s)) 6 b)1(inf
s
(ξ(s)) > a)
= enβµ∞λ2
∫
R
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
×
×
∫
Ωnβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ)
∫ infs(ξ(s))
−∞
da eλa
∫ ∞
sups(ξ(s))
db e−λb ,
and the Theorem 2.2.5 follows by explicit computation of the last two integrals. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2.4: Having proved Theorem 2.2.5, it is now straightforward
to derive the analogue of Corollary 2.2.1 for the Luttinger-Sy model. Note also
that the Corollary 2.2.2 remains unchanged, since only the uniform convergence was
used. With these results, the proof follows in the same way as for Theorem 2.2.1. 
2.2.2 Weak external potentials
Let us recall that the Schro¨dinger operator with a weak external potential is of the
form
hl = −12∆D + v(x1/l, . . . , xd/l) , (2.43)
where v is a non-negative function deﬁned on the unit cube Λ1. The only assump-
tion on v that we shall make in this section is that the ﬁrst eigenvalue El1 of the
Schro¨dinger operator (2.43) vanishes in the thermodynamic limit. In fact, we do not
even require the critical density ρc to be ﬁnite, hence we do not need the technical
assumptions made in Section 1.3.2 to hold.
Let us state the main result of this section.
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Theorem 2.2.6 The sequence {m˜0l }l>1 of the one-particle kinetic states occupation
measures has a weak limit m˜0 given by
m˜0(dε) =
 (ρ− ρc)δ0(dε) + F (ε)ν0(dε) , if ρ > ρcF (ε)ν0(dε) , if ρ < ρc
where the density F (ε) is defined by
F (ε) =
∫
Λ1
dx
(
eβ(ε+v(x)−µ∞) − 1)−1 .
Note the similarity of this result with the free Bose gas. Indeed, the kinetic-
energy states occupation measure density is reduced to the free gas one, with the
energy shifted by the external potential v and then averaged over the unit cube.
Before proceeding with the proof, we need some intermediate results. Let us
ﬁrst recall an estimate due to Van den Berg, [28]. For any t > 0, it follows from the
Golden-Thompson inequality (see e.g. [16], chapter X, notes)
Tre−thl 6 Tre−th
0
l e−tv =
∫
Λl
dx (e−th
0
l )(x, x) e−tv(x/l) ,
where the last step follows since the external potential is a multiplication oper-
ator. Now, since the ﬁnite-volume kernel (e−th
0
l )(x, y) is bounded above by the
inﬁnite-volume kernel (e−t
1
2∆)(x, y), and moreover the diagonal part of the latter is
independent of x, one gets
1
Vl
Tre−thl 6
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx (e−t
1
2∆)(x, x) e−tv(x/l) (2.44)
=
1
(2πt)d/2
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx e−tv(x/l)
=
1
(2πt)d/2
∫
Λ1
dx e−tv(x) .
Next, we show that the two quantities above actually coincide in the limit l → ∞,
that is
Lemma 2.2.3 Let the Schro¨dinger operator hl be defined as in (2.43). Then for
any t > 0, the following holds
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−thl =
1
(2πt)d/2
∫
Λ1
dx e−tv(x) . (2.45)
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Proof:
We use the Feynman-Kac representation, see e.g. [27], to obtain
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−thl = lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx
1
(2πt)d/2
×
×
∫
Ωt
(x,x)
wnβ(dξ) e−
∫ t
0 ds v(ξ(s)/l) χΛl,t(ξ) ,
where the notation for the paths and the conditional Wiener measure are the same
as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.2. Since the paths ξ are closed, it is straightforward
to express them in terms of the Brownian bridge α(τ), 0 6 τ 6 1. Let Ω˜ be the set
of all such bridges and D be the associated measure. We then have
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−thl = lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx
1
(2πt)d/2
× (2.46)
×
∫
Ω˜
D(dα) exp
(
−
∫ t
0
ds v[x/l +
√
t
l
α(s/t)]
)
χl(α; x/l) ,
where χ(α; x/l) is the restriction on the Brownian bridge to insure that the argument
of the function v is well-deﬁned, that is for a ﬁxed x ∈ Λ1
χl(α; x) :=
{
α :
(
x+
√
t
l
α(s/t)
) ∈ Λ1 , ∀ s ∈ [0, t]} . (2.47)
Letting y = x/l in (2.46), one gets
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−thl =
∫
Λ1
dy
1
(2πt)d/2
× (2.48)
× lim
l→∞
∫
Ω˜
D(dα) exp
(
−
∫ t
0
ds v[y +
√
t
l
α(s/t)]
)
χl(α; y) ,
and since it is clear from (2.47) that the characteristic function χ(α; x) converges
pointwise to 1 when l → ∞, it follows from the dominated convergence theorem
that
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−thl =
1
(2πt)d/2
∫
Λ1
dy e−tv(y) .

Remark 2.2.2 Note that using the identity
1
td/2
= (2π)d/2Cd
∫ ∞
0
ds e−ts s(d/2−1) ,
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where the constant Cd is as in the Weyl formula (1.6), we can obtain
1
(2πt)d/2
∫
Λ1
dx e−tv(x) =
∫
Λ1
dxCd
∫ ∞
0
ds e−ts s(d/2−1) e−tv(x)
=
∫
Λ1
dxCd
∫
y>v(x)
dy e−ty (y − v(x))(d/2−1)
=
∫
[0,∞)
dy e−ty
(
Cd
∫
x:v(x)6y
dx (y − v(x))(d/2−1)
)
.
Since the left-hand side of (2.45) is simply the sequence of Laplace transforms of the
density of states νl, this provides an alternative method of recovering the asymptotic
density of states ν of the Schro¨dinger operator in the weak external potential, the
explicit form of which we used in (1.36). This was first derived in [8], where the
author used Dirichlet-Neuman bracketing techniques.
Using the last Lemma, we are in position to establish an explicit expression for
the density function of the perfect Bose gas in the weak external potential.
Corollary 2.2.3 Consider the perfect gas (1.9) constructed from the Schro¨dinger
operator defined as in (2.43). The density in the thermodynamic limit is given by
ρ0(µ) =
∑
n>1
1
(2πnβ)d/2
∫
Λ1
dx enβ(µ−v(x)) (2.49)
=
∫
[0,∞)
ν0(dE)
∫
Λ1
dx
(
eβ(E+v(x)−µ) − 1)−1 ,
for any µ < 0. Consequently, we get the following expression for the critical density
(possibly infinite)
ρc =
∑
n>1
1
(2πnβ)d/2
∫
Λ1
dx e−nβv(x) (2.50)
=
∫
[0,∞)
ν0(dE)
∫
Λ1
dx
(
eβ(E+v(x)) − 1)−1 .
Proof:
Since the occupation numbers of the perfect gas are known explicitely
〈Nl(φli)〉0l =
(
eβ(E
ω,l
i −µl) − 1)−1 ,
we can express the ﬁnite-volume density as
ρ0l (µ) :=
1
Vl
∑
i>1
〈Nl(φli)〉l =
1
Vl
∑
i>1
1
eβ(E
l
i−µ) − 1 (2.51)
=
1
Vl
∑
n>1
∑
i>1
e−nβ(E
l
i−µ) =
∑
n>1
1
Vl
Tr e−nβ(hl−µ) .
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for any µ < El1. Since µ < 0 and v is non-negative, it follows from (2.44) that
the sum in the right-hand side of (2.51) is uniformly convergent with respect to l.
Hence, we can take the limit term by term to obtain
ρ0(µ) := lim
l→∞
ρ0l (µ) =
∑
n>1
enβµ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−nβhl ,
and using Lemma 2.2.3 leads to
ρ0(µ) =
∑
n>1
enβµ
1
(2πnβ)d/2
∫
Λ1
dx e−nβv(x) . (2.52)
Now, since
1
(2πnβ)d/2
=
1
Vl
Tre−nβh
0
l =
∫
[0,∞)
ν(dE) e−nβE ,
the ﬁrst statement (2.49) follows from (2.52) by Fubini’s theorem. Letting µ ↑ 0, we
directly recover the expression (2.50) for the critical density. 
We are now prepared to continue the proof of the main result of this section, Theorem
2.2.6. As in the random case, we split the occupation measure into two parts
m˜0l = m˜
0,(1)
l + m˜
0,(2)
l with
m˜
0,(1)
l (A) :=
∑
n>1
1
Vl
TrPA (e
−nβ(hl−µl))1(µl 6 1/n) ,
m˜
0,(2)
l (A) :=
∑
n>1
1
Vl
TrPA (e
−nβ(hl−µl))1(µl > 1/n) ,
and we prove the following statement.
Theorem 2.2.7 The sequence of measures m˜
0,(1)
l converges weakly to a measure
m˜0,(1), which is absolutely continuous with respect to ν0 with density F (ε) given by
F (ε) =
∫
Λ1
dx
(
eβ(ε+v(x)−µ∞) − 1)−1 .
Proof: We follow the line of reasoning of the proof of Theorem 2.2.2. Let gl(t; β, µl)
be the Laplace transform of the measure m˜
0,(1)
l
gl(t; β, µl) =
∫
R
m
0,(1)
l (dε) e
−tε (2.53)
=
∑
n>1
1
Vl
Tr e−t h
0
l (e−nβ(hl−µl))1(µl 6 1/n) .
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Again, our aim is to show the uniform convergence of the sum over n with respect
to l. Let
al(n) :=
1
Vl
Tr e−t h
0
l e−nβ(hl−µl)1(µl 6 1/n) (2.54)
6
1
Vl
Tr e−nβ(hl−µl)1(µl 6 1/n) .
Then for ρ < ρc we can apply a similar argument as for the random case, since the
estimate µl < µ∞/2 < 0 still holds, to obtain
al(n) 6 e
nβµ∞/2
∫
[0,∞)
e−βενl(dε) 6 K1 enβµ∞/2 .
If ρ > ρc, then µl 6 1/n in (2.54) implies that
al(n) 6 e
β
∑
i
e−nβ E
l
i 6
eβ
(2πnβ)d/2
∫
Λ1
dxe−nβv(x),
where the last estimate follows from (2.44). Now the uniform convergence for the
sequence al(n) follows from (2.50), since we assumed that ρc < ∞. The latter
implies also that for ρ ≥ ρc, µ∞(β, ρ) = 0. Thus, we can take the limit of the
Laplace transform (2.53) term by term, that is
lim
l→∞
al(n) = lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−t h
0
l e−nβ(hl−µl)1(µl 6 1/n) (2.55)
= lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
∫
Λl
dx dx′ e−t h
0
l (x, x′) e−nβ(hl−µl)(x′, x)
= enβµ∞ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
∫
Λl
dx dx′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
×
×
∫
Ωt
(x,x′)
wt(dξ′)χΛl,t(ξ
′)
∫
Ωnβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ) e−
∫ nβ
0 ds v(ξ(s)/l) χΛl,nβ(ξ) .
Here we have used the Feynman-Kac representation for free e−t h
0
l (x, y) and for
non-free e−βhl(x, y) Gibbs semi-group kernels, see e.g. [27], and wT stands for the
conditional Wiener measure on the path-space ΩT(x,y).
Note that by Lemma A.2, which demands only the non-negativity of the potential
v, we obtain for (2.55) the representation
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−t h
0
l e−nβ(hl−µl) (2.56)
= enβµ∞ lim
l→∞
∫
Rd
dx
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
∫
Ωnβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ) e−
∫ nβ
0 ds v(ξ(s)/l).
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Now we express the trajectories ξ in terms of Brownian bridges α(τ) ∈ Ω˜, 0 6
τ 6 1, we denote the corresponding measure by D. Letting x˜ = x′/l, we obtain
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−t h
0
l e−nβ(hl−µl)
= enβµ∞ lim
l→∞
∫
Rd
dx
∫
Λ1
dx˜
e−‖x−lx˜‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
×
×
∫
Ω˜
D(dα) exp
(
−
∫ nβ
0
ds v[(1− s
nβ
)x˜+
s
nβ
(x/l) +
√
nβ
l
α(s/nβ)]
)
.
Since the integration with respect to x is now over the whole space, we let y = x− lx˜
to get
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−t h
0
l e−nβ(hl−µl)
= enβµ∞ lim
l→∞
∫
Rd
dy
∫
Λ1
dx˜
e−‖y‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
×
×
∫
Ω˜
D(dα) exp
(
−
∫ nβ
0
ds v
(
x˜+
s
nβ
(y/l) +
√
nβ
l
α(s/nβ)
))
= enβµ∞
∫
Rd
dy
e−‖y‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
∫
Λ1
dx˜e−nβv(x˜) ,
where the last step follows from dominated convergence. Therefore, we obtain by
(2.53) the following expression for the limiting Laplace transform
lim
l→∞
gl(t; β, µl) =
∑
n>1
e−nβ(E−µ∞)
1
(2π(nβ + t))d/2
∫
Λ1
dxe−nβv(x) .
It is now straightforward to invert this Laplace transform (for each term of the sum),
to ﬁnd that
F (E) ν0(dE) = lim
l→∞
m˜1l (dE) =
∑
n>1
e−nβ(E−µ∞)
(∫
Λ1
dxe−nβv(x)
)
ν0(dE) .
The Theorem then follows by Fubini’s theorem. 
Corollary 2.2.4 The measure m˜0,(1) satisfies the following property
∫
[0,∞)
m˜0,(1)(dε) =
 ρ if ρ < ρcρc if ρ > ρc
The proof of that result is exactly the same as its analogue in the random case,
Corollary 2.2.2.
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Proof of Theorem 2.2.6:
The proof of the equivalent result in the random case, the Theorem 2.2.1, can
be used without any modiﬁcations, since both Lemmas 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 are valid for
any non-negative potentials, and the Corollary 2.2.4 plays the role of its analogue
result in the random case, the Corollary 2.2.2. 
2.3 The mean field Bose gas
Our results for the mean ﬁeld Bose gas are weaker than for the perfect gas, as we do
not establish the existence of a limit for the sequence of kinetic occupation measures
m˜λl . However, we do prove that kinetic generalised BEC must occur if generalised
condensation occurs in the generalised eigenstates, and both phenomena are absent
below the critical value µc of the chemical potential. Note that our result does
not say what happens at the critical point. The only assumption on the external
potential that we shall use in this section is the non negativity.
As we emphasised in Section 1.2.2, the mean ﬁeld gas is superstable, which imply
that the pressure is well deﬁned for any real value of the chemical potential µ. Hence,
the ﬁxed density constraint
ρ = ρλl (µ)
has always a unique solution µl for any given l, and this is still true in the thermo-
dynamic limit. In particular, we can without loss of generality consider that µ is
kept ﬁxed in the thermodynamic limit, instead of ﬁxing the mean density ρ as in
the perfect gas, see Section 1.2.1.
Theorem 2.3.1 Consider a mean field Bose gas as defined in Section 1.1. Then,
the following holds
i) if µ > µc, then lim
δ↓0
lim inf
l→∞
m˜λl ([0, δ]) > m
λ({0}) > 0,
ii) if µ < µc, then lim
δ↓0
lim sup
l→∞
m˜λl ([0, δ]) = m
λ({0}) = 0
The proof requires some intermediate results. The ﬁrst one is a monotonicity
result, which was ﬁrst established by Fannes and Verbeure, see [29], using correlation
inequalities. Here, we prove it in a simpler way, using only a convexity argument.
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Lemma 2.3.1 The function i→ 〈Nl(φi)〉λl is non-increasing.
Proof:
Let us deﬁne f : R+ 7→ R by
f(t) := ln Tr e−βHl(µ;t),
where Hl(µ; t) := Hl(µ) + t(Nl(φ
l
m)−Nl(φln)) ,
for some 1 6 m < n. It follows that
f ′(0) = β−1 〈Nl(φln)−Nl(φlm)〉l ,
and since the function f is convex, we have the following inequality
β−1 〈Nl(φln)−Nl(φlm)〉l 6 f ′(t) , (2.57)
for any t > 0. Now we set t = 1
2
(Eln − Elm). Note that with this choice t > 0, since
we have assumed that m < n. From the explicit expression (1.10) for Hl(µ), we
have
Hl(µ; t) =
∑
i 6=m,n
(Eli − µ)Nl(φli) +
λ
2Vl
N2l
+ (
Elm + E
l
n
2
− µ)Nl(φlm) + (
Elm + E
l
n
2
− µ)Nl(φln) .
Since the mean-ﬁeld term λ
2Vl
N2l is symmetric with respect to a permutation of any
two eigenstate indices i, j, it follows that Hl(µ; t) is symmetric with respect to the
exchange of m and n. Hence
f ′(t) =
Tr
(
Nl(φ
l
n)−Nl(φlm)
)
e−βHl(µ;t)
Tr e−βHl(µ;t)
= 0 ,
which in view of (2.57) gives
〈Nl(φln)−Nl(φlm)〉l 6 0 ,
and the lemma follows since m < n are arbitrary. 
Using that monotonicity property, we can now obtain the following estimate.
Lemma 2.3.2 If µ < µc, then there exists a constant K independent of l such that
〈Nl(φli)〉λl 6 K
for all l large enough and for all i.
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Proof:
In view of Lemma 2.3.1, it is suﬃcient to ﬁnd an upper bound for the occupation
number of the ground state φl1.
We deﬁne an auxiliary Hamiltonian by
Hλl (µ; r, s) := H
0
l (µ)− sNl(φl1) + λrNl −
λ
2
r2Vl , (2.58)
where r, s are two strictly positive parameters. We want to use the Bogoliubov
convexity inequality
Tr eB(A− B)
Tr eB
6 ln Tr eA − ln Tr eB 6 Tr e
A(A− B)
Tr eA
(2.59)
with
A := −βHλl (µ; r, s) and B := −βHλl (µ) .
In order to simplify the proof, we shall denote the equilibrium states corresponding
to Hλl (µ) and H
λ
l (µ; r, s) by 〈−〉λl and 〈−〉λl;r,s respectively. Applying the Bogoli-
ubov inequality (2.59) with our choice of A and B, we obtain by a straightforward
computation
s〈Nl(φ1)〉λl +
λ
2Vl
〈(Nl − rVl)2〉λl 6 s〈Nl(φ1)〉λl;r,s +
λ
2Vl
〈(Nl − rVl)2〉λl;r,s .
As we want an upper bound for the ﬁrst term, we can neglect the second term in the
left hand-side (since it is positive), and we only have to compute the right-hand side.
This can be done explicitly, as our auxiliary Hamiltonian is quadratic, but we ﬁrst
need to choose our parameters r, s. As usual with the approximating Hamiltonian
technique, see e.g. [18], we want the parameter r to “play the role” of the mean
density.
More precisely, let ρ0(x) be the limiting density of particles for the perfect Bose gas
at (strictly negative) chemical potential x, that is:
ρ0(x) =
∫
[0,∞)
ν(dE)
1
eβ(E−x) − 1 ,
and consider the equation
µ− x
λ
= ρ0(x) . (2.60)
Since λρ0(x)+ x increases to λρc as x ↑ 0, it follows that for any ﬁxed µ < µc, there
exists a solution x∞ < 0 to the equation (2.60), see Figure 2.1.
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xµ
(  )xλρ0
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Figure 2.1: Graph of the equation 2.60
Let us ﬁx the parameter s > 0 such that the following two constraints hold
x∞ < −3s and µ < λρ0(−2s)− 2s < λρc . (2.61)
Let x := µ− λr, and consider the ﬁnite-volume equation
µ− x
λ
=
1
Vl
1
eβ(E
l
1−x−s) − 1 +
∫
[El2,∞)
νl(dE)
1
eβ(E−x) − 1 =:
1
Vl
〈Nl〉λl;r,s . (2.62)
The right-hand of (2.62) side converges uniformly to ρ0(x) as l → ∞ for any
x ∈ (−∞,−2s), and hence, the equation (2.62) has a solution xl = µ − λrl which
converges to x∞ < −3s as l → ∞. Hence, we have the following bound for l large
enough
λrl − µ > 2s . (2.63)
Now, we are ready to go back to the Bogoliubov inequality (2.60), and we choose
the parameters rl, s to be as above. We then have
s 〈Nl(φl1)〉λl 6 s 〈Nl(φl1)〉l;rl,s +
λ
2Vl
〈((Nl − ρlV )2)〉l;rl,s . (2.64)
First, we notice that the pressure pλl (µ; rl, s) associated with the auxiliary Hamilto-
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nian Hλl (µ; rl, s) (2.58), given by
pλl (µ; rl, s) :=
1
βVl
ln TrFl
(
(El1 + λrl − µ− s)a∗(φl1)a(φl1)
+
∑
i>2
(Eli + λrl − µ)Nl(φli) −
λ
2
r2l Vl
)
is well deﬁned for all values of the chemical potential µ < µc, as the inequality (2.63)
holds in this case. Then, we can get the required estimates. The ﬁrst one is now
straightforward
〈Nl(φl1)〉l;rl,s =
1
eβ(E
l
1+λrl−µ−s) − 1 6
1
eβs − 1 . (2.65)
For the second term, we get:
λ
2Vl
〈(Nl − rlVl)2〉l;rl,s =
λ
2Vl
〈(Nl − 〈Nl〉l;rl,s)2〉l;rl,s
=
λ
2
∂2µ p
λ
l (µ; rl, s) .
Note that the last step follows from the gauge invariance of the approximated Hamil-
tonian, that is
[
Hλl (µ; rl, s), Nl
]
= 0. Therefore, one gets:
λ
2Vl
〈(Nl − rlVl)2〉l;rl,s =
λ
2
( 1
Vl
eβ(E
l
1+λrl−µ−s)
(eβ(E
l
1+λrl−µ−s) − 1)2 +
1
Vl
∑
i>2
eβ(E
l
i+λrl−µ)
(eβ(E
l
i+λrl−µ) − 1)2
)
.
We then use the inequality
ex
ex − 1 6 2(1 +
1
x
), x > 0
to get
λ
2Vl
〈(Nl − rlVl)2〉l;rl,s 6 λ(1 +
1
El1 + λrl − µ− s
) rl 6 λ(1 +
1
s
)rl . (2.66)
We can ﬁnish the proof by inserting (2.65) and (2.66) into the Bogoliubov inequality
(2.64)
〈Nl(φl1)〉λl 6
1
eβs − 1 + λ(1 +
1
s
)rl
where we note that s > 0 (and independent of l) and rl → r∞ < ∞. Therefore,
there exists a constant K, independent on l, such that 〈Nl(φl1)〉λl 6 K. 
We are now prepared to prove our main result concerning kinetic generalised
BEC in the mean ﬁeld Bose gas.
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Proof of Theorem 2.3.1:
The statement i) follows directly from Lemma 2.1.2. For the second part of that
theorem, we use the expansion of the kinetic measure m˜ into the general eigenstates
φli, see (2.3)
1
Vl
∑
k:εlk6γ
〈Nl(ψlk)〉λl =
1
Vl
∑
k:εlk6γ
∑
i>1
|(φli, ψlk)|2 〈Nl(φli)〉λl .
Since we have assumed that µ < µc, we can use Lemma 2.3.2 and the fact that the
functions ψlk are normalised to obtain
1
Vl
∑
k:εlk6γ
〈Nl(ψlk)〉λl 6 K
1
Vl
∑
k:εlk6γ
∑
i>1
|(φli, ψlk)|2 6 K
1
Vl
∑
k:εlk6γ
1 = K ν0l
(
[0, γ]
)
.
Taking the thermodynamic limit leads to
lim sup
l→∞
m˜λl
(
[0, γ]
)
6 K ν0
(
[0, γ]
)
= K
2
d
Cd γ
d/2
where the last step follows from the Weyl’s formula (1.6). Letting γ ↓ 0 proves the
second statement of the theorem. 
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Chapter 3
Localisation and BEC in single
kinetic states
Having established the occurrence of kinetic generalised BEC in presence of an ex-
ternal potential in the previous chapter, the next question is to determine its type.
As we discussed in Section 1.4, it is in general more difficult to find out the type
of generalised BEC than to simply show the occurrence of generalised condensation,
even when one considers BEC in the eigenstates.
The main idea of this chapter is to notice that in our models, the density of states
is fast decreasing, which is generally believed to force the corresponding eigenstates
to become localised in the limit. However, the kinetic states are planes waves, hence
delocalised in space. Hence, since these two states are “asymptotically orthogonal”,
this should prevent condensation to occur in any kinetic states.
We first use the strong localisation property of the Luttinger-Sy model to prove
in a simple way that the kinetic generalised BEC in this model is of the type III. We
then extend that result to a more general class of localised systems, and establish that,
for a more realistic random model and a general family of weak external potential,
the required localisation criterion indeed holds.
The results of this chapter have been published in Journal of Mathematical Physics
[30], a copy of this article is reproduced in Appendix E.
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In Section 1.4, we brieﬂy reviewed what could be rigorously proved for the con-
densation in single eigenstates φli, and in particular, we emphasised that the classi-
ﬁcation of the generalised BEC in the eigenstates required a ﬁne knowledge of the
spectrum, namely the speed at which the gap between any two eigenvalues vanishes
in the limit l →∞. Clearly, this information cannot be extracted from the limiting
density of states ν of the Schro¨dinger operator with a external potential. Hence, it
is in general very complicated to classify the generalised BEC in the eigenstates, in
particular in the random case where the required knowledge is quite hard to obtain
even in simple examples like the Luttinger-Sy model.
In view of these diﬃculties, asking the same question about the generalised
BEC in the kinetic states ψlk could seem to be an even harder problem, since the
Hamiltonians of the perfect and mean ﬁeld Bose gas are not diagonal if one performs
the second quantisation in the basis deﬁned by the kinetic states, and therefore all
the usuals tools for this kind of problem are unavailable. Nevertheless, in view of
our basic expansion (2.3), one has the following expression for the mean occupation
number in a given kinetic eigenfunction
1
Vl
〈Nl(ψlk)〉λl =
1
Vl
∑
i
|(φi, ψk)|2 〈Nl(φli)〉λl . (3.1)
The main idea of this chapter is to notice that the coeﬃcients |(φi, ψk)| should
be very small, since on the one hand, the kinetic state ψlk is a sine-wave, hence
spatially extended, while on the other hand, the eigenstates φli should be localised
in order for the density of states ν to decrease fast enough near the bottom of
the spectrum, as this is the feature of the external potential responsible for the
occurrence of condensation, at least in low dimensions. Note also that apart from
these coeﬃcients, the sum in (3.1) is just the mean density, and hence as these two
kinds of states are “asymptotically orthogonal”, it is reasonable to expect the right-
hand side in (3.1) to vanish in the limit l → ∞. Of course, since the said sum is
inﬁnite, one needs to control it carefully, which is what we shall do in this section.
As an easy example, we shall ﬁrst show how to make sense of this argument in
the Luttinger-Sy model, making use of a speciﬁc feature of that system. Indeed,
this model may be seen as “perfectly localised”, in the sense that there is no tun-
nelling eﬀect between two regions separated by one impurity. Hence, it is possible
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to establish a uniform (with respect to i) localisation estimate in this model, which
allows us to work out the sum in (3.1), and prove that the kinetic generalised BEC
is of the type III in the Luttinger-Sy model.
Since this method relies heavily on this absence of a tunnelling eﬀect, it cannot
be extended to more general models. To avoid this diﬃculty, we shall show that,
under a relatively weak localisation property, we can deal with the sum in (3.1) and
still conclude that the kinetic generalised BEC must be of the type III. The rest of
this section will then be devoted to speciﬁc studies of particular models for which
we can prove localisation. We shall ﬁrst investigate a continuous random model,
in arbitrary dimension and with a bounded potential. Hence, the simple technique
that we used in the Luttinger-Sy model will not be suﬃcient, and we shall need
more work, using multiscale analysis methods developed in the area of localisation
for random Schro¨dinger operators. However, we note that our localisation property
turns out to be quite diﬀerent from the usual concept in that ﬁeld, and hence, some
modiﬁcations will be needed.
Finally, we shall come back to the general class of weak external potentials for which
we established the asymptotic behaviour of the density of states ν in Section 1.3.2,
and prove our localisation estimate in any dimension and without any conditions on
the parameters αj introduced there.
These results, along with the presence of generalised BEC in the kinetic states
for any dimension, allow us to answer the main question of this thesis: what is
the nature of the condensation enhanced by localisation. First, for low-dimensional
systems, d = 1, 2, while it makes sense to speak of Bose-Einstein condensation in
the generalised sense, the same mechanism that produces it, is also the one that
prevents macroscopic accumulation of particles into any single kinetic state, that is,
there is type III generalised BEC. But, in addition, since our results are valid even
for d > 3, it also implies that the presence of randomness or the addition of a weak
potential, however small, forces the kinetic generalised BEC to be of the type III,
even if the corresponding translation invariant system (for example, the isotropic
free Bose gas in R3) would produce condensation in the ground state only. Hence,
this shows that the latter is not a reliable criterion for Bose-Einstein condensation,
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while on the other hand, the concept of kinetic generalised BEC is more robust.
3.1 The Luttinger-Sy model
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 3.1.1 In the Luttinger-Sy model as defined in Section 1.3.1, for both the
perfect and mean field gases, none of the kinetic-energy eigenstates are macroscopi-
cally occupied:
lim
l→∞
1
l
〈Nl(ψlk)〉l = 0 for all k > 1,
that is, any kinetic generalised BEC must be of type III.
Note that since we are dealing with a one-dimensional model, Vl = l.
Remark 3.1.1 This result may appear quite surprising in view of the fact that, if
one instead considers generalised BEC in the eigenstates, it turns out to be of the type
I, see discussion in Section 1.4, and moreover, the generalised BEC in the eigenstates
is entirely concentrated in the (random) groundstate. This difference in the exact
type of condensation between kinetic states and eigenstates occurs even though the
densities of generalised BEC in either kinetic states or (random) eigenstates are
actually equal (at least in the perfect gas), see Theorem 2.2.4, which emphasises the
fact that the concept of generalised condensation is a more reliable description of the
phenomenon of Bose-Einstein condensation.
Since the impurities split up the interval Λl = (−l/2, l/2) into a ﬁnite number
M l(ω) of sub-intervals
{
Iωj
}M l(ω)
j=1
, by virtue of the corresponding orthogonal decom-
position of hωl,D, cf. (1.20), the normalized random eigenfunctions φ
ω,l
s are in fact
sine-waves with supports in each of these sub-intervals and thus satisfy
|φω,ls (x)| <
√
2
Lωjs
1Iωjs (x) , 1 ≤ js ≤M
l(ω) . (3.2)
We require an estimate of the size Lωj of these random sub-intervals, which we obtain
in the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.1.1 Let λ > 0 be a mean concentration of the point Poisson impurities
on R. Then the eigenfunctions φωj are localized in sub-intervals of logarithmic size,
in the sense that for any κ > 4, one has a.s. the estimate
lim sup
l→∞
max16j6M l(ω) L
ω
j
ln l
6
κ
λ
.
Proof : Deﬁne the set
Sl :=
{
ω : max
16j6M l(ω)
Lωj >
κ
λ
ln l
}
.
Let n :=
[
2λl/(κ ln l)
]
+
, and deﬁne a new box
Λ˜l := [−n
2
(
κ
2λ
ln l) ,
n
2
(
κ
2λ
ln l)] ⊃ Λl .
Let us split up this bigger box into n identical disjoints intervals {I lm}nm=1 of size
κ(2λ)−1 ln l. If ω ∈ Sl, then there exists at least one empty interval I lm (interval
without any impurities), and therefore the set
Sl ⊂
n⋃
m=1
{ω : I lm is empty} .
For the Poisson distribution (1.17), the probability for the interval I lm to be empty
depends only on its size, and thus
P(Sl) 6 n exp(−λ κ
2λ
ln l) 6
[
2λl
κ ln l
]
+
l−κ/2 .
Since we chose κ > 4, it follows that∑
l>1
P(Sl) < ∞ .
Therefore, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, there exists a subset Ω˜ ⊂ Ω of full measure,
P(Ω˜) = 1, such that for each ω ∈ Ω˜ one can ﬁnd l0(ω) <∞ with
P {ω : max
16j6M l(ω)
Lωj 6
κ
λ
ln l} = 1 ,
for all l > l0(ω). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1.1:
Note that the fact that generalised BEC in the kinetic states occurs in this model
has been proved for the perfect Bose gas in Theorem 2.2.4, and in a weaker form for
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the mean ﬁeld Bose gas in Theorem 2.3.1. We are now in position to prove that it
is actually of type III.
In view of our basic expansion (2.3), we have the following expression for any k
1
l
〈Nl(ψlk)〉λl =
1
l
∑
i
|(φω,li , ψlk)|2〈Nl(φω,li )〉λl
=
1
l
∑
i
〈Nl(φω,li )〉λl
∣∣∣∣∫
Λl
dx ψk(x)φ
ω,l
i (x)
∣∣∣∣2
6
1
l
∑
i
〈Nl(φω,li )〉λl
1
l
(∫
Λl
dx |φω,li (x)|
)2
,
where in the last step we have used the bound |ψlk(x)| 6 1/
√
l, see (1.2) . Therefore,
by (3.2) and Lemma 3.1.1, we obtain a.s. the following estimate
1
l
〈Nl(ψlk)〉λl 6
1
l
∑
i
〈Nl(φω,li )〉l
1
l
κ
λ
ln l ,
which is valid for for large enough l and for any κ > 4. The theorem then follows
by taking the thermodynamic limit. 
3.2 A general localisation criterion
As we pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, the localisation estimate that we
obtained in the Luttinger-Sy model, see Lemma 3.1.1 and equation (3.2) is uniform
with respect to i (the index of the eigenstates). However, it turns out that in more
general models, while we still expect localisation to happen, it does not seem possible
to obtain a uniform estimate. Hence, we must ﬁnd a way to deal with the inﬁnite
sum in (3.1), which is the aim of this section.
Let us introduce the notation
ρli :=
1
Vl
〈Nl(φli)〉λl .
With this notation we can write the standard ﬁxed density condition as∑
i
ρli = ρ .
As we discussed in Section 1.2, this sum is not uniformily convergent. To avoid this
diﬃculty, we truncate it
N∑
i=1
ρli 6 ρ ,
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for some N <∞. Letting
ρi := lim sup
l→∞
ρli ,
and taking the inﬁnite volume limit, we then get
N∑
i=1
ρi = lim sup
l→∞
N∑
i=1
ρli 6 ρ .
Letting N tend to inﬁnity, this gives
∑∞
i=1 ρi 6 ρ. Since this sum converges, it
follows that for any ε > 0, there exists i0 <∞ such that ρi0 < ε.
Now, we can use the basic expansion (2.3) for any given kinetic state, that is with
the notation introduced in the present section
1
Vl
〈Nl(ψlk)〉λl =
∑
i>1
|(φli, ψlk)|2 ρli .
We then split up this sum, and use the monotonicity property (see Lemma 2.3.1),
the bound (1.2) for the kinetic states and the fact that these states are normalised
to obtain
1
Vl
〈Nl(ψlk)〉λl =
∑
i6i0
|(φli, ψlk)|2 ρli +
∑
i>i0
|(φli, ψlk)|2 ρli (3.3)
6
∑
i6i0
|(φli, ψlk)|2 ρli + ρli0
∑
i>i0
|(φli, ψlk)|2
6 ρ
∑
i6i0
|(φli, ψlk)|2 + ρli0
6 ρ
∑
i6i0
(
l−d/2 ||φli||1
)2
+ ρli0 .
Since i0 is ﬁxed, and independent on l, it follows that if l
−d/2 ||φli||1 → 0 as l → ∞
for each i, then
lim sup
l→∞
1
Vl
〈Nl(ψlk)〉λl 6 ε ,
and since ε is arbitrary
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
〈Nl(ψlk)〉λl = 0 .
The above argument leads us to deﬁne the following localisation criterion for the
absence of single mode condensation in the kinetic energy states.
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Definition 3.2.1 We call an eigenfunction φli localised if it satisfies the following
condition
lim
l→∞
1
ld/2
∫
Λl
dx |φli(x)| = 0 . (3.4)
Let us emphasise that this localisation property does not need to be uniform with
respect to i for our argument, since we only deal with ﬁnite sums, see (3.3). Note also
that this localisation condition is not as strong as the usual localisation property,
in the following sense. While localisation is frequently understood to be associated
with the persistence of a pure point spectrum in the limit l →∞, at least near the
bottom of the spectrum, the presence of a pure point spectrum is not necessary for
the condition (3.4) to hold for all eigenfunctions.
We summarise the results of this section in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.1 Assume that the eigenfunctions φli are localized in the sense of
(3.4) for all i. Then, no kinetic state ψlk can be macroscopically occupied, that is
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
〈Nl(ψlk)〉λl = 0 , (3.5)
which implies in particular that any possible kinetic generalised BEC in these models
is of type III.
The rest of this chapter is devoted to a proof of localisation in the sense of
Deﬁnition 3.4 in some speciﬁc models.
In the weak external case, we are able to prove localisation for the general class of
potentials deﬁned in Section 1.3.2.
In the random case, we are so far unable to establish this localisation criterion under
the sole assumptions of Lemma 1.3.3 and condition (1.24). Nevertheless, we can
prove the localisation criterion (3.4) in the Stollmann model that we introduced in
Section 1.3.1, and our proof holds in any dimension. Due to the fact that the random
potential in this model is bounded, it is not possible as in the Luttinger-Sy model,
see Section 3.1, to show that the eigenstates have support on a suﬃciently small
region, and hence, the simple techniques that we used for the Luttinger-Sy model
are not suﬃcient, and we shall instead adapt the methods of multiscale analysis
developed in the ﬁeld of localisation in random Schro¨dinger operators, see e.g. [23].
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3.3 Proof of localisation in some specific models
3.3.1 The Stollmann model
Let us emphasize again that the localisation property (3.4) is very diﬀerent from
what is usually called “exponential localisation” in the literature about random
Schro¨dinger operators (see for example [23]). In the standard literature localisation
refers to the eigenfunctions of the inﬁnite volume Hamiltonian and requires these
functions, with energies in some band, to decay very fast, in many cases exponen-
tially. This implies that the spectrum is pure point in that band. In our case we
are dealing with eigenstates in ﬁnite volume with energies tending to zero as the
volume increases and so these bear no relation to the inﬁnite volume eigenfunctions.
In particular, our localisation condition (3.4) does not imply that the spectrum is
discrete in the thermodynamic limit. While we only need the L1 norm not to di-
verge too fast, because our eigenfunction depends crucially on the volume and in
particular, because we do not work at a ﬁxed energy but with volume dependent
eigenvalues, we have to deal with the additional problem of controlling the ﬁnite-
volume behaviour. However, we ﬁnd that in fact the multiscale analysis developed
for the inﬁnite volume case can be adapted to establish our localisation condition.
In the present section, we shall consider the random potential vω from the Stoll-
mann model, see Section 1.3.1 for detailed deﬁnitions. For convenience, let us recall
some notation. The one-particle random Schro¨dinger operator in ﬁnite volume is
then given by
hωl = h
0
l + v
ω
l , (3.6)
where vωl is the restriction of v
ω to the cubic box Λl. As usual, the eigenfunctions
and eigenvalues of hωl are denoted by φ
ω,l
i and E
ω,l
i respectively. Note that there
exists a non-random M <∞ such that vω(x) < M for any x and all ω.
In the rest of this section, hωl (x) will denote the restriction of the Schro¨dinger
operator −12∆+ vω to the region Λl(x), with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Before we establish the localization criterion (3.4), we ﬁrst prove that any given
eigenvalue of hωl tends to zero as l tends to ∞.
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Lemma 3.3.1 The eigenvalues of the Schro¨dinger operator (3.6) vanishes with
probability one, that is
a.s.− lim
l→∞
Eω,li = 0 . (3.7)
for any i.
Proof:
Recall that ν denote the limiting density of states for the Schro¨dinger operator
hωl (3.6), that is, for any Borel subset A ⊂ R+,
ν(A) := lim
l→∞
1
Vl
#{i : Eω,li ∈ A}. (3.8)
If the i-th eigenvalue Eli were to not vanish in the inﬁnite volume limit, it would be
possible to ﬁnd δ > 0 such that ν([0, δ]) = 0. Hence, it is clearly suﬃcient to prove
that for every E > 0, ν([0, E]) > 0. Since the Stollmann model satisﬁes (1.24), the
proof follows from Lemma 1.3.4. 
We now introduce the concepts and results of multiscale analysis that we shall
use to prove localisation in the sense of (3.4).
Adhering to the terminology of [23], we ﬁrst deﬁne so-called “good boxes”.
Definition 3.3.1 Given x ∈ Zd, a scale l, an energy E, a rate of decay γ > 0, we
call the box Λl(x) (γ, E)-good for a particular realization ω of the random potential
(1.31) if E /∈ σ(hωl (x)) and
||χoutl (hωl (x)− E)−1 χintl || 6 e−γl . (3.9)
Here σ(hωl (x)) denotes the spectrum of h
ω
l (x), the norm in (3.9) refers to the opera-
tor norm in L2(Λl(x)), and χ
int
l , χ
out
l are the characteristic functions of the regions
Λintl (x),Λ
out
l (x) respectively, which we define as follows
Λintl (x) := Λl/3(x) , Λ
out
l (x) := Λl(x) \ Λl−2(x) .
Our proof depends crucially on the following important multiscale analysis result
extracted from [23], where the author used an argument originally derived in [31].
Proposition 3.3.1 Assume that hωl is as above with random potential given by
(1.31). Then for any ζ > 0 and any α ∈ (1, 2 − (4d/(4d + ζ)) ], there exist a
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sequence {lk}, k > 1, satisfying l1 > 2 and lαk−1 6 lk 6 lαk−1 + 6 for k > 2, and
constants r > 0 and γ > 0 such that if I := [0, r],
P
{
ω : for all E ∈ I, either Λlk(x) or Λlk(y) is (γ, E)-good
}
> 1− (lk)−2ζ , (3.10)
for all k > 1 and for all x, y ∈ Zd, satisfying |x− y| > lk.
As usual in the literature about localisation in random Schro¨dinger operators,
two key ingredients are required to establish this multiscale result.
1. The Wegner estimate, which controls the probability of some interval I of the
real line to intersect the spectrum hωl ; note that this probabilistic estimate
must hold for all l.
2. The initial scale estimate, which establishes that the estimate (3.10) holds for
a given l with large enough probability and appropriate constants.
We postpone to Appendix C a brief outline of the proof of these two assumptions
in the Stollmann model.
We shall also need the so-called Eigenfunction Decay Inequality. We state it in
a convenient form for our purpose, and give a sketch of the proof in Appendix C.
Note that this inequality has to be understood for a given realisation ω.
Proposition 3.3.2 Let hωl be defined as above, and φ
ω,l
i to be one eigenfunction
with eigenvalue Eω,li in some interval [0, s]. Let x ∈ Λl, such that Λlk(x) ⊂ Λl. If
Eω,li does not belong to the spectrum of h
ω
lk
(x), then the following inequality holds
‖χintlk (x)φω,li ‖ 6 κ‖χoutlk (x)(hωlk(x)− Eω,li )−1χintlk (x)‖ , (3.11)
where the norms are L2(Λl)-norm, and the constant κ depends only on M and s.
We shall also need the following technical result.
Lemma 3.3.2 Let {lk}k>1 be a sequence satisfying l1 > 2 and lαk−1 6 lk 6 lαk−1 + 6
for k > 2, with some constant α ∈ (1, 2). For any 0 < δ < 1/7, the intervals
[l
1
1−δ
k , l
1
δ
k ] are a covering for the set [l
1
1−δ
1 ,∞).
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Proof:
It is suﬃcient to show that each interval overlaps with the next one, that is,
l
1
1−δ
k+1 6 l
1
δ
k (3.12)
for all k > 2. By assumption, we have the following estimates
lα
k−1
1 6 lk 6 (l1 + 6)
αk−1 6 l3α
k−1
1 ,
where the last inequality follows from the fact that l1 > 2. Hence, in order to prove
(3.12), it is enough to show that
l
3αk
1−δ
1 6 l
αk−1
δ
1 .
This last condition is equivalent to
3αk
1− δ 6
αk−1
δ
,
that is, we only need the condition δ(1 + 3α) 6 1, which is always satisﬁed as we
have assumed that α ∈ (1, 2) and δ < 1/7. 
We are now ready to prove that for our model the localisation condition (3.4) is
satisﬁed.
Lemma 3.3.3 Assume that hωl is as in (3.6) with random potential given by (1.31).
Then almost surely, for all i,
lim
l→∞
1
V
1/2
l
∫
Λl
dx |φω,li (x)| = 0 . (3.13)
Proof :
We ﬁrst choose 0 < δ < 1/7 and ζ > (2d+1)/2δ and then we take the constants
α, γ and r, and the sequence {lk} to be those obtained in Proposition 3.3.1 for this
value of ζ.
For a given scale l large enough, it follows from Lemma 3.3.2 that there exists
k = k(l) such that
lδ < lk < l
1−δ . (3.14)
We now need to deﬁne the following “good event”. Roughly speaking, it consists in
excluding the possibity that too many cubes of side lk could be not (γ, E)-good.
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Definition 3.3.2 For a given realisation ω and a given l, let A(ω, l) be the event
in which, for all E ∈ I, for all x, y ∈ Λl ∩ Zd such that |x − y| > lk, either Λlk(x)
or Λlk(y) is (γ, E)-good.
We shall ﬁrst use the Borel-Cantelli lemma to show that almost surely A(ω, l) occurs
for all l large enough. Let us deﬁne
Xl :=
{
ω : A(ω, l) is not true at scale l
}
.
Then we can write
Xl :=
{
ω : ∃E ∈ I, ∃ x, y ∈ Λl ∩ Z with |x− y| > lk,
such that bothΛlk(x) and Λlk(y) are not (γ, E)-good
}
=
⋃
x,y∈Λl∩Z
|x−y|>lk
{
ω : ∃E ∈ I, such that bothΛlk(x) andΛlk(y) are not (γ, E)-good
}
,
and by Proposition 3.3.1 we obtain
P(Xl) 6 l
2d (lk)
−2ζ 6 l−2(δζ−d) ,
where the last step follows from (3.14). Since 2(δζ − d) > 1, it follows that∑
l
P(Xl) < ∞ .
By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, almost surely there exists L(ω) < ∞ such that the
event A(ω, l) occurs for all l > L(ω).
Since by Lemma 3.3.1, each eigenvalue Eω,li a.s. tends to 0 as l tends to ∞,
Eω,li ∈ I for l large enough almost surely. Hence, since the good event A(ω, l) (see
Deﬁnition 3.3.2) happens a.s. for all l > L(ω), there exists a subset Ω˜ ⊂ Ω of full
probability P(Ω˜) = 1 such that for each ω ∈ Ω˜, there is L1(ω, i) <∞ such that for
all l > L1(ω, i) and for any x, y ∈ Λl ∩ Zd satisfying |x − y| > lk, either Λlk(x) or
Λlk(y) are (γ, E
ω,l
i )-good.
Now we take ω ∈ Ω˜, l > L1(ω, i) and partition the box Λl(0) into the “interior
cube” Λ1l := Λl−lk(0) and the “corridor” Λ
2
l := Λl(0) \ Λ1l , see ﬁgure 3.1. We then
split up the integral in (3.13) accordingly∫
Λl
dx |φω,li (x)| =
∫
Λ1l
dx |φω,li (x)| +
∫
Λ2l
dx |φω,li (x)| . (3.15)
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In the second term, we can use the Schwarz inequality and the fact that the eigen-
functions are L2(Λl)-normalized to obtain∫
Λ2l
dx |φω,li (x)| 6 |Λ2l |1/2 6 2dl(d−1)/2 l1/2k 6 2dl(d−δ)/2 . (3.16)
Note that we did not use any particular property of the eigenstates φli in the corridor
apart from the normalisation. Indeed, this estimate (3.16) does not require any kind
of localisation.
For the ﬁrst term in (3.15), we shall use the eigenfunction decay inequality (3.11)
of Proposition 3.3.2.
We cover the “interior cube” Λ1l with disjoints subcubes Λj of side lk/3. Let us call
{xj} their respective centers. Then for each j, the cube Λlk(xj) is included in Λl
and Λj coincides with Λ
int
lk
(xj). In Figure 3.1, we show one of the subcubes Λj with
the corresponding Λlk(xj). This makes clear why we need a corridor Λ
2
l .
Using the Schwarz inequality and Proposition 3.3.2, we obtain for any j the
estimate:∫
Λj
dx |φω,li (x)| 6 ld/2
(∫
Λl
dx|χintlk (xj)φω,li (x)|2
)1/2
6 ld/2
(
κ‖χintlk (x)(hωlk(xj)− Eω,li )−1χoutlk (x)‖
)1/2
.
Hence, for any j such that Λlk(xj) is (γ, E
ω,l
i )-good, one has the following upper
bound ∫
Λj
dx |φω,li (x)| 6 ld/2e−
1
2
γlk 6 ld/2 e−
1
2
γlδ . (3.17)
Now, we distinguish two cases.
The ﬁrst one corresponds to the situation where all cubes Λlk(xj) are (γ, E
ω,l
i )-
good. It then follows directly from (3.16) and (3.17) that
l−d/2
∫
Λl
dx |φω,li (x)| 6 2d
l(d−δ)/2
ld/2
+ l−d/2
∑
xj∈Λ1l
ld/2 e−
1
2
γlδ
6 2dl−δ/2 + 3d
(l − lδ)d
ldδ
e−
1
2
γlδ . (3.18)
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l
lk
Λ xj( )
lΛ
lk
lk
Λ j lkΛ xj( )
int
lΛ2
lΛ
1
lk/3
Figure 3.1: Subcubes for the multiscale analysis
The second case corresponds to the situation when there exists at least one
subcube Λlk(xj) which is not (γ, E
ω,l
i )-good. Let us denote by x˜ the center of one
such bad cube. Since ω ∈ Ω˜ and l > L1(ω, i), it follows from the fact that the
event A(ω, l) (see Deﬁnition 3.3.2) happens that for any x, y ∈ Λl ∩ Zd satisfying
|x − y| > lk, either Λlk(x) or Λlk(y) are (γ, Eω,li )-good. We can therefore “isolate”
all the possibly bad subcubes, that is there exists a box of side 2lk centered at x˜
such that outside it, all other Λlk(xj) are (γ, E
ω,l
i )-good. We treat the good boxes
as above, and deal with Λ2lk(x˜) by using the Schwarz inequality as we did for Λ
2
l ,
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to obtain:∫
Λ1l
dx |φω,li (x)| =
∫
Λ1l \Λ2lk (x˜)
dx |φω,li (x)| +
∫
Λ2lk (x˜)
dx |φω,li (x)|
6
∑
xj∈Λ1l \Λ2lk (x˜)
ld/2 e−
1
2
γlδ + |Λ2lk(x˜)|d/2
6 ld/23d
(l − lδ)d
ldδ
e−
1
2
γlδ + (2l)d(1−δ)/2.
From that last bound and from (3.16), we get
l−d/2
∫
Λl
dx |φω,li (x)| 6 2dl−δ/2 + 3d
(l − lδ)d
ldδ
e−
1
2
γlδ + 2d(1−δ)/2l−dδ/2. (3.19)
Therefore for any ω ∈ Ω˜ either (3.18) or (3.19) is satisﬁed for all l large enough and
the localisation property (3.13) follows. 
Remark 3.3.1 Let us stress that a crucial ingredient of our proof is the multiscale
analysis result detailed in Proposition 3.3.1. Our methods can be extended to any
model for which such a result is available, with some assumptions possibly weaker in
the following sense.
1. The constant ζ does not need to be arbitrary, but it must be large enough in
such a way that the Borel Cantelli lemma argument works (see the first part
of the proof of Lemma 3.3.3).
2. The decay estimate for the “good” cubes, see Definition 3.3.1, could be only
polynomial instead of exponential, but still strong enough in order for the upper
bounds (3.18) and (3.19) to vanish in the limit l →∞. Note that we can make
the “corridor” larger in order to limit the number the number of subcubes for
which this rate of decay is needed (and hence, relax the minimal decay).
We also want to point out that it is absolutely essential for our argument that the
set defined in Proposition 3.3.1 has to be like
P
{
ω : for all E ∈ I, either Λlk(x) or Λlk(y) is (γ, E)-good
}
> 1 − (lk)−2ζ ,
and not like
for all E ∈ I, P
{
ω : either Λlk(x) or Λlk(y) is (γ, E)-good
}
> 1 − (lk)−2ζ ,
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since we work for a fixed realisation ω and a fixed i (the index of the eigenvalues), and
then take the limit l → ∞. This means that the eigenvalue Eω,li is itself changing.
We controlled that problem with the help of the Lemma 3.3.1, which guarantees that
any given eigenvalue will eventually belong to the interval I = [0, r] from Proposition
3.3.1.
This leads us to the last assumption we could relax, that is we may allow the interval
to be volume-dependent, i.e. consider the case r = r(l), as long as it does not vanish
too fast. We then need to find an upper bound for any given eigenvalue, which
can be done. However, due to the Lifshitz tails, it is reasonable to expect that the
eigenvalues will not vanish fast (at best logarithmically), and hence, while we may
allow the parameter r(l) to vanish, it must do so “very slowly”.
3.3.2 Weak external potentials
Here, we consider the weak external potential as deﬁned in Section 1.3.2. Recall
that the Schro¨dinger operator with a weak external potential in a box Λl is deﬁned
by scaling the external potential v, that is
hl = −12∆D + v(x1/l, . . . , xd/l) . (3.20)
We recall that the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of hl are denoted by φ
l
i and E
l
i
respectively. The aim of this section is to prove that our localization condition (3.4)
holds for this class of weak potentials.
Lemma 3.3.4 Let hl be as in (3.20). Then, for all i
lim
l→∞
1
ld/2
∫
Λl
dx |φli(x)| = 0 . (3.21)
Proof: We start as in Lemma 1.3.5 by noting that the condition (1.32) implies that
for any ε > 0 small enough, there exists δ > 0 such that for all j = 1, . . . , n
(cj − ε)|x− yj|αj 6 v(x) 6 (cj + ε)|x− yj|αj , (3.22)
for all x ∈ B(yj, δ), the ball of radius δ centered at yj. Note also that since the
function v is continuous and vanishes only on the ﬁnite set {yj}nj=1, there exists
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a constant κ > 0 such that v(x) > κ, for all x ∈ Λ1 \
(⋃n
j=1B(yj, δ)
)
. We let
K := min(κ, c1 − ε, . . . , cn − ε) and C := max(c1 + ε, . . . , cn + ε).
The ﬁrst step in our proof is to obtain an estimate for the eigenvalue Eli. To this
end, let us denote by h
(n)
l the restriction of the Schro¨dinger operator to the region
B(yn, δl), with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Then we have
hl 6 h
(n)
l (3.23)
in quadratic form sense (cf. [32], Chapter VIII, Proposition 4). From the inequality
(3.22), we obtain
h
(n)
l 6 h˜
(n)
l :=
1
2∆D + C
∣∣∣∣x− ynl
∣∣∣∣αn , (3.24)
where the last operator acts on L2
(
B(yj, δl)
)
. Let U : L2
(
B(yj, δl)
) 7→ L2(B(0, δl1−γn))
be the unitary transformation deﬁned by
(Uϕ)(x) := lγn/2 ϕ(lγn(x− yn)) ,
where γn := αn/(2 + αn). By direct computation, one can check that h˜
(n)
l =
l−2γn U hˆ(n)l U
−1 where
hˆ
(n)
l := (−12∆+ C|x|αn) ,
acting on L2
(
B(0, δl1−γn)
)
. Let 0 < Dl1 6 D
l
2 6 . . . be the eigenvalues of hˆ
(n)
l and
0 < D1 6 D2 6 . . . the eigenvalues of hˆ
(n) where
hˆ(n) := (−12∆+ C|x|αn) ,
acting on L2(Rd). Since for each i, Dli → Di as l →∞, there are constants D˜i such
that Dli 6 D˜i for all l. Using this and the operator inequalities (3.23) and (3.24) we
ﬁnally get
Eli 6 D
l
il
−2γn 6 D˜il−2γn . (3.25)
The rest of our proof relies on the methods developed in [33]. We start with some
deﬁnitions. Let Ωt, for some t > 0, to be the set of all continuous trajectories (paths)
{ξ(s)}ts=0 in Rd with ξ(0) = 0, and let wt denote the normalized Wiener measure on
this set. For a given x ∈ Rd, we deﬁne the following characteristic function
χx,l(ξ) := 1
{
ξ : ξ(s) ∈ Λl − x, for all 0 6 s 6 t
}
.
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We now use the following identity (cf. [34]),
(e−thl φli)(x) =
∫
Ωt
wt(dξ) e
−
∫ t
0
dsv((x+ ξ(s))/l)
φli(x+ ξ(t))χx,l(ξ) ,
from which, since Eli is the eigenvalue of hl corresponding to φ
l
i, we get
|φli(x)| 6 etE
l
i
∫
Ωt
wt(dξ) e
−
∫ t
0
dsv((x+ ξ(s))/l)
|φli(x+ ξ(t))|χx,l(ξ) . (3.26)
Now, we insert into the right-hand side of (3.26) the following bound proved in [35],
|φli(x)| 6 cd (Eli)d/4 ,
where cd := (e/π)
d/4 and we obtain from (3.26) the following estimate
|φli(x)| 6 cd etE
l
i(Eli)
d/4
∫
Ωt
wt(dξ) e
−
∫ t
0
dsv((x+ ξ(s))/l)
χx,l(ξ)
= cd e
tEli(Eli)
d/4
∫
Ωt
wt(dξ) e
−1
t
∫ t
0
ds t v((x+ ξ(s))/l)
χx,l(ξ)
6 cd e
tEli(Eli)
d/4
∫
Ωt
wt(dξ)
1
t
∫ t
0
ds e−tv((x+ ξ(s))/l) χx,l(ξ) ,
where the last step follows from Jensen’s inequality. Therefore, integrating over Λl
with respect to x, and then changing the order of integration, yields
l−d/2
∫
Λl
dx |φli(x)| 6 cd l−d/2etE
l
i(Eli)
d/4
∫
Λl
dx×
×
∫
Ωt
wt(dξ)
1
t
∫ t
0
ds e−tv((x+ ξ(s))/l) χx,l(ξ)
6 cd l
−d/2etE
l
i(Eli)
d/4
∫
Ωt
wt(dξ)
1
t
∫ t
0
ds×
×
∫
{x∈⋂s′ (Λl−ξ(s′))}
dx e−tv((x+ ξ(s))/l) .
Letting y = x+ ξ(s) in the second integral we get
l−d/2
∫
Λl
dx|φli(x)| 6 cd l−d/2etE
l
i(Eli)
d/4
∫
Ωt
wt(dξ)
1
t
∫ t
0
ds ×
×
∫
{y−ξ(s)∈⋂s′ (Λl−ξ(s′))}
dy e−tv(y/l) .
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Since
⋂
s′(Λl − ξ(s′) + ξ(s)) ⊂ Λl for all s, we can now extend the domain of
integration over y to Λl and use the fact that the Wiener measure w
t is normalized
to obtain
l−d/2
∫
Λl
dx|φli(x)| 6 cd etE
l
i(Eli)
d/4 l−d/2
1
t
∫ t
0
ds
∫
Λl
dy e−tv((y)/l) (3.27)
= cd e
tEli(Eli)
d/4 ld/2
∫
Λ1
dz e−tv(z) .
Next, we obtain an upper bound for the last integral in (3.27). We have∫
Λ1
dz e−tv(z) 6
n∑
j=1
∫
B(yj ,δ)
dz e−tv(z) +
∫
Λ1\
(⋃n
i=1B(yj ,δ)
) dz e−tv(z) (3.28)
6 e−tK +
n∑
j=1
∫
B(yj ,δ)
dz e−tK|x−yj |
αj
.
For each j,∫
B(yj ,δ)
dz e−tK|x−yj |
αj
6 t−d/αj Kd/αj
∫
Rd
dz˜ e−|z˜|
αj
6 K˜ t−d/αj ,
where K˜ := Kd/α1 maxj
∫
Rd
dz˜ e−|z˜|
αj
, which, in view of (3.28), gives the following
bound ∫
Λ1
dz e−tv(z) 6 e−tK + K˜
n∑
j=1
t−d/αj .
Now, ﬁxing t = (Eli)
−1, we get from the last inequality and (3.27)
l−d/2
∫
Λl
dx|φli(x)| 6 cd e(Eli)d/4 ld/2
(
e−K(E
l
i)
−1
+ K˜
n∑
j=1
(Eli)
d/αj
)
.
Since by (3.25), Eli → 0 as l → ∞, and since we have ordered the αi’s such that
α1 < α2 < · · · < αn, there exist new constants Ai such that the following bound
holds for l large enough
l−d/2
∫
Λl
dx|φli(x)| 6 Ai ld/2
(
Eli
)d(1/4+1/αn)
= Ai l
d/2
(
Eli
)d(2−γn)/(4γn)
. (3.29)
Inserting the bound (3.25), we ﬁnally obtain for l large enough
l−d/2
∫
Λl
dx|φli(x)| 6 AiD˜d(2−γn)/(4γn)i l−d(1−γn)/2 ,
and the lemma follows since γn < 1. 
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Chapter 4
Generalised Bogoliubov
approximation
By showing that one can correctly describe the phenomenon of condensation in the
presence of suitable external potentials as one of “Bose-Einstein type”, in the sense
that condensation does indeed occur in the kinetic states of low-energy (see Chapter
2), we have cleared one obstacle in the way of applying the Bogoliubov approximation
to these systems.
However, since the kinetic generalised BEC is of type III, this leads us to recon-
sider the usual one-mode substitution. Indeed, since we anticipate that condensation
does not occur in any given kinetic state, we should not expect the usual Bogoliubov
approximation to give an accurate description of the fine structure of the condensate.
We first establish a generalised Bogoliubov approximation, substituting c-numbers
for all modes involved in the generalised BEC (that is, infinitely many in the limit).
We show that this procedure does not affect the pressure of the system, if the complex
numbers are chosen according to a suitable variational problem. As a first step in
understanding the meaning of this new approach, we show by means of a very simple
example why the use of external sources is able to alter drastically the fine structure
of the condensate, but not the generalised condensate itself.
The results of this chapter have been accepted for publication in Journal of Math-
ematical Physics, [36].
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4.1 Heuristic discussion
In 1947 Bogoliubov [14] proposed the Ansatz that for large Boson systems the cre-
ation and annihilation operators corresponding to zero momentum, a∗0, a0, can be
replaced by complex numbers. This is called the Bogoliubov approximation. It is
based on the idea that these creation and annihilation operators, when divided by
the square root of the volume, V , of the region Λ containing the system, can be
expressed as space averages
a#0√
V
:=
1
V
∫
Λ
dx a#(x) ,
where a#(x) are the usual local creation and annihilation operators. For transla-
tion invariant ergodic states these operators should converge in some weak sense to
multiples of the identity, see e.g. [37]
a#0√
V
→ α# .
These ideas were exploited by the school of Bogoliubov to construct various ap-
proximations to the full interacting boson Hamiltonian. We refer the reader to [15]
for a review of these models. The most spectacular result of this Ansatz was its
application to a model of a weakly interacting Bose gas [14], which gave the ﬁrst
microscopic theory of superﬂuidity and provided explicitly a spectrum of collective
excitations satisfying the Landau criterion of superﬂuidity, see e.g. [15]. Superﬂuid-
ity in these models is associated with the occurrence of Bose-Einstein condensation.
The ﬁrst rigorous result concerning the Bogoliubov approximation was due to
Ginibre [38]. He proved that if the Bogoliubov Ansatz is supplemented by a self-
consistency equation which is obtained by maximizing the approximated pressure
with respect to α, the exact pressure and the approximated one converge to the
same value in the thermodynamic limit. A simpler proof of this result has recently
been given by Lieb et al [39], using the Berezin-Lieb inequalities. A more delicate
point is whether the value αmax maximizing the approximated pressure corresponds
to the condensate density in the ground state (or 0-mode condensation) in the
thermodynamic limit. To answer this question, Bogoliubov suggested to break the
gauge symmetry of the system, [14], by adding a source
√
V (ηa∗0+ ηa0). This forces
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the totality of the condensate to be concentrated in the zero-mode (ground state).
The source is then switched oﬀ (|η| → 0 with a ﬁxed gauge φ := arg η) after the
thermodynamic limit to produce a limiting Gibbs state. The expectation deﬁned
by this state is called the Bogoliubov quasi-average with respect to this source, in
contrast to the average of the gauge-invariant system. It was proven in [39] that
|αmax|2 is equal to the ground state condensate density in the quasi-average sense.
In this chapter, we shall consider for simplicity the case when a random external
potential is added to the system. However, similar results can be obtained for weak
external potentials with only minor modiﬁcations to our arguments.
Following the general philosophy of the Bogoliubov transformation that the c-
number used in the substitution corresponds to the condensate density in that mode,
we would like to represent the likely presence of generalised BEC without single mo-
mentum mode macroscopic occupation by a generalised Bogoliubov approximation,
in which we replace all creation/annihilation operators corresponding to momentum
states with kinetic energy εk such that 0 < εk < δ by complex numbers
√
V α♯k. We
show that this procedure does not aﬀect the pressure if we maximize the approx-
imated pressure with respect to these complex numbers, and then let δ → 0 after
the thermodynamic limit.
Next, we discuss the interpretation of the variational problem established for the
pressure. In particular, we highlight the fact that the link between the c-numbers
that maximise the pressure and the condensate is far from straightforward. By
means of a simple example, we discuss the relevance of the quasi-average method,
and show that it is not very satisfactory when one suspects the generalised conden-
sate to be of the type III (see discussion in Chapter 3) in the presence of external
potentials.
4.2 Model and definitions
The one-particle operators are deﬁned in the same way as in Section 1.1, apart
from the choice of boundary conditions. In the rest of this chapter, we shall assume
periodic boundary conditions. The kinetic-energy operator of our system is hence
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given by
h0l := −12∆p ,
acting in the Hilbert space Hl := L
2(Λl), with the subscript p denoting the choice
of periodic boundary conditions. We let {ψlk, εlk}k∈Λ∗ be the set of normalized eigen-
functions (that is, the momentum states) and eigenvalues corresponding to h0l
ψlk(x) =
1√
Vl
eik.x , εlk =
k2
2
,
and Λ∗l is the usual dual space {k ∈ Rd : k2 = n
2π2
l2
, n ∈ Nd}. As before, we denote
by ν0l the density of states of the kinetic-energy operator, and by ν
0 its weak limit.
Note that the Weyl formula (1.6) holds in the case of periodic boundary conditions
(with a modiﬁed constant).
The external potential is the family of random potentials deﬁned as in Section
1.3.1, with the corresponding Schro¨dinger operator
hωl = h
0
l + v
ω
l ,
with periodic boundary conditions.
We assume that the particles interact through a two-body potential u(x, y) :=
u(|x−y|). The second quantisation in the basis of momentum states {ψlk}k∈Λ∗ leads
to the many-particles Hamiltonian
Hl(µ) =
∑
k,k′∈Λ∗l
(∑
i>1
(φi, ψk)(ψk′ , φi)(E
l
i − µ)
)
a∗kak′ (4.1)
+
1
2Vl
∑
q,k,k′∈Λ∗l
uˆl(q)a
∗
k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak , (4.2)
acting in the Fock space Fl (1.8). We use the notation a
#
k := a
#(ψlk) for the
creation/annihilation operators in the momentum states, and the coeﬃcients uˆl(q)
are deﬁned by
uˆl(q) :=
1
(2π)d/2
∫
Λl
dx eik.x u(x) .
We shall assume that the function u satisﬁes the following conditions:
1. there exists γ <∞ such that |uˆl(q)| < γ, for all q, l
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2. u is superstable
3. u is tempered
The second and third conditions refer to the standard deﬁnitions in statistical me-
chanics, see e.g. [40], to ensure the existence of the thermodynamic limit of the
system. If u ∈  L1(Rd), the ﬁrst condition is trivial, since we can take γ = ||u||1.
It was shown in [41] that, if one assumes in addition that u is positive-deﬁnite and
uˆl(0) > 0, then the superstability condition is satisﬁed.
Note that the creation and annihilation operators in the interaction term of (4.1)
are in the momentum eigenstates ψlk, although the perfect Bose gas Hamiltonian
(1.9) is not diagonal if it is expressed in the same basis.
We denote by 〈−〉l(β, µ) the equilibrium state deﬁned by the Hamiltonian Hl(µ)
〈A〉l(β, µ) := 1
Ξl(β, µ)
TrFl exp(−βHl(µ)) ,
and by pl(β, µ) its associated pressure
pl(β, µ) :=
1
βVl
ln Ξl(β, µ) ,
where
Ξl(β, µ) := TrFl exp(−βHl(µ))
is the corresponding partition function. For simplicity, in the rest of this chapter we
shall omit the explicit mention of the dependence on the temperature β.
It is known that the pressure of the corresponding non-random model (that is,
vω(x) = 0) exists and is independent of the boundary conditions for a large class of
them, including the periodic case, see e.g. [42]. The proof of this statement consists
essentially in showing the existence of the Dirichlet pressure using sub-additivity
pDΛ (µ) > p
D
Λ′(µ) + p
D
τxΛ′′(µ) ,
where Λ′,Λ′′ are disjoints subsets of Λ, and τx denotes the translation by x. The
exact value of x is chosen according to the usual tempering condition required of
the two-body interaction potential u. Then, using translation invariance of the
non-random model, one obtains
pDΛ (µ) > p
D
Λ′(µ) + p
D
Λ′′(µ) . (4.3)
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The boundeness of the pressure provided by the superstability of the system thus
leads to the existence and ﬁnitness of the limiting pressure for any µ. Then, one can
show using functional integration techniques, see [43], that the pressures deﬁned
with the other boundary conditions (including the periodic case) converge to the
same limit.
The last part of this proof can be carried through verbatim in the presence of an
external random potential. However, because of the lack of translation invariance
in the random case, the inequality (4.3) for the Dirichlet pressure is modiﬁed as
follows:
pD,ωΛ (µ) > p
D,ω
Λ′ (µ) + p
D,ω
τxΛ′′
(µ) = pD,ωΛ′ (µ) + p
D,τxω
Λ′′ (µ) . (4.4)
We have used the stationarity of the random potential in the last identity. To prove
the existence of the thermodynamic limit one can use the Kingman sub-additive
ergodic theorem, see [44]:
Proposition 4.2.1 Let τ be a measure-preserving transformation of the probability
space (Ω,F ,P) and {gn}n≥1 be a sequence of functions gn ∈ L1(Ω,F ,P) satisfying
the condition:
gn+m(ω) ≤ gn(ω) + gm(τnω) .
Then
a.s.− lim
n→∞
gn(ω)/n = g(ω) ,
where the function g(ω) is τ -invariant: g(τ sω) = g(ω). If in addition, the functions
gn are ergodic, it follows that the limit g(ω) is a.s. non random.
4.3 The approximated pressure
4.3.1 Exactness of the generalised Bogoliubov approxima-
tion
Following Bogoliubov’s approximation philosophy, we want to replace all creation
and annihilation operators in momentum states ψlk with kinetic energy less than
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some δ > 0 by c-numbers. We let Iδ ⊂ Λ∗l be the set of all replaceable modes, that
is
Iδ :=
{
k ∈ Λ∗l : k2/2 6 δ
}
,
and we denote nδ := #{k : k ∈ Iδ}. Note that nδ is of order V , since by deﬁnition
nδ = Vlν
0
l
(
[0, δ]
)
. We let H δl to be the subspace of Hl spanned by the set of ψ
l
k
with k ∈ Iδ, and Pδ the projection onto this subspace. Hence, we have the natural
representation for the Hilbert space and the associated symmetrised Fock space
Hl = H
δ
l ⊕H ⊥l , Fl = F δl ⊗F⊥l .
We then proceed to make the substitution a♯k → ck for all k ∈ Iδ, which provides
an approximating Hamiltonian which we denote by HLowl (µ, {ck}). The reason for
the superscript Low will be made clear in the next section. To keep the present
chapter readable, we postpone the explicit form of this operator to Appendix D.
We then obtain a new partition function and its associated pressure
ΞLowl (µ, {ck}) := TrF⊥l e
−βHLowl (µ,{ck}) ,
pLowl,δ (µ, {ck}) :=
1
Vl
ln Ξl(µ, {ck}) .
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 4.3.1 The c-numbers substitution for all operators in the energy-band Iδ
does not affect the pressure in the following sense
lim
δ↓0
lim inf
l→∞
max
{ck}
pLowl,δ (µ, {ck}) = lim
δ↓0
lim sup
l→∞
max
{ck}
pLowl,δ (µ, {ck}) = lim
l→∞
pl(µ) . (4.5)
Note that, since we let δ ↓ 0 after the thermodynamic limit, the number of substituted
modes is of order of the volume.
4.3.2 The main proof
Our method is a generalisation of the one used in [39]. We postpone to the next
section the proof of some technical lemmas in order to keep the main proof readable.
Let us ﬁrst deﬁne the normalised coherent vector
|c〉 =
⊗
k∈Iδ
e−|ck|
2/2+cka
∗
k |0〉 , (4.6)
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where |0〉 is the vacuum state in Fl and the c-numbers {ck} are as above. Note that
|c〉 ∈ F δl . From these , we obtain the lower symbol ALow for any operator A in Fl
by the partial inner product
ALow({ck}) := 〈c|A|c〉 ,
which are then operators in F⊥l . Next, we deﬁne the upper symbol. A
Up is called
an upper symbol if it satisﬁes
A =
1
πnδ
∫
C
nδ
dc1 . . . dcnδ A
Up({ck}) |c〉〈c| .
Here dcj := dRe(cj)dIm(cj)/π and |c〉〈c| :=
⊗
k∈Iδ |ck〉〈ck| is the projector on the
coherent vectors (4.6), with the completeness property
∫
C
nδ
d2c1 . . . d
2cnδ |c〉〈c| = I.
Note that, contrary to the lower symbols, the upper symbols do not necessarily exist,
and may not be unique either.
We then deﬁne two approximated Hamiltonians, that we denote HLowl (µ, {ck})
and HUpl (µ, {ck}), which are the lower and upper symbols of the Hamiltonian Hl(µ)
(4.1). The existence of an upper symbol follows from the fact this Hamiltonian
is polynomial in the creation/annihilation operators (although this does not imply
unicity). We postpone to Appendix D the explicit expressions of these approximated
Hamiltonians.
Note that HLowl (µ, {ck}) is obtained simply by replacing all operators a♯k, k ∈ Iδ with
the corresponding complex number c♯k. That is, it corresponds to the Hamiltonian
obtained in the standard c-number substitution, which is the reason for using this
notation in Theorem 4.3.1.
As before, we denote by ΞUpl (µ, {ck}) the partition function deﬁned by the Hamil-
tonian HUpl (µ, {ck}), and pUpl,δ (µ, {ck}) its corresponding pressure.
Finally, we deﬁne by 〈−〉Low and 〈−〉Up the equilibrium states deﬁned by the
following (integrated) partition functions
ΞLowl (µ) :=
1
πnδ
∫
C
nδ
dc1 . . . dcnδTr e
−βHLowl (µ,{ck}) ,
ΞUpl (µ) :=
1
πnδ
∫
C
nδ
dc1 . . . dcnδTr e
−βHUpl (µ,{ck}) ,
and we denote the associated pressures by pLowl,δ (µ), p
Up
l,δ (µ).
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By the Berezin-Lieb inequalities, see [39], we have
ΞLowl (µ) 6 Ξl(µ) 6 Ξ
Up
l (µ) . (4.7)
We then relate the integrals to the maximum of their integrand. To this end, we
ﬁrst recall that the lower bound is fairly easy to obtain, since
Tr e−βH
Low
l (µ,{ck}) 6 ΞLowl (µ)
for any {ck}, which in particular implies that
max
{ck}
Tr e−βH
Low
l (µ,{ck}) 6 ΞLowl (µ) . (4.8)
To estimate the upper bound in (4.7), we note that HLowl (µ, {ck}) and HUpl (µ, {ck})
are related in the following way,
HUpl (µ, {ck}) = HLowl (µ, {ck}) + κ(µ, {ck}) , (4.9)
where the exact expression of κ(µ, {ck}) is derived in Appendix D. In view of the
Bogoliubov convexity inequality
ln
1
πnδ
∫
C
nδ
dc1 . . . dcnδTre
−βHUpl (µ,{ck}) (4.10)
− ln 1
πnδ
∫
C
nδ
dc1 . . . dcnδTre
−βHLowl (µ,{ck})
6
∫
C
nδ
dc1 . . . dcnδTr
(− κ(µ, {ck}))e−βHUpl (µ,{ck})∫
C
nδ
dc1 . . . dcnδTr e
−βHUpl (µ,{ck})
,
we obtain from (4.9) the following inequality
ln ΞUpl (µ) 6 ln Ξ
Low
l (µ) − 〈κ(µ, {ck})〉Up . (4.11)
Using the orthogonal projection Pδ : Hl 7→ H δl , and in view of (D.43), one can
estimate the last term in (4.11) explicitly:
−κ(µ, {ck}) 6 Tr(hωl − µ)Pδ (4.12)
+ −γ
(
ν0l
(
[0, δ]
)
+
Vl
2
(
ν0l
(
[0, δ]
))2
+ Vlν
0
l
(
[0, δ]
)
ν0l
(
[0, 2δ]
))
+
γ
2
( 4
Vl
+ 2ν0l
(
[0, δ]
)
+ 2ν0l
(
[0, 2δ]
))∑
k∈Iδ
|ck|2
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+
γ
2
(
2ν0l
(
[0, δ]
)
+ 2ν0l
(
[0, δ]
))∑
k∈Icδ
a∗kak
6 Tr
(
(hωl − µ)Pδ
)
− γν0l
(
[0, δ]
)(
1− 4Vlν0l
(
[0, 2δ]
)
+
Vl
2
ν0l
(
[0, δ]
)
+ Vlν
0
l
(
[0, 2δ]
))
+ 4γν0l
(
[0, 2δ]
)(∑
k∈Iδ
(|ck|2 − 1)+∑
k∈Icδ
a∗kak
)
.
Keeping in mind the upper symbol of the total number operator, we have the fol-
lowing
HUpl (µ, {ck}) + a
(∑
k∈Iδ
(|ck|2 − 1) +
∑
k∈Icδ
a∗kak
)
= HUpl (µ− a, {ck}) , (4.13)
which together with the equation (4.11) provides the following estimate
Ξl(µ) 6 ln
1
πnδ
∫
C
nδ
dc1 . . . dcnδTr e
−βHLowl (µ,{ck}) (4.14)
+ Tr
(
(hωl − µ)Pδ
)
− γν0l
(
[0, δ]
)(
1− 4Vlν0l
(
[0, 2δ]
)
+
Vl
2
ν0l
(
[0, δ]
)
+ Vlν
0
l
(
[0, 2δ]
))
+ 4γν0l
(
[0, 2δ]
)
∂µ ln
∫
C
nδ
dc1 . . . dcnδTr e
−βHLowl (µ,{ck}) .
To complete the proof, we shall need some lemmas, the proofs of which we
postpone to the next section.
Lemma 4.3.1 The physical systems described by the (integrated) partitions func-
tions ΞLowl (µ) and Ξ
Up
l (µ) have bounded mean densities for any fixed µ ∈ R in the
following sense
lim sup
δ↓0
lim sup
l→∞
1
β
∂µp
Low
l,δ (µ) 6 ∂µp(µ) := ρ(µ) , (4.15)
lim sup
δ↓0
lim sup
l→∞
1
β
∂µp
Up
l,δ (µ) 6 ∂µp(µ) := ρ(µ) ,
where ρ(µ), the mean density of the system without approximation, is finite for any
µ ∈ R because of the superstability of the two-body interaction potentail u.
Next, we show how to relate the integrated pressure pLowl,δ (µ) to the maximum one.
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Lemma 4.3.2 For any α > 1, the following holds
1
βVl
ln ΞLowl (µ) (4.16)
6
1
βVl
lnmax
{ck}
Tre−βH
Low
l (µ,{ck}) − 1
βVl
ln(1− 1/α) + ν
0
l
(
[0, δ]
)
β
ln(α∂µp
Low
l,δ (µ))
+
1
β
ν0l
(
[0, δ]
)− 1
2β
lnVl
Vl
− ν
0
l
(
[0, δ]
)
β
ln
(
ν0l
(
[0, δ]
))− 1
2βVl
ln
(
ν0l
(
[0, δ]
))
.
The last lemma is required because of the presence of the random external potential,
and uses some ergodicity properties.
Lemma 4.3.3 Under the assumptions on the random potential stated in Section
4.2, the following holds
lim sup
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr(hωl − µ)Pδ 6 ν0(δ)
(
(δ − µ) + Eω
(
vω(0)
))
,
where Eω denotes the expectation with respect to the probability space (Ω,F ,P).
Going back to the proof of Theorem 4.3.1, we have from (4.8) and (4.14)
max
{ck}
pLowl,δ (µ, {ck}) 6 pl(µ) 6 pLowl,δ (µ) +
1
βVl
(
Tr
(
(hωl − µ)Pδ
)
− γν0l
(
[0, δ]
)(
1− 4Vl + Vl
2
ν0l
(
[0, δ]
)
+ Vlν
0
l
(
[0, 2δ]
)))
+ 4γν0l
(
[0, 2δ]
) 1
βVl
×
×∂µ ln
∫
C
nδ
dc1 . . . dcnδTre
−βHLowl (µ,{ck}) .
By Lemma 4.3.2, this implies
max
{ck}
pLowl,δ (µ, {ck}) 6 pl(µ) 6 max{ck} p
Low
l,δ (µ, {ck}) + K(l, δ) , (4.17)
where K(l, δ) is given by
K(l, δ) =
1
βVl
(
Tr
(
(hωl − µ)Pδ
)− γν0l ([0, δ])(1− 4Vl + Vl2 ν0l ([0, δ])+ Vlν0l ([0, 2δ])))
+ 4γν0l
(
[0, 2δ]
) 1
βVl
∂µ ln
∫
C
nδ
dc1 . . . dcnδTre
−βHLowl (µ,{ck}) .
Note that, by Lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.3.3, we can control this error term in the following
way
lim
δ↓0
lim inf
l→∞
K(l, δ) = lim
δ↓0
lim sup
l→∞
K(l, δ) = 0 ,
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and hence, in view of (4.17)
lim sup
l→∞
max
{ck}
pLowl,δ (µ, {ck}) 6 p(µ) 6 lim sup
l→∞
max
{ck}
pLowl,δ (µ, {ck}) + lim inf
l→∞
K(l, δ) .
Letting δ ↓ 0, one ﬁnally obtains
lim sup
δ↓0
lim sup
l→∞
max
{ck}
pLowl,δ (µ, {ck}) 6 p(µ) 6 lim inf
δ↓0
lim sup
l→∞
max
{ck}
pLowl,δ (µ, {ck}) ,
which proves one of the two equalities in Theorem 4.3.1. The other is proved in the
same way.
4.3.3 Some technical results
In this section, we give detailed proofs of the lemmas used in the preceding section.
Proof of Lemma 4.3.1
Notice ﬁrst that, for any ﬁxed b ∈ R
HLowl (µ, {ck}) + b
(∑
k∈Iδ
|ck|2 +
∑
k∈Icδ
a∗kak
)
= HLowl (µ− b, {ck}) , (4.18)
and then, from equation (4.12), we obtain
HUpl (µ, {ck}) > HLowl (µ+ 4γν0l
(
[0, 2δ]
)
, {ck})
− Tr((hωl − µ)Pδ)− γν0l ([0, δ])(1 + Vl2 ν0l ([0, δ])+ Vlν0l ([0, 2δ])) .
By the Bogoliubov convexity inequality and the Berezin-Lieb inequalities, we get
pLowl,δ (µ) 6 pl(µ) 6 p
Up
l,δ (µ) 6 p
Low
l,δ (µ+ 4γν
0
l
(
[0, 2δ]
)
) +
M(l, δ, µ)
Vl
,
where
M(l, δ, µ) := Tr
(
(hωl − µ)Pδ
)
+ γν0l
(
[0, δ]
)(
1 +
Vl
2
ν0l
(
[0, δ]
)
+ ν0l
(
[0, 2δ]
))
. (4.19)
Then, we have
lim sup
l→∞
pLowl,δ (µ) 6 p(µ) 6 lim inf
l→∞
pUpl,δ (µ) 6 lim sup
l→∞
pUpl,δ (µ) (4.20)
6 lim inf
l→∞
pLowl,δ (µ+ 4γν
0
l
(
[0, 2δ]
)
)
+ lim inf
l→∞
M(l, δ)
Vl
.
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Since pupl,δ(µ) is convex in µ, we have for any t > 0
∂µp
up
l,δ(µ) 6
1
t
(
pupl,δ(µ+ t)− pupl,δ(µ)
)
and thus,
lim sup
l→∞
∂µp
up
l,δ(µ) 6
1
t
(
lim sup
l→∞
pupl,δ(µ+ t)− lim inf
l→∞
pupl,δ(µ)
)
6
1
t
(
lim inf
l→∞
plowl,δ (µ+ t+ 4γν
0
l (2δ)) + lim inf
l→∞
1
Vl
M(l, δ, µ)− p(µ))
6
1
t
(
p(µ+ t+ 4γν0(2δ)) + lim inf
l→∞
1
Vl
M(l, δ, µ)− p(µ)) .
Since it follows from (4.19) and Lemma 4.3.3 that
lim
δ↓0
lim inf
l→∞
1
Vl
M(l, δ) = 0 ,
we obtain from (4.20)
lim sup
δ↓0
lim sup
l→∞
∂µp
up
l,δ(µ) 6
1
t
(
p(µ+ t)− p(µ)) , (4.21)
which is valid for any t > 0. Letting t ↓ 0 leads to the second inequality in (4.15).
The proof of the ﬁrst inequality in (4.15) is similar, since we can use the fact that
plowl,δ (µ) is convex with respect to µ to get
lim sup
l→∞
∂µp
low
l,δ (µ) 6
1
t
(
lim sup
l→∞
plowl,δ (µ+ t)− lim inf
l→∞
plowl,δ (µ)
)
6
1
t
(
lim sup
l→∞
pl(µ+ t)
− lim sup
l→∞
pupl,δ(µ− 4γν0l (2δ))− lim inf
l→∞
1
Vl
M(l, δ, µ− 4γν0l (2δ))
)
,
where we have used (4.20) twice. Using it one more time, we get
lim sup
l→∞
∂µp
low
l,δ (µ) 6
1
t
(
p(µ+ t)− p(µ− 4γν0(2δ))− lim inf
l→∞
1
Vl
M(l, δ, µ− 4γν0l (2δ))
)
and in view of (4.19) and Lemma 4.3.3, the result follows by letting δ ↓ 0 and then,
letting t ↓ 0. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3.2
Let Cnδξ := {z ∈ Cnδ : |z| 2 6 ξ}, and denote the volume of this ball by
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Vol(Cnδξ ) = π
nδξnδ/nδΓ(nδ). We then obtain the following bound
ΞLowl (µ)
=
1
πnδ
∫
C
nδ
ξ
dc1 . . . dcnδTre
−βHLowl (µ,{ck}) +
1
πnδ
∫
C
nδ\Cnδξ
dc1 . . . dcnδTre
−βHLowl (µ,{ck})
6
Vol(Cnδξ )
πnδ
max
{ck}
Tre−βH
Low
l (µ,{ck})
+
1
ξπnδ
∫
C
nδ
dc1 . . . dcnδ
(∑
k∈Iδ
|ck|2
)
Tre−βH
Low
l (µ,{ck})
6
Vol(Cnδξ )
πnδ
max
{ck}
Tre−βH
Low
l (µ,{ck})
+
1
ξπnδ
〈
∑
k∈Iδ
|ck|2〉Low
∫
C
nδ
dc1 . . . dcnδTr e
−βHLowl (µ,{ck}).
Notice than, by the form of the lower symbol for the total particle number operator,
see (4.18), we can further bound the expectation value in the last term
ΞLowl (µ)
6
Vol(Cnδξ )
πnδ
max
{ck}
Tre−βH
Low
l (µ,{ck})
+
1
ξπnδ
(
Vl∂µp
Low
l,δ (µ)
) ∫
C
nδ
dc1 . . . dcnδTre
−βHLowl (µ,{ck})
=
( ξnδ
nδΓ(nδ)
)
max
{ck}
Tre−βH
Low
l (µ,{ck})
+
1
ξπnδ
(
Vl∂µp
Low
l,δ (µ)
) ∫
C
nδ
dc1 . . . dcnδTre
−βHLowl (µ,{ck}) ,
that is, (
1− Vl
ξ
∂µp
Low
l,δ (µ)
)
ΞLowl (µ) 6
( ξnδ
nδΓ(nδ)
)
max
{ck}
Tr e−βH
Low
l (µ,{ck}) .
Letting ξ = αVl∂µp
Low
l,δ (µ) for some α > 1, and using Stirling’s formula, one gets
ξnδ
nδΓ(nδ)
6
(
αVl∂µp
Low
l,δ (µ)
)nδ
nδn
nδ−1/2
δ e
−nδ
6
((
α∂µp
Low
l,δ (µ)
)ν0l ([0,δ]))Vl(
Vlν0l ([0, δ])
)Vlν0l ([0,δ])+1/2 e−nδ .
Hence, one ﬁnally obtains
ΞLowl (µ)
6
1
1− 1
α
((
α∂µp
Low
l,δ (µ)
)ν0l ([0,δ]))VlV −1/2 ×
× (ν0l ([0, δ]))−(ν0l ([0,δ])Vl+1/2)eν0l ([0,δ])Vl max{ck} Tr e−βHLowl (µ,{ck}) ,
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which leads to the result
1
βVl
ln ΞLowl (µ) (4.22)
6
1
βVl
lnmax
{ck}
Tr e−βH
Low
l (µ,{ck}) − 1
βVl
ln(1− 1/α) + ν
0
l
(
[0, δ]
)
β
ln(α∂µp
Low
l,δ (µ))
+
1
β
ν0l
(
[0, δ]
)− 1
2β
lnVl
Vl
− ν
0
l
(
[0, δ]
)
β
ln
(
ν0l
(
[0, δ]
))− 1
2βVl
ln
(
ν0l
(
[0, δ]
))
.

Proof of Lemma 4.3.3
We start with
1
Vl
Tr(hωl − µ)Pδ =
1
Vl
Tr(h0l − µ)Pδ +
1
Vl
Tr(vω ↾Λl)Pδ
6 (δ − µ)ν0l
(
[0, δ]
)
+
1
Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
(ψlk, v
ωψlk) ,
since the projection Pδ is constructed with the basis of eigenvectors of h
0
l . We then
obtain
1
Vl
Tr(hωl − µ)Pδ 6 (δ − µ)ν0l
(
[0, δ]
)
+
∫
[0,δ)
(ψlk, v
ωψlk) ν
0
l (dk)
= (δ − µ)ν0l
(
[0, δ]
)
+
∫
[0,δ)
ν0l (dk)
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dxvω(x)
= ν0l
(
[0, δ]
)(
(δ − µ) + 1
Vl
∫
Λl
dxvω(x)
)
,
and thus, by the ergodic theorem
lim sup
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr(hωl − µ)Pδ 6 ν0(δ)
(
(δ − µ) + Eω
(
vω(0)
))
.

4.4 From the pressure to the Bose-Einstein con-
densate density
In this section, we discuss the meaning of our result, in particular how one should
interpret the solutions of the variational problem established in Theorem 4.3.1.
First we recall a result established in [39]. For a homogeneous system and a
single-mode substitution in the mode k = 0, the solution of the variational problem
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gives the total condensate density in the mode k = 0, if one adds to the Hamiltonian
the zero-mode gauge-breaking term (quasi-average sources):
Hl(µ; η) := Hl(µ) +
√
Vl
(
η a0 + η a
∗
0
)
.
This means that after the Bogoliubov c-number substitution the solution αmaxl (β, µ; η)
of the (ﬁnite-volume) variational problem not only provides the right pressure in the
thermodynamic limit, but it also coincides with the quasi-average amount of con-
densate in the zero mode:
lim
|η|↓0
lim
l→∞
αmaxl (µ; η) = lim|η|↓0
lim
l→∞
〈a∗0a0/Vl〉l(µ; η) .
Here 〈−〉l(µ; η) is the equilibrium state deﬁned by Hl(µ; η).
Using a simple example, we discuss the relevance of this quasi-average approach
to more subtle cases in which the condensation is of type II or III. We show that
the Bogoliubov quasi-average sources breaking the gauge invariance [14] are able to
alter the ﬁne structure of the condensate, reducing it to one-mode (type I).
To see this, consider the perfect Bose gas in a three-dimensional anisotropic
parallelepiped Λl := V
αx
l × V αyl × V αzl , with periodic boundary condition and αx ≥
αy ≥ αz, αx + αy + αz = 1. Using our notations, the Hamiltonian is given by
H0l (µ) :=
∑
k∈Λ∗l
(εlk − µ)a∗kak .
It is known, see e.g. [5], that this system exhibits a generalised condensation of
type II for αx = 1/2 and of type III for αx > 1/2 for a standard critical density ρc,
whereas for αx < 1/2, the whole condensate is sitting in the mode k = 0 , i.e, in the
ground state (type I). Let us consider this model with the a quasi-average source in
a single mode k˜
H0l (µ; η) := H
0
l (µ) +
√
Vl
(
η ak˜ + η a
∗
k˜
)
,
and denote by 〈−〉(µ, η) the corresponding equilibrium state. Then for a ﬁxed den-
sity ρ, the ﬁnite-volume equation which deﬁnes the corresponding chemical potential
µl(ρ, η) takes the form
ρ = ρl(µ; η) :=
1
Vl
∑
k∈Λ∗l
〈a∗kak〉0l (µ, η) (4.23)
=
1
Vl
(eβ(εk˜−µ) − 1)−1 + 1
Vl
∑
k 6=k˜
1
eβ(εk−µ) − 1 +
|η| 2
(εk˜ − µ) 2
.
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To investigate the occurence of condensation, we must take the thermodynamic limit
in the right-hand side of (4.23), and then switch oﬀ the source, that is let |η| → 0.
Let us denote by I(µ) the limit of ρl(µ, η = 0), that is the limiting density function
of the gauge-invariant system,
I(µ) = lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∑
k
1
eβ(εk−µ) − 1 =
∫
R
ν0(dε)
1
eβ(ε−µ) − 1 .
with critical density ρc := supµ<0 I(µ).
Now we have to distinguish two cases:
(i) For any k˜ such that liml→∞ εk˜ > 0, we obtain from (4.23)
ρ = lim
|η|→0
lim
l→∞
ρl(µ, η) = I(µ) ,
i.e. the quasi-average coincides with the average and we return to the analysis of
the condensate equation (4.23) for η = 0. This gives again all possible types of
condensation as a function of αx.
(ii) On the other hand, if k˜ is such that liml→∞ εk˜ = 0, then the condensate equation
(4.23) yields for the quasi-average of the total particle density
ρ = lim
|η|→0
lim
l→∞
ρl(µ, η) = I(µ) + lim
η→0
|η| 2
µ 2
. (4.24)
If ρ ≤ ρc, then the asymptotic solution of (4.24) is µ∞(ρ) = limη→0 liml→∞ µl(ρ, η) <
0 and there is no condensation in any mode.
If ρ > ρc, then limη→0 |η| 2/µ∞(ρ, η) 2 = ρ−ρc. By explicit calculation, one also gets
that only the k˜-mode quasi-average is non-zero
lim
η→0
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
〈a∗
k˜
ak˜〉0l (µl, η) = limη→0 liml→∞
{
1
Vl
1
eβ(εk˜−µl(ρ,η)) − 1 +
|η| 2
µl 2
}
= ρ− ρc ,(4.25)
i.e. for any αx the condensation is of type I. Recall that the only condition on k˜ is
that the corresponding eigenvalue εk˜ vanishes in the inﬁnite volume limit. Since
lim
η→0
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
〈a∗0a0〉0l (µl, η) = lim
η→0
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
1
eβ(−µl(ρ,η)) − 1 = 0 ,
and in view of (4.25), we see that the Bogoliubov quasi-average procedure not only
transforms the generalised condensates of type II or III into a one-mode condensate
(i.e., type I), but this mode does not even need to be the ground-state. Therefore,
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using the quasi-average approach [14], one can force the condensate to be in any
given mode k˜, as long as its energy εk˜ vanishes in the limit l →∞.
We want to point out that the technique of using external sources requires some
a priori knowledge about the single modes spread of the condensate density. As it
has so far remained an open problem to establish whether condensation occurs at
all in a genuinely interacting Bose gas, one can at best “guess” the outcome.
This is why, for translation invariant, isotropic systems, it might be a reasonable
assumption that the condensate will still be concentrated in the 0-mode, since the
corresponding perfect gas does indeed exhibit ground-state condensation only. How-
ever, it turns out that the addition of an external potential (and hence, the breaking
of translation invariance) seems to prevent the condensate to accumulate into any
single mode, see discussion in Chapter 3. Hence, it is not clear at all why one should
force the condensate in any particular mode by the addition of sources, since we
have reasonable grounds to suspect that they will all be macroscopically empty.
On the other hand, if the condensation phenomena is understood from the gen-
eralised point of view, the c-numbers c˜k which solve the variational problem for
the generalised Bogoliubov approximation should give the amount of generalised
condensation, that is roughly speaking
lim
δ↓0
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
|c˜k|2 ≈ lim
δ↓0
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
〈a∗kak〉l(µ) . (4.26)
Note that, for the previous relation not to be trivial, that is to obtain a non-zero
amount of generalised condensation, it is not necessary that any |c˜k|2 be of the
order of the volume Vl, and therefore this approach would be more consistent with
a generalised BEC of type III.
The proof of this conjecture is however out of our reach at the moment. Apart
from some technical diﬃculties, in particular the fact that the variational problem
has to be solved in ﬁnite volume, it does not follow from our result that the maximum
value of the pressure depends only on the modulus of the c-number. This is due to
the fact that the usual canonical gauge transformation which eliminates the phase of
the c-number does not work in the generalised Bogoliubov approximation (indeed,
it does not even work in the case of only two substituted modes).
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Brownian motions
The goal of this section is to prove some technical results related to Brownian mo-
tions, which we used to establish kinetic generalised BEC, see Section 2.2.
Lemma A.1 Let the set ΩT(x,x′) := {ξ(τ) : ξ(0) = x, ξ(T ) = x′} of continuous
trajectories from x to x′ with the proper time 0 ≤ τ ≤ T , and with the conditional
Wiener measure wT on it. Let x, x′ be in Λl, and χΛl,T (ξ) the characteristic function
over ΩT(x,x′) of trajectories ξ staying in Λl for all 0 6 τ 6 T . Then one gets the
estimate ∫
ΩT
(x,x′)
wT (dξ)
(
1− χΛl,T (ξ)
)
6 e−C(T )
(
min{d(x,∂Λl),d(x′,∂Λl)}
)2
. (A.1)
Proof:
Deﬁne a Brownian bridge α(s), 0 6 s 6 1 by
ξ(t) = (1− τ/T ) x+ τ/T x′ +
√
T α(τ/T ) .
Let us consider ﬁrst the one dimensional case, i.e. Λl = [−l/2, l/2]. Without loss of
generality, we can assume that
d(x, ∂Λl) 6 d(x
′, ∂Λl) .
Suppose that x > 0, then we have
−x 6 x′ 6 x and d(x, ∂Λl) = l/2− x .
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Assume that the path ξ leaves the box on the right-hand side. Then, for some t, we
have
ξ(t) >
l
2
α(t/T ) >
1√
T
( l
2
+ (t/T − 1)x− t
T
x′
)
α(t/T ) >
1√
T
( l
2
+ (t/T − 1)x− t
T
x
)
=
1√
T
d(x, ∂Λl) . (A.2)
The case, when ξ leaves the box on the left-hand side can be treated similarly.
Let x < 0, then we have
x 6 x′ 6 −x and d(x, ∂Λl) = l/2 + x
Again, assume that the path leaves the box on the right hand-side. Then, for some
t, we have
ξ(t) >
l
2
α(t/T ) >
1√
T
( l
2
+ (t/T − 1)x− t
T
x′
)
α(t/T ) >
1√
T
( l
2
− (t/T − 1)x′ − t
T
x′
)
>
1√
T
d(x, ∂Λl) . (A.3)
The case when ξ leaves the box on the left hand-side can be considered similarly.
The relations (A.2), (A.3) imply that if ξ leaves the box Λl in one dimension, then
the Brownian bridge α must satisfy the inequality
sup
t
|α(t/T )| > C(T )min{d(x, ∂Λl), d(x′, ∂Λl)} , (A.4)
for some constant C(T ).
This observation can easily be extended to higher dimensions, when x := (x1, . . . , xd)
and α(s) := (α1(s), . . . , αd(s)). Now, if ξ leaves the (d-dimensional) box Λl, there
exists at least one i such that similar to (A.4)
sup
t
|αi(t/T )| > C(T )min{d(xi, ∂iΛl) , d(x′i, ∂iΛl)},
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where we denote d(xi, ∂iΛl) := min{l/2− xi, l/2 + xi}. Now, since Λl are cubes, we
get d(xi, ∂iΛl > d(x, ∂Λl for any x ∈ Λl. Then we obtain
‖α(t/T )‖ > |αi(t/T )|, i = 1, . . . , d ,
sup
t
‖α(t/T )‖ > max
i
sup
t
|αi(t/T )| ,
sup
t
‖α(t/T )‖ > C(T )min{d(xi, ∂iΛl), d(x′i, ∂iΛl)}
> C(T )min{d(x, ∂Λl), d(x′, ∂Λl)} . (A.5)
Therefore, the probability for the path ξ to leave the box is dominated by the
probability for the one-dimensional Brownian bridge α to satisfy (A.5). The latter
we can estimate using the following result from [45]
P
(
sup
s
α(s) > x
)
> Ae−Cx
2
,
for some positive constants A,C, which implies the bound (A.1). 
Now we establish a result that we use in the proof of Theorems 2.2.2 and 2.2.7.
Let us note that the only requirement on the external potential is its non-negativity.
Lemma A.2 Let v : Rd → [0,∞) be a non-negative external potential, and let the
single-particle opertors h0l , hl be defined as in Section 1.1. Let K
t
l (x, x
′), Kt0,l(x, x
′),
Kt0(x, x
′) be the kernels of operators exp(−thl), exp(−th0l ), and exp(−t∆/2) respec-
tively. Then
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
∫
Λl
dx dx′Kt0,l(x, x
′)Knβl (x
′, x) (A.6)
= lim
l→∞
∫
Rd
dx
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx′Kt+nβ0 (x, x
′)
∫
Ωnβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ) e−
∫ nβ
0 ds v(ξ(s)) .
Proof:
By the Feynman-Kac representation, we obtain:
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
∫
Λl
dx dx′Kt0,l(x, x
′)Knβl (x
′, x) (A.7)
= lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
∫
Λl
dx dx′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
×
×
∫
Ωnβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ) e−
∫ nβ
0 ds v(ξ(s)) χΛl,nβ(ξ)
∫
Ωt
(x,x′)
wt(dξ′)χΛl,t(ξ
′) .
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To eliminate the characteristic functions restricting the paths ξ, ξ′ in the last integral,
we shall use Lemma A.1. First, we estimate the error γ(d) when we remove the
restriction on the path ξ:
γ(d) := lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx
∫
Λl
dx′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
× (A.8)
×
∫
Ωnβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ) e−
∫ nβ
0 ds v(ξ(s))
(
1− χΛl,nβ(ξ)
) ∫
Ωt
(x,x′)
wt(dξ′)χΛl,t(ξ
′)
6 lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx
∫
Λl
dx′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
∫
Ωnβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)
(
1− χΛl,nβ(ξ)
)
6 lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx
∫
Λl
dx′ 1{d(x, ∂Λl) > d(x′, ∂Λl)} e
−‖x−x′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
×
×
∫
Ωnβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)
(
1− χΛl,nβ(ξ)
)
+ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx
∫
Λl
dx′ 1{d(x, ∂Λl 6 d(x′, ∂Λl)} , e
−‖x−x′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
×
×
∫
Ωnβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)
(
1− χΛl,nβ(ξ)
)
6 lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx
∫
Λl
dx′Kt0(x, x
′)Knβ0 (x
′, x)e−C(nβ)d(x
′,∂Λl)
2
+ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx
∫
Λl
dx′Kt0(x, x
′)Knβ0 (x
′, x)e−C(nβ)d(x,∂Λl)
2
where the last step is due to Lemma A.1. Since all integrands are positive, we can
extend one of the spatial integrations to the whole space, and hence we get:
γ(d) 6 lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Rd
dx
∫
Λl
dx′Kt0(x, x
′)Knβ0 (x
′, x)e−C(nβ)d(x
′,∂Λl)
2
+ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx
∫
Rd
dx′Kt0(x, x
′)Knβ0 (x
′, x)e−C(nβ)d(x
′∂Λl)
2
6 lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Kt+nβ0
∫
Λl
dx′e−C(nβ)d(x
′,∂Λl)
2
+ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Kt+nβ0
∫
Λl
dx e−C(nβ)d(x
′∂Λl)
2
,
where we have used the notation Kt+nβ0 := K
t+nβ
0 (x, x) since these are independent
of x. Finally, using the fact that the boxes Λl are cubes of side l, we obtain:
γ(d) 6 lim
l→∞
Kt+nβ0
l
∫ l/2
−l/2
dx′e−C(nβ)(l/2−x
′)2 + lim
l→∞
Kt+nβ0
l
∫ l/2
−l/2
dxe−C(nβ)(l/2−x)
2
= 0
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We can estimate the error estimate due to the removal of the characteristic function
for ξ′ in (A.7) in the same way. Therefore, we get:
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
∫
Λl
dx dx′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
× (A.9)
×
∫
Ωnβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ) e−
∫ nβ
0 ds v
ω(ξ(s)) χΛl,nβ(ξ)
∫
Ωt
(x,x′)
wt(dξ′)χΛl,t(ξ
′)
= lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
∫
Λl
dxdx′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
∫
Ωnβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 ds v
ω(ξ(s)) .
Now we show that one can replace the ﬁrst integration over the box Λl by one over
the whole space. Let γ˜(d) be the error caused by this substitution. Then by the
positivity of the potential we get the estimate
γ˜(d) := lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Rd\Λl
dx
∫
Λl
dx′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
× (A.10)
×
∫
Ωnβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ) e−
∫ nβ
0 ds v
ω(ξ(s)+x′)
∫
Ωt
(x,x′)
wnβ(dξ′)
6 lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Rd\Λl
dx
∫
Λl
dx′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
.
In the one-dimensional case the estimate of the error term (A.10) takes the form
γ˜(1) 6 lim
l→∞
1
l
∫ −l/2
−∞
dx
∫ l/2−x
−l/2−x
dy
e−y
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)1/2
(A.11)
+ lim
l→∞
1
l
∫ ∞
l/2
dx
∫ l/2−x
−l/2−x
dy
e−y
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)1/2
.
For the ﬁrst term one gets
lim
l→∞
1
l
∫ −l/2
−∞
dx
∫ l/2−x
−l/2−x
dy
e−y
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)1/2
= lim
l→∞
1
l
∫ l
0
dy
e−y
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)1/2
∫ l/2
−l/2−y
dx
+ lim
l→∞
1
l
∫ ∞
l
dy
e−y
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)1/2
∫ l/2−y
−l/2−y
dx = 0 .
One obtains a similar identity for the second-term in (A.11). Direct calculation
shows that, the error term for higher dimensions (A.10) reduces to a sum of products
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of one-dimensional terms (A.11). Then (A.9) gives
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Λl
∫
Λl
dx dx′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
×
×
∫
Ωnβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ) e−
∫ nβ
0 ds v
ω(ξ(s)) χΛl,nβ(ξ)
∫
Ωt
(x,x′)
wt(dξ′)χΛl,t(ξ
′)
= lim
l→∞
∫
Rd
dx
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4π2tnβ)d/2
∫
Ωnβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ) e−
∫ nβ
0 ds v
ω(ξ(s)) ,
which ﬁnishes the proof of (A.6). 
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Appendix B
Probabilistic estimates
The Lemma 2.2.1 is due to Kirsch and Martinelli [22], but its proof in this reference
is embedded in a more sophisticated result. We give here the main ideas of its proof
in a compact way. To avoid unnecessary complications, we shall assume without
proof in this appendix a technical result about the geometric convergence of certain
random quantities, see Lemma 2 in [22].
Let hω,Nl to be the Schro¨dinger operator (1.21), with Neumann boundary con-
ditions instead of Dirichlet, and denote by {Eω,l,Ni , φω,l,Ni }i>1 its ordered eigenval-
ues (including degeneracy) and the corresponding eigenvectors. Similarly we deﬁne
the kinetic energy operator h0,Nl with the same boundary condition, and denote
by {εl,Nk , ψl,Nk }k>1 its ordered eigenvalues (including degeneracy) and corresponding
eigenvectors. The following result is due to Thirring, see [46].
Lemma B.1 Let vωλ,α := v
ω + λα, for λ, α > 0. Then
Eω,l,N1 > −λα + min
{
εl,N2 ,
[
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx (vωλ,α(x))
−1
]−1 }
.
Proof : Let P to be an orthogonal projection in Hl. Then for any vector φ from
the intersection Q(vωλ,α)
⋂
Q((vωλ,α)
1/2P (vωλ,α)
1/2), we have
(φ, vωλ,αφ) = ((v
ω
λ,α)
1/2φ, (vωλ,α)
1/2φ)
= ((vωλ,α)
1/2φ, P (vωλ,α)
1/2φ) + ((vωλ,α)
1/2φ, (1− P )(vωλ,α)1/2φ)
> ((vωλ,α)
1/2φ, P (vωλ,α)
1/2φ) ,
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and therefore,
−12∆N + vωλ,α > −12∆N + (vωλ,α)1/2P (vωλ,α)1/2 , (B.1)
in the quadratic-form sense. Let us choose
P := (vωλ,α)
−1/2P˜
(
(ψl,N1 , (v
ω
λ,α)
−1ψl,N1 )
)−1
P˜ (vωλ,α)
−1/2 ,
where P˜ is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace spanned by the vector ψl,N1 .
It can be easily checked that P is an orthogonal projection. Applying (B.1) to the
function φω,l,N1 one gets
Eω,l,N1 + λα > (φ
ω,l,N
1 , (−12∆N)φω,l,N1 ) + |(φω,l,N1 , ψl,N1 )|2
(
ψl,N1 , (v
ω
λ,α)
−1ψl,N1
)−1
>
∑
k>1
|(φω,l,N1 , ψl,Nk )|2 εl,Nk + |(φω,l,N1 , ψl,N1 )|2
[
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx(vωλ,α(x))
−1
]−1
.
But since the Neumann boundary conditions imply that εl,N1 = 0, we obtain
Eω,l,N1 + λα > (1− |(φω,l,N1 , ψl,N1 )|2)εl,N2 + |(φω,l,N1 , ψl,N1 )|2
[
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx(vωλ,α(x))
−1
]−1
.
To ﬁnish the proof, we have to study separately the two cases, namely, εl,N2 less than
and greater than
[
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx (vωλ,α(x))
−1
]−1
. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2.1: By Lemma B.1, with λ = B/l2 and α as deﬁned in the
assumptions, i.e. for B = π/(1 + α), α > p/(1− p), we have
Eω,l,N1 > −
αB
l2
+min(π/l2, 1/Xl) ,
where Xωl :=
1
Vl
∫
Λl
dx
1
vω(x) + Bα/l2
.
Therefore,
Eω,l,N1 −
B
l2
> −π
l2
+min(π/l2, 1/Xωl ) .
Hence, the inequality Eω,l,N1 < B/l
2 implies that Xωl > l
2/π and consequently
P(Eω,l,N1 < B/l
2) 6 P(Xωl > l
2/π) . (B.2)
Deﬁne a random variable Y ωl (δ) := Vl
−1 ∫
Λl
dx δ/(vω(x)+ δ), which is an increasing
function of δ. Then for the left-hand side of (B.2) one gets the estimate
P(Eω,l,N1 < B/l
2) 6 P
(
Y ωl (Bα/l
2) >
α
1 + α
)
.
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By Lemma 2 in [22], we know that for any positive δ, the random variables {Y ωl (δ)}l
converges geometrically to a limit Y∞(δ) as l → ∞, that is, for any ǫ > 0, there
exists a constant M(δ, ǫ) such that
P(|Y ωl (δ)− Y∞(δ)| > ǫ/2) 6 e−M(δ,ǫ)Vl ,
for l suﬃciently large. By the ergodic theorem Y∞(δ) is non-random and can be
expressed as:
Y∞(δ) = Eω
(
δ
vω(0) + δ
)
,
which is again a monotonic function of δ ≥ 0. Note that since we have assumed that
p = P{ω : vω(0) = 0}, we have limδ→0 Y∞(δ) = p.
Choose ǫ > 0 such that p+ ǫ < α/(1 + α). Then we have
P(Eω,l,N1 <
B
l2
) 6 P
(
Y ωl (Bα/l
2) > p+ ǫ
)
.
Now we choose δ such that
Y∞(δ)− p < ǫ/2 ,
and let l0 be deﬁned by δ = Bα/l
2
0. Then for any l > l0 we have
P(Eω,l,N1 < B/l
2) 6 P
(
Y ωl (Bα/l
2) > p+ ǫ
)
6 P
(
Y ωl (δ)− p > ǫ
)
6 P
(
|Y ωl (δ)− Y∞(δ)| > ǫ/2
)
6 e−M(δ,ǫ)Vl .

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Appendix C
Some multiscale analysis results
C.1 Sketch of the proof of Proposition 3.3.1
The object of this section is to show that the necessary conditions for the multiscale
analysis result used in Section 3.3.1 are satisﬁed for the Stollmann model as deﬁned
in Section 1.3.1. We follow the scheme of the proof established in [23].
The following result is a combination of Theorem 3.2.2 and Corollary 3.2.6 in
[23].
Proposition C.1.1 Fix an interval I0 ⊂ R. Let q > d, ζ0 > 0, Θ ∈ (0, 1/2) and
β > 2Θ be given. Let α ∈ (1, 2) be such that:
4d
α− 1
2− α 6 min{ ζ0,
1
4
(q − d) } .
Assume that, for a given l0 <∞, the following conditions are satisfied.
i) The Wegner estimate
For all E ∈ I0, for all l > l0, we have
P
{
ω : d(σ(hωl ), E) 6 e
−lΘ
}
6 l−q . (C.1)
ii) The initial scale estimate
For some l∗ > l0, and for some I˜ ⊂ I0, there exists γ0 > (l∗)β−1 such that for any
x, y ∈ Zd, satisfying |x− y| > l∗,
P
{
ω : ∀E ∈ I˜ , either Λl∗(x) or Λl∗(y) is (γ0, E)-good
}
> 1 − (l∗)−2ζ0 . (C.2)
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Then, there exist a constant γ > 0 and a sequence {lk}, k > 1, satisfying l1 > 2 and
lαk−1 6 lk 6 l
α
k−1 + 6 for k > 2, such that
P
{
ω : for all E ∈ I∗, either Λlk(x) or Λlk(y) is (γ, E)-good
}
> 1− l−2ζk , (C.3)
for all k > 1 and for all x, y ∈ Zd, satisfying |x− y| > lk.
Note that the interval I∗ is the one for which one can prove the assumption (C.2),
and the constant ζ is defined by
ζ = min{ζ0, 1
4
(q − d) } . (C.4)
Sketch of the proof for the Wegner estimate
As it turns out, this is the simpler of the two assumptions. Let I0 = [−1, 1].
Next, we use the following result (see Theorem 2.3.2 in [23]).
Proposition C.1.2 Fix R > 0. For any interval I ⊂ (−R,R) with length |I|, there
exists a constant CR such that
P
{
ω : {σ(hωl ) ∩ I} 6= ∅
}
6 CR l
2d |I|α
for all l, where α denotes the Ho¨lder-continuity exponent of the probability distribu-
tion µ.
Let R = 2, and ﬁx an energy E ∈ I0. Deﬁne the interval Il(E), centered at E
of length e−l
1/4
. Then, Il(E) ⊂ [−2, 2] for all l > 1. By Proposition C.1.2, one can
ﬁnd a constant C such that
P
{
ω : {σ(hωl ) ∩ Il(E)} 6= ∅
}
6 C l2d |Il(E)|α ,
that is,
P
{
ω : d
(
σ(hωl ), E
)
6 e−l1/4
}
6 C l2d e−αl1/4
by the deﬁnition of the interval I˜l(E). Thus, for any q > 0, there exists l0 = l0(q)
such that
P
{
ω : d
(
σ(hωl ), E
)
6 e−l1/4
}
6 l−q
for all E ∈ I0 and for all l > l0. 
Sketch of the proof for the initial scale estimate
Let us start with the following result (Theorem 2.2.3 in [23]).
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Proposition C.1.3 For any ζ∗ > 0 and β ∈ (0, 1), there exists l˜ = l˜(β, ζ∗) such
that
P
{
ω : d
(
σ(hωl , 0)
)
6 lβ−1)
}
6 l−ζ
∗
for all l > l˜.
We use this result in conjunction with the so-called Combes-Thomas estimate
(Theorem 2.4.1 in [23]). Note that this result is not probabilistic.
Proposition C.1.4 (Combes-Thomas Estimate) Let R > 0, and fix a scale L.
Let A,B ⊂ ΛL, δ0 > 0 and r < s. Assume that
1. δ := d(A,B) > 0 and {x ∈ ΛL : d(x, ∂ΛL) 6 δ0} ⊂ B,
2. (r, s) ⊂ (ρ(hωl ) ∩ (−R,R)),
where ρ(.) denotes the resolvent set. Then there exist constants c1 = c1(R), c2 =
c2(R) such that, for all E ∈ (r, s) with η := d(E, (r, s)c) > 0, the following holds
||χA(hωL − E)−1χB|| 6 c1η−1e−c2
√
s− r√η δ ,
where ||.|| is the L2(ΛL)-norm in the operator sense and χA, χB are the indicator
functions of these regions.
We can now prove the initial scale estimate. For any ζ0 > 0, ﬁx a scale l
∗ > l˜,
with l˜ as in Proposition C.1.3. Let Λ1l∗ and Λ
2
l∗ be any two disjoints subcubes of
side l∗. Using the same notation as in Section 3.3.1, we split up the boxes Λil∗ into
Λi,intl∗ := Λ
i
l∗/3 and Λ
i,out
l∗ := Λ
i
l∗ \ Λil∗−2, where i = 1, 2. This implies that
d
(
Λi,intl∗ ,Λ
i,out
l∗
)
>
2l∗
3
− 2 > 1
3
l∗ , (C.5)
for l∗ > 6. For any ζ0 > 0, it follows from Proposition C.1.3 that the set
Xl∗ :=
{
ω : d(σ(hωl∗), 0) > (l
∗)β−1
}
(C.6)
has a large probability since we have assumed that l∗ > l˜, more precisely
P
(
Xl∗
)
> 1− (l∗)−ζ0 . (C.7)
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Next, we want to apply Proposition C.1.4 for any realisation ω ∈ Xl∗ .
Let the regions A,B be deﬁned by A = Λ#,intl∗ , B = Λ
#,out
l∗ . It follows from (C.5)
and the deﬁnition of the region B that the ﬁrst condition in Proposition C.1.4 is
satisﬁed, with the constants δ = 1
3
l∗ and δ0 = 2.
Letting the constants r = −1, s = 12 (l∗)β−1, and choosing any realisation ω ∈ Xl∗
the second assumption is satisﬁed in view of (C.6).
Hence, for any E ∈ (−1 + 1
4
(l∗)β−1, 1
4
(l∗)β−1), we can apply Proposition C.1.4 with
the constant η := 1
4
(l∗)β−1, which yields
||χΛ#,int
l∗
(hωl∗ − E)−1χΛ#,out
l∗
|| 6 c1η−1e−c2
√
r−s√ηδ (C.8)
6 c3(l
∗)1−βe−c4(l
∗)
1
2 (β−1)l∗ 6 e−c5(l
∗)
1
2 (β−1)l∗ ,
for l∗ large enough. In other words, for any ω ∈ Xl∗ , the box Λil∗ is (γ0, E)-good for
all E ∈ [0, 1
4
(l∗)β−1), with the rate of decay γ0 = c5(l∗)
1
2 (β−1) as required in (C.2),
again for l∗ large enough. Note that we have restricted the interval for E, since we
are only interested in non-negative energy.
Therefore, since this argument works for any ω ∈ Xl∗ , one can estimate the proba-
bility of the set
Y il∗ :=
{
ω : ∀E ∈ [0, 1
4
(l∗)β−1), Λil∗ is (γ0, E)-good
}
by (C.7), which leads to
P
(
Y il∗
)
> 1− (l∗)−ζ0 .
Let us stress the fact that last estimate is valid for either i = 1, 2, and since the
boxes Λ1l∗ and Λ
2
l∗ are disjoints, it follows that the events Y
1
l∗ and Y
2
l∗ are independent.
Hence, we have
P
{
ω : ∃E ∈ [0, 1
4
(l∗)β−1), both Λ1l∗ and Λ
2
l∗ are not (γ0, E)-good
}
= P
{
(Y 1l∗)
c ∩ (Y 1l∗)c
}
6 (l∗)−2ζ0 .
Note that the boxes Λ1l∗ and Λ
1
l∗ are arbitrary apart from the fact that they must be
disjoints (hence, the distance between their centres must be at least l∗). Since the
initial rate of decay γ0 is as required in C.2, the proof of the initial scale estimate
follows immediately. 
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Remark C.1.1 As we emphasised in the proofs, both constants q (for the Wegner
estimate) and ζ0 (for the initial scale estimate) can be chosen arbitrary large. Hence,
the constant ζ, see C.4, which controls the occurrence of “bad events” can also be
chosen arbitrary large. This fact played an important role in our proof of localisation
in the Stollmann model, see the proof of Lemma 3.3.3.
C.2 Sketch of the proof of the eigenfunction decay
inequality
In this section, we give a sketch of the proof of the technical result that allows us
to exploit the good boxes in the sense of Deﬁnition 3.3.1, roughly speaking to show
that they cannot contribute much to the norm of any eigenstate.
Sketch of the proof of Proposition 3.3.2
Let us ﬁrst introduce some notation.
1. (., .) denotes the usual scalar product in L2(Λl),
2. for w1, w2 vector-valued functions from L
2(Λl,C
d), with components wi1, w
i
2,
for i = 1, . . . , d, we call 〈., .〉 the associated scalar product, i.e.
〈w1, w2〉 :=
d∑
i=1
(wi1, w
i
2) ,
3. by ||.||, we denote the norm associated with either scalar product deﬁned above
Let l′ < l, and assume that the cube Λl′(x) ⊂ Λl for some x ∈ Λl. Let h˜l to be
the quadratic form associated with hωl , that is
h˜l[ϕ, ψ] =
∫
Λl
dx
(
(∇ϕ.∇ψ)(x) + ϕ(x)vωl ψ(x)
)
,
on the form domain Q(h˜l), see e.g. [32], Chapter VIII.15. Recall that φ
ω,l
i denotes
a normalised eigenfunction of hωl with eigenvalue E
ω,l
i , and let u, v ∈ Q(h˜l), with
u(x) ∈ R. Hence, we can write
(h˜l − Eω,li )[uφω,li , v] − (h˜l − Eω,li )[φω,li , uv] (C.9)
=
∫
Λl
dx(∇(uφω,li ).∇v)(x) −
∫
Λl
dx(∇φω,li .∇(uv))(x)
= 〈φω,li ∇u,∇v〉 − 〈∇φω,li , v∇u〉 .
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Let v = (hωl′ −Eω,li )−1χΛint
l′
(x) φ
ω,l
i . It is clear that v belongs to the operator domain
of hωl′ , and therefore v also belongs to the form domain Q(h˜l′). But Q(h˜l′) ⊂ Q(h˜l)
since l′ < l, and hence v ∈ Q(h˜l). Note also that (hωl′ − Eω,li )−1 is well deﬁned since
we have assumed that Eω,li is not in the spectrum σ(h
ω
l ).
Let u be such that
supp(∇u) ⊂ {Λl′−1/2(x) \ Λl′−3/2(x)} ⊂ Λoutl′ (x) , (C.10)
||∇u||∞ < K <∞ and χΛint
l′
(x)u = 1 .
Then, we have
(h˜l − Eω,li )[uφω,li , v] =
(
uφω,li , (h
ω
l − Eω,li )(hωl′ − Eω,li )−1χΛint
l′
(x) φ
ω,l
i
)
, (C.11)
and, since hωl′ and h
ω
l coincide on Λ
int
l′ , it follows from the characteristic function
χΛint
l′
(x) in (C.11) that
(h˜l − Eω,li )[uφω,li , v] =
(
χΛint
l′
(x)uφ
ω,l
i , χΛint
l′
(x) φ
ω,l
i
)
(C.12)
=
(
χΛint
l′
(x)φ
ω,l
i , χΛint
l′
(x) φ
ω,l
i
)
= ||χΛint
l′
(x)φ
ω,l
i ||2 ,
where we have used the assumption (C.10) on u. Thus, it follows from (C.9) and
(C.12) that
||χΛint
l′
(x)φ
ω,l
i ||2 = (h˜l − Eω,li )[φω,li , uv] + 〈φω,li ∇u,∇v〉 − 〈∇φω,li , v∇u〉 (C.13)
= 〈φω,li ∇u,∇v〉 − 〈∇φω,li , v∇u〉 , (C.14)
since φω,li is an eigenfunction of h
ω
l with eigenvalue E
ω,l
i . Let
Λ˜(x) := Λl′−1/2(x) \ Λl′−3/2(x) ,
and denote by χ˜ = χ˜(x) the corresponding characteristic function. Using (C.13)
and the assumption (C.10), we obtain the estimate
||χΛint
l′
(x)φ
ω,l
i ||2 6 |〈χ˜φω,li ∇u, χ˜∇(hωl′ − Eω,li )−1χΛint
l′
(x) φ
ω,l
i 〉| (C.15)
+ |〈χ˜∇φω,li , χ˜(hωl′ − Eω,li )−1χΛint
l′
(x) φ
ω,l
i ∇u〉|
= K
(
||χ˜φω,li || . ||χ˜∇(hωl′ − Eω,li )−1χΛint
l′
(x) φ
ω,l
i ||
+ ||χ˜∇φω,li || . ||χ˜(hωl′ − Eω,li )−1χΛint
l′
(x) φ
ω,l
i || ,
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where the last step follows from the Schwarz inequality. Note that the norms are
deﬁned in L2(Λl), but because of the characteristic function χ˜, we can consider them
as norms in L2(Λ˜(x)). In the rest of the proof, we shall indicate with an index the
space on which the norms are deﬁned. We now use the following result, which is a
simpler version of Lemma 2.5.3 in [23].
Proposition C.2.1 Let Λ˜,Λl be as above. For any functions f ∈ Q(h˜l), g ∈ L2(Λl)
such that
h˜l[f, h] = (g, h) ,
for all h ∈ C∞0 (Λl), there exists a constant K = K(M), independent of f and g,
such that
||∇f ||L2(Λ˜) 6 K
(||∇f ||L2(Λl) + ||∇g||L2(Λl)) .
Applying this proposition for f = φω,li and g = E
ω,l
i leads to
||∇φω,li ||L2(Λ˜) 6 K||φω,li ||L2(Λl)(1 + Eω,li ) 6 K1||φω,li ||L2(Λl) = K1 , (C.16)
where the new constant K1 depends on M and the interval [0, s] which contains the
eigenvalue Eω,li by assumption.
For any h ∈ C∞0 (Λl), we have
h˜[(hωl′ − Eω,li )−1χΛint
l′
(x) φ
ω,l
i , h] = (h
ω
l′ − Eω,li )−1χΛint
l′
(x) φ
ω,l
i , h
ω
l h)
= Eω,li ((h
ω
l′ − Eω,li )−1χΛint
l′
(x) φ
ω,l
i , h) ,
where we have used the fact that the operators hωl and (h
ω
l′ − Eω,li )−1 commute.
Hence, in view of Proposition C.2.1, it follows that
|| ∇(hωl′ − Eω,li )−1χΛint
l′
(x) φ
ω,l
i ||L2(Λ˜) (C.17)
6 K||(hωl′ − Eω,li )−1χΛint
l′
(x) φ
ω,l
i ||L2(Λl)(1 + Eω,li )
6 K1||(hωl′ − Eω,li )−1χΛint
l′
(x) φ
ω,l
i ||L2(Λl) ,
with the same constant K1 as in (C.16). Now, we are ready to come back to (C.15),
where we recall that the norms have to be understood in L2(Λ˜). Hence, we have the
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freedom to drop any χ˜ at our convenience. Thus, by (C.16) and (C.17), we get for
some constant K2
||χΛint
l′
(x)φ
ω,l
i ||2L2(Λl) 6 K2 ||χ˜(hωl′ − Eω,li )−1χΛintl′ (x) φ
ω,l
i ||L2(Λl) .
Since Λ˜ ⊂ Λoutl′ (x), we have χ˜ 6 χΛoutl′ (x) in quadratic form sense, and hence
||χΛint
l′
(x)φ
ω,l
i ||2L2(Λl) 6 K3 ||χΛoutl′ (x)(h
ω
l′ − Eω,li )−1χΛint
l′
(x) φ
ω,l
i ||L2(Λl) .
and the Proposition 3.3.2 follows by bounding in the right-hand side the vector-norm
by the operator norm, noting that the function φω,li is normalised by deﬁnition. 
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Appendix D
Coherents states: lower and upper
symbols
In this section, we classify the Hamiltonians in groups of terms according to their rel-
evance to the c-numbers substitution. That is, we split up the sums in the many par-
ticles interacting Hamiltonian (4.1) according to the number of creation/annihilation
operators with index k ∈ Iδ. This lead to quite a large number of term, since, due to
the generalised approximation, it is now possible to have an odd number of operators
replaced, which is not the case in the standard one-mode substitution.
H0l − µNl +
1
2Vl
∑
q,k,k′∈Λ∗l
uˆ(q) a∗(ψk+q)a∗(ψk′−q)a(ψk′)a(φk)
=
∑
k∈Iδ
(∑
i>1
|(φi, ψk)|2(Ei − µ)
)
a∗kak (D.1)
+
∑
k∈Icδ
(∑
i>1
|(φi, ψk)|2(Ei − µ)
)
a∗kak (D.2)
+
∑
k∈Iδ ,k′∈Icδ
(∑
i>1
(φi, ψk)(ψk′ , φi)(Ei − µ)
)
a∗kak′ (D.3)
+
∑
k∈Icδ ,k′∈Iδ
(∑
i>1
(φi, ψk)(ψk′ , φi)(Ei − µ)
)
a∗kak′ (D.4)
+
∑
k,k′∈Icδ ,k 6=k′
(∑
i>1
(φi, ψk)(ψk′ , φi)(Ei − µ)
)
a∗kak′ (D.5)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
∑
k′∈Iδ
∑
q: k+q∈Icδ
k′−q∈Icδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.6)
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+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
∑
k′∈Iδ
∑
q: k+q∈Iδ
k′−q∈Icδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.7)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
∑
k′∈Iδ
∑
q: k+q∈Icδ
k′−q∈Iδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.8)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
∑
k′∈Iδ
∑
q: k+q∈Iδ
k′−q∈Iδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.9)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
∑
k′∈Icδ
∑
q: k+q∈Icδ
k′−q∈Icδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.10)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
∑
k′∈Icδ
∑
q: k+q∈Iδ
k′−q∈Icδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.11)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
∑
k′∈Icδ
∑
q: k+q∈Icδ
k′−q∈Iδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.12)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
∑
k′∈Icδ
∑
q: k+q∈Iδ
k′−q∈Iδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.13)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Icδ
∑
k′∈Iδ
∑
q: k+q∈Icδ
k′−q∈Icδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.14)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Icδ
∑
k′∈Iδ
∑
q: k+q∈Iδ
k′−q∈Icδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.15)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Icδ
∑
k′∈Iδ
∑
q: k+q∈Icδ
k′−q∈Iδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.16)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Icδ
∑
k′∈Iδ
∑
q: k+q∈Iδ
k′−q∈Iδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.17)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Icδ
∑
k′∈Icδ
∑
q: k+q∈Icδ
k′−q∈Icδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.18)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Icδ
∑
k′∈Icδ
∑
q: k+q∈Iδ
k′−q∈Icδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.19)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Icδ
∑
k′∈Icδ
∑
q: k+q∈Icδ
k′−q∈Iδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.20)
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+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Icδ
∑
k′∈Icδ
∑
q: k+q∈Iδ
k′−q∈Iδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.21)
We now provide an explicit form of the upper and lower symbols for the Hamil-
tonian. We note that, as the coherent vector (4.6) is deﬁned as a tensor product
of one-mode coherent states, its eﬀect on each creation/annihilation operator a♯k is
independent of all the others operators a♯k′ , k
′ 6= k. First, we give an explicit form
of the lower symbol of the full Hamiltonian, that is,
HLowl (µ, {ck}) =
∑
k∈Iδ
(∑
i>1
|(φi, ψk)|2(Ei − µ)
)|ck|2 (D.22)
+
∑
k∈Icδ
(∑
i>1
|(φi, ψk)|2(Ei − µ)
)
a∗kak (D.23)
+
∑
k∈Iδ ,k′∈Icδ
(∑
i>1
(φi, ψk)(ψk′ , φi)(Ei − µ)
)
ckak′ (D.24)
+
∑
k∈Icδ ,k′∈Iδ
(∑
i>1
(φi, ψk)(ψk′ , φi)(Ei − µ)
)
cka
∗
k (D.25)
+
∑
k,k′∈Icδ ,k 6=k′
(∑
i>1
(φi, ψk)(ψk′ , φi)(Ei − µ)
)
a∗kak′ (D.26)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
∑
k′∈Iδ
∑
q: k+q∈Icδ
k′−q∈Icδ
uˆ(q) ckck′ a
∗
k+qa
∗
k′−q (D.27)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
∑
k′∈Iδ
∑
q: k+q∈Iδ
k′−q∈Icδ
uˆ(q) ck+qckck′ a
∗
k′−q (D.28)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
∑
k′∈Iδ
∑
q: k+q∈Icδ
k′−q∈Iδ
uˆ(q) ck′−qckck′ a∗k+q (D.29)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
∑
k′∈Iδ
∑
q: k+q∈Iδ
k′−q∈Iδ
uˆ(q) ck+qck′−qckck′ (D.30)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
∑
k′∈Icδ
∑
q: k+q∈Icδ
k′−q∈Icδ
uˆ(q) ck′ a
∗
k+qa
∗
k′−qak (D.31)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
∑
k′∈Icδ
∑
q: k+q∈Iδ
k′−q∈Icδ
uˆ(q) ck+qck a
∗
k′−qak′ (D.32)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
∑
k′∈Icδ
∑
q: k+q∈Icδ
k′−q∈Iδ
uˆ(q) ck′−qck a∗k+qak′ (D.33)
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+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Iδ
∑
k′∈Icδ
∑
q: k+q∈Iδ
k′−q∈Iδ
uˆ(q) ck+qck′−qck ak′ (D.34)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Icδ
∑
k′∈Iδ
∑
q: k+q∈Icδ
k′−q∈Icδ
uˆ(q) ck′ a
∗
k+qa
∗
k′−qak (D.35)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Icδ
∑
k′∈Iδ
∑
q: k+q∈Iδ
k′−q∈Icδ
uˆ(q) ck+qck′ a
∗
k′−qak (D.36)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Icδ
∑
k′∈Iδ
∑
q: k+q∈Icδ
k′−q∈Iδ
uˆ(q) ck′−qck′ a∗k+qak (D.37)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Icδ
∑
k′∈Iδ
∑
q: k+q∈Iδ
k′−q∈Iδ
uˆ(q) ck+qck′−qck′ ak (D.38)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Icδ
∑
k′∈Icδ
∑
q: k+q∈Icδ
k′−q∈Icδ
uˆ(q) a∗k+qa
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.39)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Icδ
∑
k′∈Icδ
∑
q: k+q∈Iδ
k′−q∈Icδ
uˆ(q) ck+q a
∗
k′−qak′ak (D.40)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Icδ
∑
k′∈Icδ
∑
q: k+q∈Icδ
k′−q∈Iδ
uˆ(q) ck′−q a∗k+qak′ak (D.41)
+
1
2Vl
∑
k∈Icδ
∑
k′∈Icδ
∑
q: k+q∈Iδ
k′−q∈Iδ
uˆ(q) ck+qck′−q ak′ak (D.42)
Now, we give an explicit form of the upper symbols. We recall the general form
of this symbols for polynomials in the creation/annihilation operators of some mode
k ∈ Iδ
(ak)
Up = ck, (a
∗
k)
Up = ck, (akak)
Up = (ck)
2, (a∗ka
0
k)
Up = (ck)
2
(a∗kak)
Up = |ck|2 − 1, (a∗ka∗kakak)Up = |ck|4 − 4|ck|2 + 2
Note that, since the interaction term of the Hamiltonian term considered on its
own does have a momentum conservation law, since it “does not see” the external
potential, it is not possible to get exactly three out of four operators in the same
mode k. In view of this, it can be seen that the lower and upper symbols of the
Hamiltonian will diﬀer only when two or four operators in the same mode appears,
that is only terms (D.22), (D.30), (D.33), (D.34), (D.36), (D.37) and (D.38) diﬀers
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in both approximated Hamiltonians.
Splitting further the sums in these terms leads ﬁnally to the ﬁnal upper symbol of
the Hamiltonian
HUpl (µ, {ck}) = HLowl (µ, {ck}) + κ(µ, {ck}) ,
where
κ(µ, {ck}) =
∑
k∈Iδ
(∑
i61
|(φi, ψk)|2(Ei − µ)
)
(D.43)
+ − 1
2Vl
(
2
∑
k∈Iδ
uˆ(0) +
∑
k,k′∈Iδ
k 6=k′
uˆ(0) +
∑
q 6=0
∑
k∈Iδ∩I−q
uˆ(q)
)
+
1
2Vl
(
4
∑
k∈Iδ
uˆ(0)|ck|2 +
∑
k,k′∈Iδ
k 6=k′
uˆ(0)(|ck|2 + |ck′ |2) +
+
∑
q 6=0
∑
k∈Iδ∩I−q
k′∈Iδ∩I−q
k′−k=q
uˆ(q)(|ck|2 + |ck′ |2)
)
+
1
2Vl
(
2
∑
k∈Iδ
uˆ(0)
∑
k′∈Icδ
a∗k′ak′ +
∑
q 6=0
∑
k∈Iδ
k′∈Icδ∩I+q
k′−k=q
uˆ(q)a∗kak +
+
∑
q 6=0
∑
k∈Icδ∩I−q
k′∈Iδ
k′−k=q
uˆ(q)a∗kak
)
.
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Abstract We study the perfect Bose gas in random external potentials and show that there
is generalized Bose-Einstein condensation in the random eigenstates if and only if the same
occurs in the one-particle kinetic-energy eigenstates, which corresponds to the generalized
condensation of the free Bose gas. Moreover, we prove that the amounts of both condensate
densities are equal. Our method is based on the derivation of an explicit formula for the oc-
cupation measure in the one-body kinetic-energy eigenstates which describes the repartition
of particles among these non-random states. This technique can be adapted to re-examine
the properties of the perfect Bose gas in the presence of weak (scaled) non-random poten-
tials, for which we establish similar results. In addition some of our results can be applied
to models with diagonal interactions, that is, models which conserve the occupation density
in each single particle eigenstate.
Keywords Generalized Bose-Einstein condensation · Random potentials · Integrated
density of states · Lifshitz tails · Diagonal particle interactions
1 Introduction
The study of Bose-Einstein Condensation (BEC) in random media has been an important
area for a long time, starting with the papers by Kac and Luttinger, see [1, 2], and then by
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Luttinger and Sy [3]. In the last reference, the authors studied a non-interacting (perfect) one
dimensional system with point impurities distributed according to the Poisson law, the so-
called Luttinger-Sy model. The authors conjectured a macroscopic occupation of the random
ground state, but this was not rigorously proved until [5]. Although the free Bose gas (i.e.,
the perfect gas without external potential) does not exhibit BEC for dimension less than
three, the randomness can enhance BEC even in one dimension, see e.g. [4]. This striking
phenomenon is a consequence of the exponential decay of the one particle density of states
at the bottom of the spectrum, known as Lifshitz tail , or “doublelogarithmic” asymptotics,
which is generally believed to be associated with the existence of localized eigenstates [16].
BEC, however, is usually associated with a macroscopic occupation of the lowest one-
particle kinetic-energy eigenstates, which are spatially extended (plane waves). Therefore,
it is not immediately clear whether the phenomenon discovered in random boson gases, i.e.
macroscopic occupations of localized one-particle states, has any relation to the standard
BEC. This is of particular interest in view of the applications of the well-known Bogoli-
ubov c-number approximation [6] to disordered boson systems, see e.g. [12, 13] where the
creation/annihilation operators for the kinetic energy ground state are replaced by complex
numbers. Although it has been known since the work of Ginibre [7] that this procedure gives
the correct pressure in the thermodynamic limit and moreover, it does not require translation
invariance, see [8], the associated variational equation (Condensate Equation) [9], has a triv-
ial solution unless there is generalized condensate in the lower momentum states. Since such
a condensate is not to be expected a priori in random systems, it is therefore interesting to
investigate if such type of BEC occurs in some random simple models. One should note that
even for translation invariant models, the relation between the solution of the condensate
equation and the occupation of the kinetic energy ground state is not straightforward [10].
In this paper, we prove that for the perfect Bose gas in a general class of non-negative
random potentials, BEC in the random localized one-particle states and BEC in the lowest
one-particle kinetic-energy states occur simultaneously, and moreover the density of the
condensate fractions are equal. Our line of reasoning is also applicable to some non-random
systems, for example to the case of the perfect gas in weak (scaled) external potentials
studied in [24]. We note that our proof for the fact that BEC in the random localized one-
particle states implies BEC in the lowest one-particle kinetic-energy states holds without
modification for a certain class of boson gases with diagonal interactions (i.e. invariant with
respect to the “local” gauge transformations), while the implication in the other direction
requires some additional arguments which will be given in a later work.
The structure of the paper is as follows: in Sect. 2 we describe our disordered system, and
in Sect. 3, we recall standard results about the corresponding perfect Bose gas. The existence
of generalized BEC in the eigenstates of the one-particle Schrödinger operator follows from
the finite value of the critical density for any dimension, which is a consequence of the
Lifshitz tail in the limiting Integrated Density of States (IDS). It is well-known that the IDS
is a non-random quantity, see e.g. [16], and therefore the BEC density is also non-random
in the thermodynamic limit. In Sect. 4, we turn to the main result of this paper: we show that
this phenomenon occurs if and only if there is also occupation of the lowest one-particle
kinetic-energy eigenstates. The latter corresponds to the usual generalized BEC in the free
Bose gas, that is a perfect gas without external potential. To establish this we prove the
existence of a non-random limiting occupation measure for kinetic energy eigenstates, and
moreover, we obtain an explicit expression for it. To this end, we need some estimates for
the IDS before the thermodynamic limit, namely a finite volume version of the Lifshitz tail
estimates, which we prove in Sect. 5, using techniques developed in [14, 15]. For any finite
but large enough system, these bounds hold almost surely with respect to random potential
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realizations. In Sect. 6, we look at the particular case of the Luttinger-Sy model and examine
the nature of the condensate in the one-particle kinetic energy eigenstates, showing that
although there is generalized BEC, no condensation occurs in any of them. In Sect. 7, we
describe briefly how the method developed in Sect. 4 applies with minor modifications to
a perfect Bose gas in a general class of weak (scaled), non-random external potentials. To
make the paper more accessible and easy to read, we postpone some technical estimates
concerning random potentials and Brownian motion to Appendices A and B, respectively.
2 Model, Notations and Definitions
Let {!l := (−l/2, l/2)d}l≥1 be a sequence of hypercubes of side l in Rd , d ≥ 1, centered at
the origin of coordinates with volumes Vl = ld . We consider a system of identical bosons,
of mass m, contained in !l . For simplicity, we use a system of units such that ! = m = 1.
First we define the self-adjoint one-particle kinetic-energy operator of our system by:
h0l := −
1
2
"D, (2.1)
acting in the Hilbert space Hl := L2(!l). The subscript D stands for Dirichlet boundary
conditions. We denote by {ψ lk, εlk}k≥1 the set of normalized eigenfunctions and eigenvalues
corresponding to h0l . By convention, we order the eigenvalues (counting the multiplicity) as
εl1 ≤ εl2 ≤ εl3 ≤ · · · .
We define an external random potential v(·)(·) : % × Rd → R, x &→ vω(x) as a random
field on a probability space (%, F ,P), satisfying the following conditions:
(i) vω,ω ∈ %, is non-negative;
(ii) p := P{ω : vω(0) = 0} < 1.
As usual, we assume that this field is regular, homogeneous and ergodic. These techni-
cal conditions are made more explicit in Appendix B. Then the corresponding random
Schrödinger operator acting in H := L2(Rd) is a perturbation of the kinetic-energy op-
erator:
hω := −1
2
" ! vω, (2.2)
defined as a sum in the quadratic-forms sense. The restriction to the box !l , is specified
by the Dirichlet boundary conditions and for regular potentials one gets the self-adjoint
operator:
hωl :=
(
−1
2
" + vω
)
D
= h0l ! v
ω, (2.3)
acting in Hl . We denote by {φω,li ,E
ω,l
i }i≥1 the set of normalized eigenfunctions and cor-
responding eigenvalues of hl . Again, we order the eigenvalues (counting the multiplicity)
so that Eω,l1 ≤ Eω,l2 ≤ Eω,l3 · · · . Note that the non-negativity of the random potential implies
that Eω,l1 > 0. So, for convenience we assume also that in the thermodynamic limit almost
surely (a.s.) with respect to the probability P, the lowest edge of this random one-particle
spectrum is:
(iii) a.s.-liml→∞ Eω,l1 = 0.
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When no confusion arises, we shall omit the explicit mention of l and ω dependence.
Note that the non-negativity of the potential implies that:
(a) Q(hωl ) ⊂ Q(h0l ), Q being the quadratic form domain,
(b) (ϕ, hωl ϕ) ≥ (ϕ, h0l ϕ), ∀ϕ ∈ Q(hωl ).
(2.4)
Now, we turn to the many-body problem. Let Fl := Fl(Hl) be the symmetric Fock
space constructed over Hl . Then Hl := d)(hωl ) denotes the second quantization of the one-
particle Schrödinger operator hωl in Fl . Note that the operator Hl acting in Fl has the
form:
Hl =
∑
j≥1
E
ω,l
j a
∗(φj )a(φj ), (2.5)
where a∗(φi), a(φi) are the creation and annihilation operators (satisfying the boson Canon-
ical Commutation Relations) in the one-particle eigenstates {φi := φω,li }i≥1 of hωl . Then, the
grand-canonical Hamiltonian of the perfect Bose gas in a random external potential is given
by:
Hl(µ) := Hl − µNl =
∑
i≥1
(E
ω,l
i − µ)Nl(φi), (2.6)
where Nl(φi) := a∗(φi)a(φi) is the operator for the number of particles in the eigenstate φi ,
Nl :=
∑
j Nl(φj ) is the operator for the total number of particles in !l and µ is the chemical
potential. Note that Nl can be expanded over any basis in the space Hl , and in particular
over the one defined by the free one-particle kinetic-energy eigenstates {ψ lk, εk}k .
Although this paper is mainly devoted to the perfect Bose gas, some of our results can
be extended to a class of models with “diagonal interaction” in addition to the random
potential. By this we mean models with Hamiltonian HUl (µ) := Hl(µ) + Ul , where Ul is a
many-body interaction, satisfying the “local” gauge invariance:
[HUl (µ),Nl(φj )] = 0 (2.7)
for any j ≥ 1, or equivalently:
eiγj Nl (φj )HUl (µ)e
−iγj Nl (φj ) = HUl (µ), γj ∈ R1, j ≥ 1. (2.8)
The latter means that Ul is a function of the occupation number operators {Nl(φj )}j≥1, and
for this reason it is called a “diagonal interaction”. We shall assume that Ul is bounded
from below. A well-known example is the mean-field interaction Ul := λN2l /2Vl , λ ≥ 0.
[19, 20]. Our results for the general diagonal interaction are weaker than for the mean-field
interaction, see Remarks 4.1 and 4.2.
Note that in the free Bose gas, with periodic boundary conditions the “local” gauge in-
variance (2.7) gives the same selection rule as the momentum conservation law which en-
sures that the number of particles in each momentum state is conserved. In the random
model there is no such momentum selection rule but in our model it is the particle number
in each random eigenstate φi that is conserved.
We denote by 〈−〉HU
l
the equilibrium quantum Gibbs state defined by the Hamiltonian
HUl (µ):
〈A〉HU
l
(β,µ) :=
TrFl {exp(−βHUl (µ))A}
TrFl exp(−βHUl (µ))
,
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and we put 〈−〉l := 〈−〉HU=0
l
. For simplicity, we shall omit in the following the explicit
mention of the dependence on the thermodynamic parameters (β,µ). Finally, we define the
Thermodynamic Limit (TL) as the limit, when l → ∞.
3 Generalized BEC in One-Particle Random Eigenstates
In this section we consider the possibility of macroscopic occupation of the one-particle ran-
dom Schrödinger operator (2.3) eigenstates {φi}i≥1. Recall that the corresponding limiting
IDS, ν(E), is defined as:
ν(E) := lim
l→∞
νωl (E) = lim
l→∞
1
Vl
.{i : E
ω,l
i ≤ E}. (3.1)
Although the finite-volume IDS, νωl (E), are random measures, one can check that for ho-
mogeneous ergodic random potentials the limit (3.1) has the property of self-averaging [16].
This means that ν(E) is almost surely (a.s.) a non-random measure. Let us define a (random)
particle density occupation measures ml by:
ml(A) :=
1
Vl
∑
i:Ei∈A
〈Nl(φi)〉l, A ⊂ R. (3.2)
Then using standard methods, one can prove that this sequence of measures has (a.s.) a
non-random weak-limit m, see (3.8) below. Moreover, if the critical density
ρc := lim
µ→0
∫ ∞
0
1
eβ(E−µ) − 1ν(dE) (3.3)
is finite, then one obtains a generalized Bose-Einstein condensation (g-BEC) in the sense
that this measure m has an atom at the bottom of the spectrum of the random Schrödinger
operator, which by (iii), Sect. 2, is assumed to be at 0:
m({0}) = lim
δ↓0
lim
l→∞
∑
i:Ei≤δ
1
Vl
〈Nl(φi)〉l =
{
0 if ρ < ρc,
ρ − ρc if ρ ≥ ρc,
(3.4)
where ρ denotes a (fixed) mean density [4, 5]. Physically, this corresponds to the macro-
scopic occupation of the set of eigenstates φi with energy close to the ground state φ1.
However, we have to stress that BEC in this sense does not necessarily imply a macroscopic
occupation of the ground state. In fact, the condensate can be spread over many (and even
infinitely many) states.
These various situations correspond to classification of the g-BEC on the types I, II
and III, introduced in the eighties by van den Berg-Lewis-Pulé, see e.g. [17] or [6, 18].
The most striking case is type III when generalized BEC occurs in the sense of (3.4) even
though none of the eigenstates φi are macroscopically occupied. The realization of differ-
ent types depends on how the relative gaps between the eigenvalues Ei at the bottom of the
spectrum vanishes in the TL. To our knowledge, analysis of this behaviour in random system
has only been realised in some particular cases, see [5] for a comprehensive presentation.
The concept of generalized BEC is more stable then the standard one-mode BEC, since it
depends on the global low-energy behaviour of the density of states, especially on its ability
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to make the critical density (3.3) finite. We note also that, since the IDS (3.1) is not random,
the same it true for the amount of the g-BEC (3.4).
We can also obtain an explicit expression for the limiting measure m. Note that we have
fixed the mean density ρ, which implies that we require the chemical potential µ to satisfy
the equation:
ρ =
1
Vl
〈Nl〉l(β,µ) =
1
Vl
∑
i≥1
1
eβ(E
ω,l
i
−µ) − 1
, (3.5)
for any l. Since the system is disordered, the unique solution µωl := µωl (β,ρ) of this equation
is a random variable, which is a.s. non-random in the TL [4, 5]. In the rest of this paper we
denote the non-random µ∞ := a.s.- liml→∞ µωl . By condition (iii), Sect. 2, and by (3.7) it is
a continuous function of ρ:
µ∞(β,ρ) =
{
0 if ρ ≥ ρc,
µ < 0 if ρ < ρc,
(3.6)
where µ := µ(β,ρ) is a (unique) solution of the equation:
ρ =
∫ ∞
0
1
eβ(E−µ) − 1ν(dE), (3.7)
for ρ ≤ ρc .
Remark 3.1 Note that µ∞ is non-positive (3.6), which is not true in general for the random
finite-volume solution µωl . Indeed, the only restriction we have is that µωl < E
ω,l
1 , which
is the well-known condition for the pressure of the perfect Bose gas to exist. We return to
this question in Sect. 4 when we study BEC in the free one-particle kinetic-energy operator
eigenfunctions in the presence of a random potential.
We also recall that for (3.6) the explicit expression of the weak limit for the general
particle density occupation measure is:
m(dE) =
{
(ρ − ρc)δ0(dE) + (eβE − 1)−1ν(dE) if ρ ≥ ρc,
(eβ(E−µ∞) − 1)−1ν(dE) if ρ < ρc.
(3.8)
We end this section with a comment about the difference between the model of the perfect
Bose gas embedded into a random potential and the free Bose gas. In the latter case, one
should consider the IDS of the one-particle kinetic-energy operator (2.1), which is given by
the Weyl formula:
ν0(E) = CdE
d/2, (3.9)
where is Cd is a constant term depending only on the dimensionality d . It is known that for
this IDS, the critical density (3.3) is finite only when d > 2, and hence the fact that BEC
does not occur for low dimensions. On the other hand, a common feature of Schrödinger
operators with regular, stationary, non-negative ergodic random potentials is the so-called
Lifshitz tails behaviour of the IDS near the bottom of the spectrum. When the lower edge of
the spectrum coincides with E = 0 (condition (iii)), this means roughly that (see for example
[16]):
ν(E) ∼ e−a/Ed/2 (3.10)
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for small E and a > 0. Hence, the critical density (3.3) is finite in any dimension, and there-
fore enhances BEC in the sense of (3.4) even for d = 1,2. This was shown in [4, 5], where
some specific examples of one-dimensional Poisson disordered systems exhibiting g-BEC
in the sense of (3.4) were studied. In this article we require only the following rigorous upper
estimate:
lim
E→0+
(−Ed/2) ln(ν(E)) ≥ a > 0, (3.11)
for some constant a. This can be proved (see [14]) under the technical conditions detailed
in Appendix B, which are assumed throughout this paper. In particular these conditions are
satisfied in the case of Poisson random potentials with sufficiently fast decay of the potential
around each impurity.
4 Generalized BEC in One-Particle Kinetic Energy Eigenstates
4.1 Occupation Measure for One-Particle Kinetic Energy Eigenstates
Similar to (3.2), we introduce the sequence of particle occupation measure m˜l for kinetic
energy eigenfunctions {ψk := ψ lk}k∈!∗l :
m˜l(A) :=
1
Vl
∑
k:εk∈A
〈Nl(ψk)〉l, A ⊂ R, (4.1)
but now in the random equilibrium states 〈−〉l corresponding to the perfect boson gas with
Hamiltonian (2.5).
Note that, contrary to the last section, the standard arguments used to prove the existence
of a limiting measure in TL are not valid for (4.1), since the kinetic energy operator (2.1)
and the random Schrödinger operator (2.3) do not commute.
We remark also that even if we know that the measure m (3.8) has an atom at the edge
of the spectrum (g-BEC), we cannot deduce that the limiting measure m˜ (assuming that it
exists) also manifests g-BEC in the free kinetic energy eigenstates ψk .
Now we formulate the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.1 The sequence of measures m˜l converges a.s. in a weak sense to a non-random
measure m˜, which is given by:
m˜(dε) =
{
(ρ − ρc)δ0(dε) + F(ε)dε if ρ ≥ ρc,
F (ε)dε if ρ < ρc
with density F(ε) defined by:
F(ε) = (2ε)d/2−1
∫
S1
d
dσg(
√
2εnσ ).
Here, S1d denotes the unit sphere in Rd centered at the origin, nσ the unit outward drawn
normal vector, and dσ the surface measure of S1d . The function g is defined as follows
g(k) :=
1
(2pi)d/2
∫
Rd
dxeikx
∑
n≥1
enβµ∞Eω
(
Knβω (x,0)
) (4.2)
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where Eω is the expectation on the probability space (%, F ,P) and K tω(x, x ′) is the kernel
of the operator e−thω .
Note that since the measures wnβ on %nβ(0,x) are normalized, we recover from (4.2) the
expression for the free Bose gas if we put vω = 0.
Before proceeding with the proof, we give some comments about these results.
(a) First, the existence of a non-trivial limiting kinetic energy states occupation measure
provides a rigorous basis for discussing the macroscopic occupation of the free Bose
gas eigenstates.
(b) Moreover, both occupation measures (3.8) and (4.1) do not only exhibit simultaneously
an atom at the bottom of the spectrum, but these atoms have the same non-random
weights. It is quite surprising that the generalized BEC triggered by the Lifshitz tail in
a low dimension disordered system produces the same value of the generalized BEC in
the lowest one-particle kinetic-energy states.
(c) In addition our proofs have the following consequence for models with diagonal interac-
tion Ul . The occurrence of generalized BEC in random one-particle states implies there
is generalized BEC in the extended, i.e., kinetic-energy eigenstates and the density of
the former cannot exceed the density of the latter. Our proof also shows that in spite of
the lack of translation invariance in the random system, condensation always occurs in
the lower kinetic energy states provided we can prove monotonicity of the finite-volume
mean occupation numbers, 〈Nl(φj )〉HU
l
as a function of j ≥ 1, which can be done for
the mean-field case.
4.2 Proofs
We start by expanding the measure m˜ in terms of the random equilibrium mean-values of
occupation numbers in the corresponding eigenstates φi . Using the linearity (respectively
conjugate linearity) of the creation and annihilation operators one obtains:
m˜l(A) =
1
Vl
∑
k:εk∈A
〈a∗(ψk)a(ψk)〉l
=
1
Vl
∑
i,j
∑
k:εk∈A
(φi,ψk)(φj ,ψk)〈a∗(φi)a(φj )〉l
=
1
Vl
∑
i
∑
k:εk∈A
|(φi,ψk)|
2〈a∗(φi)a(φi)〉l . (4.3)
In the last equality, we have used the “local” gauge invariance (2.7) which implies that:
〈a∗(φi)a(φj )〉l = 0 if i 2= j.
We first prove two important lemmas.
The first result states that if there is condensation in the lowest random eigenstates {φi}i ,
then there is also condensation in the lowest kinetic-energy states {ψk}k . Moreover, the
amount of the latter condensate density has to be not less than the former.
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Lemma 4.1 Let {m˜lr }r≥1 be a convergent subsequence. We denote by m˜ its (weak) limit.
Then:
m˜({0}) ≥ m({0}) =
{
ρ − ρc if ρ ≥ ρc,
0 if ρ < ρc.
Proof Let γ > 0. Using the expansion of the functions ψk in the basis {φi}i≥1, we obtain:
m˜([0,γ ]) = lim
r→∞
1
Vlr
∑
k:εk≤γ
〈Nlr (ψk)〉lr
= lim
r→∞
1
Vlr
∑
k:εk≤γ
∑
i≥1
|(φi,ψk)|
2〈Nlr (φi)〉lr
≥ lim
r→∞
1
Vlr
∑
k:εk≤γ
∑
i:Ei≤δ
|(φi,ψk)|
2〈Nlr (φi)〉lr
for any δ > 0. The non-negativity of the random potential (2.4) implies:∑
k:εk>γ
|(φi,ψk)|
2 ≤
∑
k:εk>γ
εk
γ
|(φi,ψk)|
2 ≤ 1
γ
∑
k≥1
εk|(φi,ψk)|
2 =
1
γ
(φi, h
0
l φi)
≤ 1
γ
(φi, h
ω
l φi) =
Eωi
γ
.
We then obtain:
m˜([0,γ ]) ≥ lim
r→∞
1
Vlr
∑
i:Ei≤δ
〈Nlr (φi)〉lr
(
1 −
∑
k:εk>γ
|(φi,ψk)|
2
)
≥ lim
r→∞
1
Vlr
∑
i:Ei≤δ
〈Nlr (φi)〉lr (1 − Ei/γ )
≥ lim
r→∞
(1 − δ/γ ) 1
Vlr
∑
i:Ei≤δ
〈Nlr (φi)〉lr = (1 − δ/γ )m([0, δ])≥ 0.
But δ is arbitrary, and the lemma follows by letting δ → 0. "
Remark 4.1 (Diagonal Interaction) The proof of Lemma 4.1 can be readily extended to a
version which does not require the sequence of measures m˜l to converge. This is valid for
models with Hamiltonian HUl , which satisfy the invariance condition (2.7) and for which
the random potential is non-negative. The equivalent statement is then:
Suppose that the sequence ml converges to m, then
lim
δ→0
lim inf
l→∞
m˜l([0, δ]) ≥ m({0}).
In the next lemma, we show that for the perfect gas the kinetic states occupation measure
(4.1) can have an atom in the thermodynamic limit only at zero kinetic energy. We shall not
assume that the sequence m˜l has a weak limit, instead we consider only some convergent
subsequence. Note that at least one such subsequence always exists, see [21], Chap. VIII.6.
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Lemma 4.2 Let {m˜lr }r≥1 be a convergent subsequence, and m˜ be its (weak) limit. Then, it
is absolutely continuous on R+ := (0,∞).
Proof Let A to be a Borel subset of (0,∞), with Lebesgue measure 0, and let a be such that
infA > a > 0. Then:
m˜lr (A) =
1
Vlr
∑
k:εk∈A
〈Nlr (ψk)〉lr
=
1
Vlr
∑
k:εk∈A
∑
i
|(φi,ψk)|
2〈Nlr (φi)〉lr
=
1
Vlr
∑
k:εk∈A
∑
i:Ei≤α
|(φi,ψk)|
2〈Nlr (φi)〉lr
+
1
Vlr
∑
k:εk∈A
∑
i:Ei>α
|(φi,ψk)|
2〈Nlr (φi)〉lr (4.4)
for some α > 0. Next, we use (2.4) to get the following estimate:
Eωi = (φi, h
ω
l φi) ≥ (φi, h0l φi) =
∑
k
εk|(φi,ψk)|
2 ≥ a
∑
k:εk∈A
|(φi,ψk)|
2.
Since the equilibrium value of the occupation numbers 〈Nl(φi)〉l = {eEωi −µ − 1}−1 are de-
creasing with i, the estimate (4.4) implies:
m˜lr (A) ≤
1
Vlr
1
a
∑
i:Ei≤α
Eωi 〈Nlr (φi)〉lr + 〈Nlr (φiα )〉lr
1
Vlr
∑
k:εk∈A
1, (4.5)
where φiα denotes the eigenstate of hωl with the smallest eigenvalue greater than α. Using
again the monotonicity and the finite-volume IDS (3.1) we can get an upper bound for the
mean occupation number in the second term of (4.5), since:
ρ =
1
Vl
∑
i
〈Nl(φi)〉l ≥
1
Vl
∑
i:Ei≤α
〈Nl(φi)〉l ≥ 〈Nl(φiα )〉lνωl (α). (4.6)
Combining (4.5) and (4.6) we obtain:
m˜lr (A) ≤
αρ
a
+
ρ
νωlr (α)
∫
A
ν0lr (dε). (4.7)
Since the measure ν0 (3.9) is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure,
and ν(α) is strictly positive for any α > 0 the limit r → ∞ in (4.7) gives:
m˜(A) ≤ αρ
a
,
but α > 0 can be chosen arbitrary small and thus m˜(A) = 0. To finish the proof, note that
any Borel subset of (0,∞) can be expressed as a countable union of disjoint subsets with
non-zero infimum. Our arguments than can be applied to each of them. "
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Remark 4.2 (Diagonal Interaction) Lemma 4.2 can also be extended in the same way as
proposed in Remark 4.1, for Lemma 4.1. Again we assume the invariance condition (2.7)
for interacting bosons with Hamiltonian HUl and the non-negativity of the random potential,
with the additional requirement that the occupation numbers 〈Nl(φi)〉HU
l
are monotonic in i.
This last property is valid for the Bose-gas with a mean-field interaction, see [11].
Above we exploited the fact that the sequence {m˜l}l≥1 has at least one accumulation
point. However, to prove convergence, we need to make use of some particular and explicit
features of the perfect Bose gas, as well as more detailed information about the properties of
the external (random) potential. In particular, we shall need some estimates of the (random)
finite volume integrated density of states, see Lemma 5.1.
To this end let us denote by PA the orthogonal projection onto the subspace spanned by
the one-particle kinetic energy states ψk with kinetic energy ε(k) in the set A. Then using
the explicit expression for the mean occupation 〈a∗(φi)a(φi)〉l and (4.3) we obtain:
m˜l(A) =
1
Vl
TrPA(eβ(h
ω
l
−µl ) − 1)−1 =
∑
n≥1
1
Vl
TrPA(e−nβ(h
ω
l
−µl )). (4.8)
Now we split the measure (4.8) into two parts:
m˜l = m˜
(1)
l + m˜
(2)
l ,
m˜
(1)
l (A) :=
∑
n≥1
1
Vl
TrPA(e−nβ(h
ω
l
−µl ))1(µl ≤ 1/n),
m˜
(2)
l (A) :=
∑
n≥1
1
Vl
TrPA(e−nβ(h
ω
l
−µl ))1(µl > 1/n). (4.9)
Note that since the chemical potential satisfies (3.5), µl := µωl , the indicator functions
1(µl ≤ 1/n) and 1(µl > 1/n) split the range of n into the sums (4.9) in a random and
volume-dependent way.
We start with the proof of existence of a weak limit of the sequence of random mea-
sures m˜
(1)
l :
Theorem 4.2 Let random potential vω satisfy the assumptions (i)–(iii) of Sect. 2. Then for
any d ≥ 1, the sequence of Laplace transforms of the measures m˜(1)l :
fl(t;β,µl) :=
∫
R
m˜
(1)
l (dε) e−tε (4.10)
converges for any t > 0 to a (non-random) limit f (t;β,µ∞), which is given by:
f (t;β,µ∞) =
∑
n≥1
enβµ∞
∫
Rd
dx
e−‖x‖
2/2t
(4pi2t)d/2
Eω
(
Knβω (x,0)
)
. (4.11)
Here Eω denotes the expectation with respect to realizations (configurations) ω of the ran-
dom potential. Note that the sum on the right-hand side converges for all (non-random)
µ∞ ≤ 0, including 0, which corresponds to the case ρ ≥ ρc.
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Proof By definition of PA the Laplace transformation (4.10) can be written as:
fl(t;β,µl) =
∑
n≥1
1
Vl
Tr e−th
0
l (e−nβ(h
ω
l
−µl ))1(µl ≤ 1/n). (4.12)
Now we have to show the uniform convergence of the sum over n to be able to take the term
by term limit with respect to l. Since for any bounded operator A and for any trace-class
non-negative operator B one has TrAB ≤ ‖A‖TrB , we get
al(n) :=
1
Vl
Tr e−th
0
l e−nβ(h
ω
l
−µl )1(µl ≤ 1/n)
≤ 1
Vl
Tr e−nβ(h
ω
l
−µl )1(µl ≤ 1/n). (4.13)
For ρ < ρc, the uniform convergence in (4.11) is immediate. Indeed, for l large enough,
the chemical potential satisfies µl < µ∞/2 < 0, which by (3.1) provides the following a.s.
estimate for (4.13):
al(n) ≤ enβµ∞/2
∫
[0,∞)
νωl (dE)e−βE ≤ K1enβµ∞/2, (4.14)
with some constant K1.
However, for the case ρ ≥ ρc, this approach does not work, since, in fact, for any finite
l the solutions µl = µωl of (3.5) could be positive with some probability, event though by
condition (iii) (see Sect. 2) it has to vanish a.s. in the TL. We use, therefore, the bound:
al(n) ≤ a1l (n) + a2l (n),
a1l (n) :=
1
Vl
eβ
∑
{i:E
ω,l
i
≤1/n1−η}
e−nβE
ω,l
i ,
a2l (n) :=
1
Vl
eβ
∑
{i:E
ω,l
i
>1/n1−η}
e−nβE
ω,l
i ,
which follows, for some 0 < η < 1, from the constraint µln ≤ 1 due to the indicator function
in (4.13). Then the first term is bounded from above by:
a1l (n) ≤ eβνωl (nη−1).
On the other hand, by Theorem 5.1 (finite-volume Lifshitz tails), for α > 0 and 0 < γ <
d/2, there exists a subset %˜ ⊂ % of full measure, P(%˜) = 1, such that for any ω ∈ %˜ there
exists a positive finite energy E (ω) := Eα,γ (ω) > 0 for which one obtains:
νωl (E) ≤ e−α/E
γ
,
for all E < E (ω). Therefore, for any configuration ω ∈ %˜ (i.e. almost surely) we have the
volume independent estimate for all n > N (ω) := E (ω)1/(η−1):
a1l (n) ≤ eβe−αn
(1−η)γ
. (4.15)
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To estimate the coefficients a2l (n) from above, we use the upper bound:
a2l (n) ≤
∫
[1/n1−η,∞)
νωl (dE) e−nβE ≤ e−βn
η/2
∫
[1/n1−η,∞)
νωl (dE) e−nβE/2
≤ e−βnη/2
∫
[0,∞)
νωl (dE) e−βE/2.
Then for some K2 > 0 independent of l we obtain:
a2l (n) ≤ K2e−βn
η/2. (4.16)
Therefore, by (4.14) in the case ρ < ρc, and by (4.15), (4.16) for ρ ≥ ρc, we find that
there exists a sequence a(n) (independent of l) such that:
al(n) ≤ a(n) and
∑
n≥1
a(n) < ∞. (4.17)
Thus, the series (4.12) is uniformly convergent in l, and one can exchange sum and the limit:
lim
l→∞
fl(t) = lim
l→∞
∞∑
n=0
al(n) =
∞∑
n=0
lim
l→∞
al(n).
The rest of the proof is largely inspired by the paper [4]. Let
%T(x,x′) := {ξ : ξ(0) = x, ξ(T ) = x
′}
be the set of continuous trajectories (paths) {ξ(s)}Ts=0 in Rd , connecting the points x, x ′,
and let wT denote the normalized Wiener measure on this set. Using the Feynman-Kac
representation, we obtain the following limit:
lim
l→∞
al(n) = lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−th
0
l e−nβ(h
ω
l
−µl )1(µl ≤ 1/n)
= lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
∫
!l
dxdx ′e−th0l (x, x ′)e−nβ(hωl −µl )(x ′, x)
= enβµ∞ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
∫
!l
dxdx ′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
%
nβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 dsv
ω(ξ(s))χ!l ,nβ(ξ)
∫
%t
(x,x′)
wt (dξ ′)χ!l ,t (ξ
′), (4.18)
where we denote by χ!l ,T (ξ) the characteristic function of paths ξ such that ξ(t) ∈ !l for
all 0 < t < T . Using Lemma A.2, we can eliminate these restrictions, and also extend one
spatial integration over the whole space:
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−th
0
l e−nβ(h
ω
l
−µl )
= enβµ∞ lim
l→∞
∫
Rd
dx
1
Vl
∫
!l
dx ′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
∫
%
nβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 dsv
ω(ξ(s)).
(4.19)
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Now, by the ergodic theorem, we obtain:
lim
l→∞
al(n)
= lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−th
0
l e−nβ(h
ω
l
−µl )
= enβµ∞ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
dx ′
{∫
Rd
dx
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
∫
%
nβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 dsv
ω(ξ(s))
}
= enβµ∞Eω
{∫
Rd
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
∫
%
nβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 dsv
ω(ξ(s))
}
. (4.20)
We then get the explicit expression for the limiting Laplace transform:
f (t;β,µ∞) =
∑
n≥1
enβµ∞
∫
Rd
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
Eω
{∫
%
nβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 dsv
ω(ξ(s))
}
,
which finishes the proof. "
Corollary 4.1 For any ρ the sequence of random measures m˜(1)l converges a.s. in the weak
sense to a bounded, absolutely continuous non-random measure m˜(1), with density F(ε)
given by
F(ε) := (2ε)d/2−1
∫
S1
d
dσg(
√
2εnσ ).
Here, S1d denotes the unit sphere in Rd , nσ the outward drawn normal unit vector, dσ the
surface measure on S1d and the function g has the form
g(k) =
1
(2pi)d/2
∫
Rd
dxeikx
∑
n≥1
enβµ∞Eω
(
Knβω (x,0)
)
. (4.21)
Proof By Theorem 4.2, the existence of the weak limit m˜(1) follows from the existence of
the limiting Laplace transform. Moreover, we have the following explicit expression:∫
R
m˜(1)(dε)e−tε
=
∫
Rd
dx
e−‖x‖
2/2t
(2pi t)d/2
∑
n≥1
enβµ
e−‖x‖
2/2nβ
(2pinβ)d/2
Eω
{∫
%
nβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 dsv
ω(ξ(s))
}
=
∫
[0,∞)
dre−t‖r‖2/2rd−1
∫
S1
d
dσg(rnσ )
=
∫
[0,∞)
dεe−tε(2ε)d/2−1
∫
S1
d
dσg(
√
2εnσ ),
which proves the corollary. "
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Corollary 4.2 The measure m˜(1) satisfies the following property:∫
[0,∞)
m˜(1)(dε) =
{
ρ if ρ < ρc,
ρc if ρ ≥ ρc.
Proof By virtue of (4.12) we have:∫
[0,∞)
m˜(1)(dε) = f (0;β,µ∞) = lim
l→∞
∑
n≥1
1
Vl
Tr e−nβ(h
ω
l
−µl )1(µl ≤ 1/n).
Note that by uniformity of convergence of the sum, see (4.15), (4.16), we can take the limit
term by term (for any value of ρ), and then:∫
[0,∞)
m˜(1)(dε) =
∑
n≥1
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−nβ(h
ω
l
−µl )
=
∑
n≥1
∫
[0,∞)
ν(dE)e−nβ(E−µ∞)
=
∫
[0,∞)
ν(dE)(eβ(E−µ∞) − 1)−1,
where we use Fubini’s theorem for the last step. "
We are now ready for the proof of the main result of this section:
Proof of Theorem 4.1 We first treat the case ρ < ρc . In this situation, the measure m˜(2)l is
equal to 0 for l large enough, see (4.9), since the solution liml→∞ µωl (3.5) in the TL is a.s.
strictly negative. Thus, the total occupation measure m˜l is reduced to m˜(1)l and the theorem
follows from Corollary 4.1.
Now, consider the case ρ ≥ ρc . Choose a subsequence lr such that the total kinetic-energy
states occupation measures m˜lr converge weakly and a.s., and let the measure m˜ be its limit.
By Corollary 4.1, all subsequences of measures m˜(1)lr converge to the limiting measure m˜
(1)
.
Therefore, by (4.9), we obtain the weak a.s. convergence:
lim
r→∞
m˜
(2)
lr
=: m˜(2).
By Lemma 4.2, we know that the measure m˜ is absolutely continuous on (0,∞), and by
Corollary 4.1 that m˜(1) is absolutely continuous on [0,∞). Therefore we get:
m˜a.c. = m˜(1) + m˜(2)a.c.,
where a.c. denotes the absolute continuous components.
By definition of the total measure (4.9), m˜([0,∞)) = ρ and by Lemma 4.1, m˜({0}) ≥
ρ − ρc. Thus, m˜((0,∞)) ≤ ρc and by Corollary 4.2, we can then deduce that the measure
m˜(2) has no absolutely continuous component and therefore consists at most of an atom at
ε = 0. Consequently, the full measure m˜ can be expressed as:
m˜ = m˜a.c. + bδ0 = m˜
(1) + bδ0,
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and since by Corollary 4.2
b = ρ −
∫
R+
m˜a.c.lr (dε) = ρ −
∫
R+
m˜
(1)
lr
(dε) = ρ − ρc
for the converging subsequence m˜lr , we have:
lim
lr→∞
m˜lr = m˜
(1) + (ρ − ρc)δ0.
By (4.22) and Corollary 4.1, this limit is independent of the subsequence. Then, the limit of
any convergent subsequence is the same, and therefore, using Feller’s selection theorem, see
[21], Chap. VIII.6, the total kinetic states occupation measures m˜l converge weakly to this
limit. "
5 Finite Volume Lifshitz Tails
In this section, we give the proof of one important building block of our analysis, Theo-
rem 5.1 about the finite-volume Lifshitz tails. Recall that this behaviour is a well-known
feature of disordered systems, essentially meaning that for Shrödinger operators which are
semi-bounded from below, there are exponentially few eigenstates with energy close to
the bottom of the spectrum. To our knowledge, however, this is always shown only in the
infinite-volume limit, see e.g. [16]. Here, we derive a finite-volume estimate for the density of
states, uniformly in l, though it could be trivial for small volumes. As one would expect our
result is weaker than the asymptotic one, in the sense that we prove it for Lifshitz exponent
smaller than the limiting one.
Theorem 5.1 Let the random potential vω satisfy the assumptions (i)–(iii) of Sect. 2. Then
for any α > 0 and 0 < γ < d/2, there exists a set %˜ ⊂ % of full measure, P(%˜) = 1, such
that for any configuration ω ∈ %˜ one can find a positive finite energy E (ω) := Eα,γ (ω), for
which one has the estimate:
νωl (E) ≤ e−α/E
γ
for all E < E (ω) and for all l.
Remark 5.1 We want to stress that the statement in Theorem 5.1 is valid for all l, but of
course, it can be trivial for small l. For example from the positivity of the potential we know
that νωl (E) = 0 for E < pi2d/l2 and therefore the estimate is trivial for l < pi/
√
E (ω).
For the proof, we first need a result from [14].
Lemma 5.1 By assumption (ii) (Sect. 2) one has,
p = P
{
ω : vω(0) = 0
}
< 1.
Let α > p/(1−p), B = pi/(1+α), and Eω,l,N1 := Eω,N1 be the first eigenvalue of the random
Schrödinger operator (2.3) with Neumann (instead of Dirichlet) boundary conditions. Then,
for l large enough, there exists an independent of l constant A = A(α), such that
P
{
ω : E
ω,N
1 < B/l
2} < e−AVl . (5.1)
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Detailed conditions on the random potential and a sketch of the proof of this lemma are
given in Appendix B. Now we use Lemma 5.1 to prove the following result:
Lemma 5.2 Assume that the random potential satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5.1. Then
for any α > 0 and 0 < γ < d/2,∑
n≥1
P
{
.
{
i : E
ω,l
i < 1/n
}
> Vle
−αnγ , for some l ≥ 1} < ∞.
Proof Notice that∑
n≥1
P
{
.
{
i : E
ω,l
i < 1/n
}
> Vle
−αnγ , for some l ≥ 1} = ∑
n≥1
P
{⋃
l≥1
Snl
}
, (5.2)
where Snl is the set
Snl :=
{
ω : .
{
i : E
ω,l
i <
1
n
}
> Vle
−αnγ
}
.
The sum in the right-hand side of (5.2) does not provide a very useful upper bound, since
the sets Snl are highly overlapping. We thus need to define a new refined family of sets to
avoid this difficulty.
To this end we let [a]+ be the smallest integer ≥ a, and we define the family of sets:
V nk :=
{
ω : .
{
i : E
ω,[(keαn
γ
)1/d ]+
i <
1
n
}
≥ k
}
.
Let k := [Vle−αn
γ
]+. Since Vl = ld , this implies that hωl ≥ hω[(keαnγ )1/d ]+ , and therefore:
.
{
i : E
ω,[(keαn
γ
)1/d ]+
i <
1
n
}
≥ .
{
i : E
ω,l
i <
1
n
}
.
If now ω ∈ Snl , then by the definition of k we obtain:
.
{
i : E
ω,l
i <
1
n
}
≥ k,
since the left-hand side is itself an integer. Thus, Snl ⊂ V nk and:
P
(⋃
l≥1
Snl
)
≤ P
(⋃
k≥1
V nk
)
. (5.3)
We define also the sets:
W nk :=
{
ω : .
{
i : E
ω,[(keαn
γ
)1/d ]+
i <
1
n
}
= k
}
. (5.4)
Let ω ∈ (V nk \ W nk ). Then by hω[((k+1)eαnγ )1/d ]+ ≤ h
ω
[(keαn
γ
)1/d ]+
we get:
.
{
i : E
ω,[((k+1)eαnγ )1/d ]+
i <
1
n
}
≥ .
{
i : E
ω,[(keαn
γ
)1/d ]+
i <
1
n
}
≥ k + 1.
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Hence, (V nk \ W nk ) ⊂ V nk+1, and therefore we have for any fixed n and k:
V nk ⊂ W nk ∪ V nk+1. (5.5)
Applying this inclusion M times, for k = 1, . . . ,M , we obtain:
M⋃
k=1
V nk ⊂
(
W n1 ∪
M⋃
k=2
V nk
)
⊂
(
W n1 ∪ W n2 ∪
M⋃
k=2
V nk
)
⊂ · · · ⊂
(
M⋃
k=1
W nk
)
∪ V nM+1. (5.6)
Then we take the limit M → ∞ to recover the infinite union that one needs in (5.3) and we
use the inclusion (5.6) to find the inequality:
P
(⋃
k≥1
V nk
)
= lim
M→∞
P
(
M⋃
k=1
V nk
)
≤ lim
M→∞
(
M∑
k=1
P
(
W nk
)
+ P
(
V n(M+1)
))
=
∞∑
k=1
P
(
W nk
)
+ lim
M→∞
P
(
V nM
)
. (5.7)
The limit in the last term can be calculated directly:
lim
M→∞
P(V nM) = lim
M→∞
P
{
ω : .
{
i : E
ω,[(Meαn
γ
)1/d ]+
i <
1
n
}
≥ M
}
= lim
M→∞
P
{
ω : νω
[(Meαn
γ
)1/d ]+
(1/n) ≥ M
[(Meαn
γ
)1/d ]d+
}
= P
{
ω : ν(1/n) ≥ Ke−αnγ }, (5.8)
for some constant K . In the last step we used dominated convergence theorem.
Now we can use the Lifshitz tails representation for the asymptotics of the a.s. non-
random limiting IDS, ν(E), see (3.11), which implies:
lim sup
n→∞
ean
d/2
ν(1/n) ≤ 1, (5.9)
for a > 0. Since we assumed that 0 < γ < d/2, there exists n0 < ∞ such that by (5.8) and
(5.9) for all n > n0 we get:
lim
M→∞
P
(
V nM
)
= 0.
This last result, along with (5.3) and (5.7), implies that:
∑
n>n0
P
(⋃
l≥l0
Snl
)
≤
∑
n>n0
∞∑
k=1
P
(
W nk
)
. (5.10)
Now, we show that the upper bound in (5.10) is finite. First we split the box ![(keαnγ )1/d ]+
into m(k,n) disjoints sub-cubes of the side l(k, n), with the following choice of parameters:
m(k,n) := [kMn]+, Mn := B
−d/2eαn
γ
n−d/2,
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l(k, n) :=
[(keαn
γ
)1/d ]+
(m(k,n))1/d
.
Here B is the constant that comes from Lemma 5.1. Now by the Dirichlet-Neumann in-
equality, see e.g. [22], Chap. XIII.15, we get:
hD
[(keαn
γ
)1/d ]+
≥ hN
[(keαn
γ
)1/d ]+
≥
m(k,n)⊕
j=1
h
j,N
l(k,n), (5.11)
where hj,Nl(k,n) denotes the Schrödinger operator defined in the j -th sub-cube of the side
l(k, n), with Neumann boundary conditions. Note that, by the positivity of the random po-
tential, we obtain:
E
ω,N
j,2 ≥ εNj,2 ≥
pi
l(k, n)2
≥ 1
n
. (5.12)
Here Eω,Nj,2 denotes the second eigenvalue of the operator h
j,N
l(k,n), and εNj,2 the second eigen-
value of −"j,Nl(k,n), i.e. the kinetic-energy operator defined in the j -th sub-cube of the side
l(k, n) with the Neumann boundary conditions.
By (5.12), we know that to estimate the probability of the set (5.4) by using the Dirichlet-
Neumann inequality (5.11), only the ground state of each operator hj,Nl(k,n) is relevant. Since
the sub-cubes are stochastically independent, we have:
P
(
W nk
) ≤ P{ω : .{j : Eω,Nj,1 < 1/n} = k} ≤ m(k,n)Ckqk(1 − q)m(k,n)−k ≤ m(k,n)Ckqk
with q being the probability P{ω : Eω,Nj,1 < 1/n}. The latter can be estimated by Lemma 5.1.
So, finally we obtain the upper bound:
P
(
W nk
) ≤ m(k,n)Ck exp{−kA(l(k, n))d}. (5.13)
Using Stirling’s inequalities, see [23], Chap. II.12:
(2pi)1/2nn+1/2e−n ≤ n! ≤ 2(2pi)1/2nn+1/2e−n
we can give an upper bound for the binomial coefficients m(k,n)Ck in the form:
2(2pi) 12 (kMn + δ)(kMn+δ+1/2) exp(−kMn + δ)
(2pi)kk+ 12 exp(−k) · (kMn + δ − k)(kMn+δ−k+1/2) exp(−kMn + δ − k)
, (5.14)
where δ ≥ 0 is defined by:
m(k,n) = [kMn]+ = kMn + δ.
Then (5.14) implies the estimate:
m(k,n)Ck ≤ K1
(kMn + δ)
kMn+δ+1/2
kk+
1
2 (kMn − k)kMn+δ−k+1/2
≤ K1(Mn)k
(
(1 + σ1)(kMn+δ+
1
2 )
(1 − σ2)(kMn+δ+ 12 −k)
)
,
for some K1 > 0 and
σ1 := δ(kMn)
−1, σ2 := M
−1
n .
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Since δ/k < 1 and σ1,2 → 0 as n → ∞, and also using the fact that x ln(1 + 1/x) → 1 as
x → ∞, we can find a constant c > 0 such that, for n large enough one gets the estimate:
m(k,n)Ck ≤ K1(Mn)k
(
(1 + M−1n )(kMn)
(1 − M−1n )(kMn−k)
)
≤ K1(Mn)keck. (5.15)
The side l(k, n) of sub-cubes has a lower bound:
l(k, n) =
[(keαn
γ
)1/d ]+
(m(k,n))1/d
≥ (ke
αnγ )1/d
(keαn
γ
(Bn)−d/2 + δ)1/d
≥
(
Bd/2nd/2
1
1 + σ1
)1/d
. (5.16)
Combining (5.15), (5.16) and (5.13) we obtain a sufficient upper bound:∑
k≥1
P
(
W nk
) ≤ ∑
k≥1
m(k,n)Cke
−kAld (k,n)
≤
∑
k≥1
K1(Mn)
kecke−kAB
d/2nd/2/(1+σ1)
≤ K2
∑
k≥1
exp
{
k
(
αnγ − (d/2) ln(nB) + c − ABd/2nd/2)}
≤ K3
∑
k≥1
expk
(
αnγ − ABd/2nd/2 + K4
) ≤ K5 exp(−K6nd/2).
Here Ki are some finite, positive constants independent of k, n, l, for any n large enough.
Now the lemma immediately follows from (5.10). "
Proof of Theorem 5.1 Let An to be the event:
An := {ω : ν
ω
l (1/n) > e
−αnγ for some l}. (5.17)
By Lemma 5.2, we have: ∑
n≥1
P
(
An
)
< ∞,
and therefore, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma one gets that with probability one, only a finite
number of events An occur. In other words, there is a subset %˜ ⊂ % of full measure, P(%˜) =
1, such that for any ω ∈ %˜ one can find a finite and independent on l number n0(ω) < ∞ for
which, in contrast to (5.17), we have:
νωl (1/n) ≤ e−αn
γ
, for all n > n0(ω) and for all l ≥ 1.
Define E (ω) := 1/n0(ω). For any E ≤ E (ω), we can find n ≥ n0(ω) such that:
1
2n
≤ E ≤ 1
n
,
and the theorem follows with the constant α modified by a factor 2−γ . "
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6 On the Nature of the Generalized Condensates in the Luttinger-Sy Model
In this section, we study the van den Berg-Lewis-Pulé classification of generalized BE con-
densation (see discussion in Sect. 3) in a particular case of the so-called Luttinger-Sy model
with point impurities [3]. Formally the single particle Hamiltonian for this model is
hωl = −
1
2
" + a
∑
j
δ(x − xωj ), (6.1)
where the xj ’s are distributed according to a Poisson law and a = +∞.
We first recalls some definitions to make sense of this formal Hamiltonian. Let u(x) ≥ 0,
x ∈ R, be a continuous function with a compact support called a (repulsive) single-impurity
potential. Let {µωλ }ω∈% be the random Poisson measure on R with intensity λ > 0:
P({ω ∈ % : µωλ (!) = n}) =
(λ|!|)n
n!
e−λ|!|, n ∈ N0 = N ∪ {0}, (6.2)
for any bounded Borel set ! ⊂ R. Then the non-negative random potential vω generated by
the Poisson distributed local impurities has realizations
vω(x) :=
∫
R
µωλ (dy)u(x − y) =
∑
xω
j
∈Xω
u(x − xωj ). (6.3)
Here the random set Xω corresponds to impurity positions Xω = {xωj }j ⊂ R, which are the
atoms of the random point Poisson measure, i.e., .{Xω # !} = µωλ (!) is the number of
impurities in the set !. Since the expectation E(νωλ (!)) = λ|!|, the parameter λ coincides
with the density of impurities on R.
Luttinger and Sy defined their model by restriction of the single-impurity potential to
the case of point δ-potential with amplitude a → +∞. Then the corresponding random
potential (6.3) takes the form:
vωa (x) :=
∫
R
νωλ (dy)aδ(x − y) = a
∑
xω
j
∈Xω
δ(x − xωj ). (6.4)
Now the self-adjoint one-particle random Schrödinger operator hωa := h0 ! vωa is de-
fined in the sense of the sum of quadratic forms (2.2). The strong resolvent limit hωLS :=
s.r. lima→+∞ hωa is the Luttinger-Sy model.
Since Xω generates a set of intervals {Iωj := (xωj−1, xωj )}j of lengths {Lωj := xωj − xωj−1}j ,
one gets decompositions of the one-particle Luttinger-Sy Hamiltonian:
hωLS =
⊕
j
hD(I
ω
j ), dom(hωLS) ⊂
⊕
j
L2(Iωj ), ω ∈ %, (6.5)
into random disjoint free Schrödinger operators {hD(Iωj )}j,ω with Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions at the end-points of intervals {Iωj }j . Then the Dirichlet restriction hωl,D of the Hamil-
tonian hωLS to a fixed interval !l = (−l/2, l/2) and the corresponding change of notations
are evident: e.g., {Iωj }j &→ {Iωj }M
l (ω)
j=1 , where M l(ω) is total number of subintervals in !l cor-
responding to the set Xω . For rigorous definitions and some results concerning this model
we refer the reader to [5].
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Since this particular choice of random potential is able to produce Lifhsitz tails in the
sense of (3.11), see Proposition 3.2 in [5], it follows that such a model exhibits a generalized
BEC in random eigenstates, see (3.4). In fact, it was shown in [5] that only the random
ground state φω,l1 of hωl,D is macroscopically occupied. In our notations this means that
lim
l→∞
1
l
〈Nl(φω,l1 )〉l =
{
0 if ρ < ρc,
ρ − ρc if ρ ≥ ρc,
lim
l→∞
1
l
〈Nl(φω,li )〉l = 0, for all i > 1.
(6.6)
According to the van den Berg-Lewis-Pulé classification this corresponds to the type I Bose-
condensation in the random eigenstates {φωi }i≥1.
Following the line of reasoning of Sect. 4, we now consider the corresponding BEC in
the kinetic-energy eigenstates. We retain the notation used in that section and explain briefly
the minor changes required in the application of our method to the Luttinger-Sy model.
We first state the equivalent of Theorem 4.1 for this particular model.
Theorem 6.1 Theorem 4.1 holds with the function g defined as follows
g(k) =
1
(2pi)d/2
∫
Rd
dxeikx
∑
n≥1
enβµ∞
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ)
(2pinβ)d/2
×
∫
%
nβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ) exp
(
−λ
(
sup
s
ξ(s) − inf
s
ξ(s)
))
.
The scheme of the proof is the same as above, cf. Sects. 4 and 5. First, we note that
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 apply immediately. The positivity of the random potential has to be
understood in terms of quadratic forms, see (2.4).
Before continuing, we need to highlight a minor change concerning the finite-volume
Lifshitz tails arguments. Although the Theorem 5.1 is valid for the Luttinger-Sy model, its
proof (see Sect. 5) requires a minor modification, as the assumption of Lemma 5.1 is clearly
not satisfied for the case of singular potentials. However, by direct calculation we can obtain
the same estimate with the constant B = pi2/4 in (5.1). First, suppose that there is at least
one impurity in the box, then the eigenvalues will be of the form (for some j )
(n2pi2)/(Lωj )
2, n = 1,2, . . .
if Iωj is an inner interval (that is, its two endpoints correspond to impurities), and
((n + 1/2)2pi2)/(Lωj )
2, n = 0,1,2, . . . .
If Iωj is an outer interval (that is, one endpoint corresponds to an impurity, and the other one
to the boundary of !l). Therefore, Eω,l,N1 ≥ B/l2 since obviously Lωj < l. Now, if there is
no impurity in the box !l , then Eω,l,N1 = 0 < B/l2. But due to the Poisson distribution (6.2)
this happens with probability e−λl , proving the same estimate as in Lemma 5.1.
With this last observation, the proof of the Theorem 5.1 in Sect. 5 can be carried out
verbatim, without any further changes.
Our next step is to split the measure m˜l into two, m˜(1)l and m˜
(2)
l , see (4.9), and prove the
statement equivalent to the Theorem 4.2.
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Theorem 6.2 For any d ≥ 1, the sequence of Laplace transforms of the measures m˜(1)l :
fl(t;β,µl) :=
∫
R
m˜
(1)
l (dε) e−tε
converges for any t > 0 to a (non-random) limit f (t;β,µ∞) , which is given by:
f (t;β,µ∞) =
∑
n≥1
enβµ∞
∫
Rd
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
%
nβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ) exp
(
−λ
(
sup
s
ξ(s) − inf
s
ξ(s)
))
.
Proof We follow the proof of Theorem 4.2, using the same notation. The uniform conver-
gence is obtained the same way, since the bounds (4.14), (4.15), and (4.16) are also valid in
this case. As in (4.20), we can use the ergodic theorem to obtain:
lim
l→∞
al(n) = e
nβµ∞Eω
∫
R
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
∑
j
∫
%
nβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ)χIj ω,nβ(ξ). (6.7)
We have used the fact that the Dirichlet boundary conditions at the impurities split up the
space Hl into a direct sum of Hilbert spaces (see (6.5)). This can be seen from the expression
lim
l→∞
al(n) = e
nβµ∞
∫
R
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
Eω
∫
%
nβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ)e
− ∫ nβ0 dsa ∑xωj ∈Xω δ(ξ(s)−xωj )
by formally putting the amplitude, a, of the point impurities (6.4) equal to +∞. Because of
the characteristic functions χIω
j
,nβ , which constrain the paths ξ to remain in the interval Iωj
in time nβ , the sum in (6.7) reduces to only one term:
lim
l→∞
al(n) = e
nβµ∞
∫
R
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
Eω
∫
%
nβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ)χ(aω,bω),nβ(ξ), (6.8)
where (aω, bω), is the interval among the Iωj ’s which contains 0.
The expression in (6.8) can be simplified further by computing the expectation Eω ex-
plicitly.
First, note that the Poisson impurity positions: aω, bω are independent random variables and
by definition, aω is negative while bω is positive. For the random variable bω the distribution
function is:
P (bω < b) := P{(0, b) contains at least one impurity} = 1 − e−λb,
and therefore its probability density is λe−λb on (0,∞). Similarly for aω one gets:
P (aω < a) := P{(a,0) contains no impurities} = e−λ|a| = eλa,
and thus its density is λeλa on (−∞,0). Using these distributions in (6.8) we obtain:
lim
l→∞
al(n) = e
nβµ∞λ2
∫ 0
−∞
daeλa
∫ ∞
0
dbe−λb
∫
R
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
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×
∫
%
nβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ)χ(a,b)(ξ)
= enβµ∞λ2
∫ 0
−∞
daeλa
∫ ∞
0
dbe−λb
∫
R
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
%
nβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ)1
(
sup
s
(ξ(s)) ≤ b
)
1
(
inf
s
(ξ(s)) ≥ a
)
= enβµ∞λ2
∫
R
dx
e−‖x‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
%
nβ
(0,x)
wnβ(dξ)
∫ infs (ξ(s))
−∞
daeλa
∫ ∞
sups (ξ(s))
dbe−λb,
and the Theorem 6.2 follows by explicit computation of the last two integrals. "
Proof of Theorem 6.1 Having proved Theorem 6.2, it is now straightforward to derive the
analogue of Corollary 4.1 for the Luttinger-Sy model. Note also that the Corollary 4.2 re-
mains unchanged, since only the uniform convergence was used. With these results, the
proof of Theorem 6.1 follows in the same way as for Theorem 4.1. "
We have proved, in Theorem 6.1, that the Luttinger-Sy model exhibits g-BEC in the ki-
netic energy states. But, in this particular case, we can go further and determine the particular
type of g-BEC in the kinetic energy states. Recall that the g-BEC in the random eigenstates
is only in the ground state, that is, of the type I, see (6.6) and [5] for a comprehensive review.
Here we shall show that the g-BEC in the kinetic-energy eigenstates is in fact of the type III,
namely:
Theorem 6.3 In the Luttinger-Sy model none of the kinetic-energy eigenstates is macro-
scopically occupied:
lim
l→∞
1
l
〈Nl(ψk)〉l = 0 for all k ∈ !∗l ,
even though for ρ > ρc there is a generalized BEC.
To prove this theorem we shall exploit the finite-volume localization properties of the
random eigenfunctions φω,li of the Hamiltonian hωl,D . Since the impurities split up the box
!l into a finite number M l(ω) of sub-intervals {Iωj }
M l (ω)
j=1 , by virtue of the corresponding
orthogonal decomposition of hωl,D , cf. (6.5), the normalized random eigenfunctions φω,ls are
in fact sine-waves with supports in each of these sub-intervals and thus satisfy:
|φω,ls (x)| <
√
2
Lωjs
1Iω
js
(x), 1 ≤ js ≤ M l(ω). (6.9)
We require an estimate of the size Lωj of these random sub-intervals, which we obtain in the
following lemma.
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Lemma 6.1 Let λ > 0 be a mean concentration of the point Poisson impurities on R. Then
eigenfunctions φωj are localized in sub-intervals of logarithmic size, in the sense that for any
κ > 4, one has a.s. the estimate:
lim sup
l→∞
max1≤j≤M l (ω) L
ω
j
ln l
≤ κ
λ
.
Proof Define the set
Sl :=
{
ω : max
1≤j≤M l (ω)
Lωj >
κ
λ
ln l
}
.
Let n := [2λl/(κ ln l)]+, and define a new box:
!˜l :=
[
−n
2
(
κ
2λ
ln l
)
,
n
2
(
κ
2λ
ln l
)]
⊃ !l .
Split this bigger box into n identical disjoints intervals {I lm}nm=1 of size κ(2λ)−1 ln l. If ω ∈ Sl ,
then there exists at least one empty interval I lm (interval without any impurities), and there-
fore the set
Sl ⊂
⋃
1≤m≤n
{ω : I lm is empty}.
By the Poisson distribution (6.2), the probability for the interval I lm to be empty depends
only on its size, and thus
P(Sl) ≤ n exp
(
−λ κ
2λ
ln l
)
≤
[
2λl
κ ln l
]
+
l−κ/2.
Since we choose κ > 4, it follows that∑
l≥1
P(Sl) < ∞.
Therefore, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, there exists a subset %˜ ⊂ % of full measure,
P(%˜) = 1, such that for each ω ∈ %˜ one can find l0(ω) < ∞ with
P
{
ω : max
1≤j≤M l (ω)
Lωj ≤
κ
λ
ln l
}
= 1,
for all l ≥ l0(ω). "
Now we can prove the main statement of this section.
Proof of Theorem 6.3 The atom of the measure m˜ has already been established in Theo-
rem 6.1. Concerning the macroscopic occupation of a single state, we have
1
l
〈Nl(ψk)〉l =
1
l
∑
i
|(φ
ω,l
i ,ψk)|
2〈Nl(φω,li )〉l
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=
1
l
∑
i
〈Nl(φω,li )〉l
∣∣∣∣∫
!l
dxψk(x)φ
ω,l
i (x)
∣∣∣∣2
≤ 1
l
∑
i
〈Nl(φω,li )〉l
1
l
(∫
!l
dx|φω,li (x)|
)2
,
where in the last step we have used the bound |ψk| ≤ 1/
√
l. Therefore, by (6.9) and
Lemma 6.1, we obtain a.s. the following estimate:
1
l
〈Nl(ψk)〉l ≤
1
l
∑
i
〈Nl(φω,li )〉l
1
l
κ
λ
ln l,
which is valid for large enough l and for any κ > 4. The theorem then follows by taking the
thermodynamic limit. "
7 Application to Weak (Scaled) Non-random Potentials
It is known for a long time, see e.g. [24, 25], that BEC can be enhanced in low-dimensional
systems by imposing a weak (scaled) external potential. Recently this was a subject of a
new approach based on the Random Boson Point Field method [26]. In this section, we
show that, with some minor modifications our method can be extended to cover also the
case of these scaled non-random potentials.
Let v be a non-negative, continuous real-valued function defined on the closed unit cube
!1 ⊂ Rd . The one-particle Schrödinger operator with a weak (scaled) external potential in
a box !l is defined by:
hl = −
1
2
"D + v(x1/l, . . . , xd/l). (7.1)
Let {ϕli ,Eli }i≥1 be the set of orthonormal eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues of the
operator (7.1). As usual we put E1 ≤ E2 ≤ · · · by convention. The many-body Hamiltonian
for the perfect Bose gas is defined in the same way as in Sect. 2. We keep the notations
m and m˜ for the occupation measures of the eigenstates {ϕli }i≥1 and of the kinetic-energy
states respectively. We denote the integrated density of states (IDS) of the Schrödinger op-
erator (7.1) by νl , and by ν = liml→∞ νl its weak limit. We assume that the first eigenvalue
El1 → 0 as l → ∞, which is the case, when e.g. v(0) = 0. This assumption is equivalent
to condition (iii), Sect. 2. It ensures that for a given mean particle density ρ the chemical
potential µ∞(β,ρ) satisfies the relation (3.6), where µ := µ(β,ρ) is a (unique) solution of
the equation [24]:
ρ =
∑
n≥1
1
(2pinβ)d/2
∫
!1
dxenβ(µ−v(x)) =
∫
[0,∞)
ν0(dE)
∫
!1
dx
(
eβ(E+v(x)−µ) − 1)−1, (7.2)
for ρ ≤ ρc , where the boson critical density is given by:
ρc =
∑
n≥1
1
(2pinβ)d/2
∫
!1
dxe−nβv(x) =
∫
[0,∞)
ν0(dE)
∫
!1
dx
(
eβ(E+v(x)) − 1)−1. (7.3)
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Here ν0 is the IDS (3.9) of the kinetic-energy operator (2.1). In particular the value ρc = ∞
is allowed in (7.3). If ρc < ∞, the existence of a generalized BEC in the states {ϕli }i≥1
follows by the same arguments as in Sect. 3. For example, the choice: v(x) = |x|, makes the
critical density finite even in dimension one, see e.g. [24].
Now, we prove the statements equivalent to the Theorem 4.1:
Theorem 7.1 The sequence {m˜l}l≥1 of the one-particle kinetic states occupation measures
has a weak limit m˜ given by:
m˜(dε) =
{
(ρ − ρc)δ0(dε) + F(ε)ν0(dε), if ρ ≥ ρc,
F (ε)ν0(dε), if ρ < ρc,
where the density F(ε) is defined by:
F(ε) =
∫
!1
dx
(
eβ(ε+v(x)−µ∞) − 1)−1,
and µ∞ := µ∞(β,ρ) satisfies the relation (3.6).
We note the similarity of this result with the free Bose gas. Indeed, the kinetic-energy
states occupation measure density is reduced to the free gas one, with the energy shifted by
the external potential v and then averaged over the unit cube.
The proof requires the same tools as in the random case. As before, we split the occupa-
tion measure into two parts:
m˜l = m˜
(1)
l + m˜
(2)
l with
m˜
(1)
l (A) :=
∑
n≥1
1
Vl
TrPA(e−nβ(hl−µl ))1(µl ≤ 1/n),
m˜
(2)
l (A) :=
∑
n≥1
1
Vl
TrPA(e−nβ(hl−µl ))1(µl > 1/n),
and we prove the following statement:
Theorem 7.2 The sequence of measures m˜(1)l converges weakly to a measure m˜(1), which is
absolutely continuous with respect to ν0 with density F(ε) given by:
F(ε) =
∫
!1
dx
(
eβ(ε+v(x)−µ∞) − 1)−1.
Proof We follow the line of reasoning of the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let gl(t;β,µl) be the
Laplace transform of the measure m˜(1)l :
gl(t;β,µl) =
∫
R
m
(1)
l (dε)e−tε
=
∑
n≥1
1
Vl
Tr e−th
0
l
(
e−nβ(hl−µl )
)
1(µl ≤ 1/n). (7.4)
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Again, our aim is to show the uniform convergence of the sum over n with respect to l. Let
al(n) :=
1
Vl
Tr e−th
0
l e−nβ(hl−µl )1(µl ≤ 1/n)
≤ 1
Vl
Tr e−nβ(hl−µl )1(µl ≤ 1/n). (7.5)
Then for ρ < ρc we can apply a similar argument as for the random case, since the estimate
µl < µ∞/2 < 0 still holds, to obtain:
al(n) ≤ enβµ∞/2
∫
[0,∞)
e−βενl(dε) ≤ K1enβµ∞/2.
If ρ ≥ ρc , then µl ≤ 1/n in (7.5) implies that:
al(n) ≤ eβ
∑
i
e−nβE
l
i ≤ e
β
(2pinβ)d/2
∫
!1
dxe−nβv(x),
where the last estimate can be found in [24] or [25]. Now the uniform convergence for the
sequence al(n) follows from (7.3), since we assumed that ρc < ∞. The latter implies also
that for ρ ≥ ρc , µ∞(β,ρ) = 0. Thus, we can take the limit of the Laplace transform (7.4)
term by term, that is:
lim
l→∞
al(n) = lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−th
0
l e−nβ(hl−µl )1(µl ≤ 1/n)
= lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
∫
!l
dxdx ′e−th0l (x, x ′)e−nβ(hl−µl )(x ′, x)
= enβµ∞ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
∫
!l
dxdx ′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
%t
(x,x′)
wt (dξ ′)χ!l ,t (ξ
′)
∫
%
nβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 dsv(ξ(s)/ l)χ!l ,nβ(ξ). (7.6)
Here we have used the Feynman-Kac representation for free e−th0l (x, y) and for non-free
e−βhl (x, y) Gibbs semi-group kernels, where wT stands for the normalized Wiener measure
on the path-space %T(x,y), see Sect. 4.1.
Note that by Lemma A.2, which demands only the non-negativity of the potential v, we
obtain for (7.6) the representation:
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−th
0
l e−nβ(hl−µl )
= enβµ∞ lim
l→∞
∫
Rd
dx
1
Vl
∫
!l
dx ′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
%
nβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 dsv(ξ(s)/ l). (7.7)
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Now we express the trajectories ξ in terms of Brownian bridges α(τ ) ∈ %˜,0 ≤ τ ≤ 1, we
denote the corresponding measure by D. Letting x˜ = x ′/l, we obtain:
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−th
0
l e−nβ(hl−µl )
= enβµ∞ lim
l→∞
∫
Rd
dx
∫
!1
dx˜
e−‖x−lx˜‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
%˜
D(dα) exp
(
−
∫ nβ
0
dsv
[(
1 − s
nβ
)
x˜ +
s
nβ
(x/ l) +
√
nβ
l
α(s/nβ)
])
.
Since the integration with respect to x is now over the whole space, we let y = x − lx˜ to get
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
Tr e−th
0
l e−nβ(hl−µl )
= enβµ∞ lim
l→∞
∫
Rd
dy
∫
!1
dx˜
e−‖y‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
%˜
D(dα) exp
(
−
∫ nβ
0
dsv
(
x˜ +
s
nβ
(y/ l) +
√
nβ
l
α(s/nβ)
))
= enβµ∞
∫
Rd
dy
e−‖y‖
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
∫
!1
dx˜e−nβv(x˜),
where the last step follows from dominated convergence. Therefore, we obtain by (7.4) the
following expression for the limiting Laplace transform:
lim
l→∞
gl(t;β,µl) =
∑
n≥1
e−nβ(E−µ∞)
1
(2pi(nβ + t))d/2
∫
!1
dxe−nβv(x).
It is now straightforward to invert this Laplace transform (for each term of the sum), to find
that:
F(E)ν0(dE) = lim
l→∞
m˜1l (dE) =
∑
n≥1
e−nβ(E−µ∞)
(∫
!1
dxe−nβv(x)
)
ν0(dE).
The theorem then follows by Fubini’s theorem. "
Proof of Theorem 7.1 The proof of Theorem 4.1 can be applied directly. Note that Lem-
mas 4.1, 4.2 are still valid, since (as we emphasized in Remarks 4.1, 4.2), their proofs re-
quire only the non-negativity of the external potential. Similarly, Corollary 4.2 now can be
used directly, since we have proved Theorem 7.2. "
Appendix A: Brownian Paths
In this section, we first give an upper estimate of the probability of a Brownian path to leave
some spatial domain, cf. e.g. [27] and the references quoted therein.
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Lemma A.1 Let the set
%T(x,x′) := {ξ(τ ) : ξ(0) = x, ξ(T ) = x
′}
be continuous trajectories from x to x ′ with the proper time 0 ≤ τ ≤ T , and with the normal-
ized Wiener measure wT on it. Let x, x ′ be in !l , and χ!l ,T (ξ) the characteristic function
over %T
(x,x′) of trajectories ξ staying in !l for all 0 ≤ τ ≤ T . Then one gets the estimate:∫
%T
(x,x′)
wT (dξ)
(
1 − χ!l ,T (ξ)
) ≤ e−C(T )(min{d(x,∂!l ),d(x′,∂!l )})2 . (A.1)
Proof Define a Brownian bridge α(s),0 ≤ s ≤ 1 by:
ξ(t) = (1 − τ/T )x + τ/T x ′ +
√
T α(τ/T ).
Let us consider first the one dimensional case, i.e. !l = [−l/2, l/2]. Without loss of gener-
ality, we can assume that:
d(x, ∂!l) ≤ d(x ′, ∂!l).
Suppose that x > 0, then we have:
−x ≤ x ′ ≤ x and d(x, ∂!l) = l/2 − x.
Assume that the path ξ leaves the box on the right-hand side. Then, for some t , we have:
ξ(t) >
l
2
,
α(t/T ) >
1√
T
(
l
2
+ (t/T − 1)x − t
T
x ′
)
, (A.2)
α(t/T ) >
1√
T
(
l
2
+ (t/T − 1)x − t
T
x
)
=
1√
T
d(x, ∂!l).
The case, when ξ leaves the box on the left-hand side can be treated similarly.
Let x < 0, then we have:
x ≤ x ′ ≤ −x and d(x, ∂!l) = l/2 + x.
Again, assume that the path leaves the box on the right hand-side. Then, for some t , we
have:
ξ(t) >
l
2
,
α(t/T ) >
1√
T
(
l
2
+ (t/T − 1)x − t
T
x ′
)
, (A.3)
α(t/T ) >
1√
T
(
l
2
− (t/T − 1)x ′ − t
T
x ′
)
≥ 1√
T
d(x, ∂!l).
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The case, when ξ leaves the box on the left hand-side can be considered similarly. The
relations (A.2), (A.3) imply that if ξ leaves the box !l in one dimension, then the Brownian
bridge α must satisfy the inequality:
sup
t
|α(t/T )| > C(T )min{d(x, ∂!l), d(x ′, ∂!l)}, (A.4)
for some constant C(T ).
This observation can easily be extended to higher dimensions, when x := (x1, . . . , xd)
and α(s) := (α1(s), . . . ,αd(s)). Now, if ξ leaves the (d-dimensional) box !l , there exists at
least one i such that similar to (A.4):
sup
t
|αi(t/T )| > C(T )min{d(xi, ∂i!l), d(x ′i, ∂i!l)},
where we denote d(xi, ∂i!l) := min{l/2 − xi, l/2 + xi}. Now, since !l are cubes, we get
d(xi, ∂i!l) ≥ d(x, ∂!l) for any x ∈ !l . Then we obtain:
‖α(t/T )‖ > |αi(t/T )|, i = 1, . . . , d,
sup
t
‖α(t/T )‖ > max
i
sup
t
|αi(t/T )|,
sup
t
‖α(t/T )‖ > C(T )min{d(xi, ∂i!l), d(x ′i, ∂i!l)}
≥ C(T )min{d(x, ∂!l), d(x ′, ∂!l)}.
(A.5)
Therefore, the probability for the path ξ to leave the box is dominated by the probability for
the one-dimensional Brownian bridge α to satisfy (A.5). The latter we can estimate using
the following result from [27]:
P
(
sup
s
α(s) > x
)
≥ Ae−Cx2
valid for some positive constants A,C, which implies the bound (A.1). "
Now we establish a result, that we use in the proof of Theorem 4.2:
Lemma A.2 Let K tω,l(x, x ′), K t0,l(x, x ′), K t0(x, x ′) be the kernels of operators exp(−thωl ),
exp(−th0l ), and exp(−t"/2) respectively. Then
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
∫
!l
dxdx ′K t0,l(x, x ′)K
nβ
ω,l(x
′, x)
= lim
l→∞
∫
Rd
dx
1
Vl
∫
!l
dx ′K t+nβ0 (x, x ′)
∫
%
nβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 dsv
ω(ξ(s)). (A.6)
Proof By the Feynman-Kac representation, we obtain:
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
∫
!l
dx dx ′K t0,l(x, x ′)K
nβ
ω,l(x
′, x)
= lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
∫
!l
dx dx ′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
%
nβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 dsv
ω(ξ(s))χ!l ,nβ(ξ)
∫
%t
(x,x′)
wt (dξ ′)χ!l ,t (ξ
′).
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To eliminate the characteristic functions restricting the paths ξ, ξ ′ in the last integral, we
shall use Lemma A.1. First, we estimate the error γ (d) when we remove the restriction on
the path ξ :
γ (d) := lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
dx
∫
!l
dx ′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
%
nβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 dsv
ω(ξ(s))
(
1 − χ!l ,nβ(ξ)
)∫
%t
(x,x′)
wt (dξ ′)χ!l ,t (ξ
′)
≤ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
dx
∫
!l
dx ′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
∫
%
nβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)
(
1 − χ!l ,nβ(ξ)
)
≤ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
dx
∫
!l
dx ′I
{
d(x, ∂!l) > d(x
′, ∂!l)
}e−‖x−x′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
%
nβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)
(
1 − χ!l ,nβ(ξ)
)
+ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
dx
∫
!l
dx ′I
{
d(x, ∂!l ≤ d(x ′, ∂!l)
}e−‖x−x′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
%
nβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)
(
1 − χ!l ,nβ(ξ)
)
≤ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
dx
∫
!l
dx ′K t0(x, x ′)K
nβ
0 (x
′, x)e−C(nβ)(d(x
′,∂!l )2
+ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
dx
∫
!l
dx ′K t0(x, x ′)K
nβ
0 (x
′, x)e−C(nβ)(d(x,∂!l )
2
, (A.7)
where the last step is due to Lemma A.1. Since all integrands are positive, we can extend
one of the spatial integrations to the whole space, and hence we get:
γ (d) ≤ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Rd
dx
∫
!l
dx ′K t0(x, x ′)K
nβ
0 (x
′, x)e−C(nβ)(d(x
′,∂!l )2
+ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
dx
∫
Rd
dx ′K t0(x, x ′)K
nβ
0 (x
′, x)e−C(nβ)(d(x
′∂!l )2
≤ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
K
t+nβ
0
∫
!l
dx ′e−C(nβ)(d(x′,∂!l )2 + lim
l→∞
1
Vl
K
t+nβ
0
∫
!l
dxe−C(nβ)(d(x′∂!l )2
where we have used the notation K t+nβ0 := K
t+nβ
0 (x, x) since these are independent of x.
Finally, using the fact that the boxes !l are cubes of side l, we obtain:
γ (d) ≤ lim
l→∞
K
t+nβ
0
l
∫ l/2
−l/2
dx ′e−C(nβ)(l/2−x′)2 + lim
l→∞
K
t+nβ
0
l
∫ l/2
−l/2
dxe−C(nβ)(l/2−x)2 = 0.
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We can estimate the error estimate due to the removal of the characteristic function for ξ ′ in
(4.18) in the same way. Therefore, we get:
lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
∫
!l
dxdx ′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
%
nβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 dsv
ω(ξ(s))χ!l ,nβ(ξ)
∫
%t
(x,x′)
wt (dξ ′)χ!l ,t (ξ
′)
= lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
∫
!l
dxdx ′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
%
nβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 dsv
ω(ξ(s))
∫
%
p
(x,x′)
wnβ(dξ ′). (A.8)
Now we show that one can replace the first integration over the box !l by one over the
whole space. Let γ˜ (d) be the error caused by this substitution. Then by the positivity of the
random potential we get the estimate:
γ˜ (d) := lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Rd\!l
dx
∫
!l
dx ′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
%
nβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 dsv
ω(ξ(s)+x′)
∫
%t
(x,x′)
wnβ(dξ ′)
≤ lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
Rd\!l
dx
∫
!l
dx ′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
. (A.9)
In the one-dimensional case the estimate of the error term (A.9) takes the form:
γ˜ (1) ≤ lim
l→∞
1
l
∫ −l/2
−∞
dx
∫ l/2−x
−l/2−x
dy
e−y
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)1/2
+ lim
l→∞
1
l
∫ ∞
l/2
dx
∫ l/2−x
−l/2−x
dy
e−y
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)1/2
. (A.10)
For the first term one gets:
lim
l→∞
1
l
∫ −l/2
−∞
dx
∫ l/2−x
−l/2−x
dy
e−y
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)1/2
= lim
l→∞
1
l
∫ l
0
dy
e−y
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)1/2
∫ l/2
−l/2−y
dx
+ lim
l→∞
1
l
∫ ∞
l
dy
e−y
2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)1/2
∫ l/2−y
−l/2−y
dx = 0.
One obtains a similar identity for the second-term in (A.10). Direct calculation shows that,
the error term for higher dimensions (A.9) reduces to a product of one-dimensional terms
(A.10). Then (A.8) gives:
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lim
l→∞
1
Vl
∫
!l
∫
!l
dxdx ′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
×
∫
%
nβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 dsv
ω(ξ(s))χ!l ,nβ(ξ)
∫
%t
(x,x′)
wt (dξ ′)χ!l ,t (ξ
′)
= lim
l→∞
∫
Rd
dx
1
Vl
∫
!l
dx ′
e−‖x−x
′‖2(1/2nβ+1/2t)
(4pi2tnβ)d/2
∫
%
nβ
(x′,x)
wnβ(dξ)e−
∫ nβ
0 dsv
ω(ξ(s)), (A.11)
which finishes the proof of (A.6). "
Appendix B: Some Probabilistic Estimates
First we recall the assumptions on the random potential vω used in [14], and which we also
adopt in this paper:
1. (a) On the probability space (%, F ,P) there exist a group of measure-preserving metri-
cally transitive transformations {Tp}p∈Rd of %, such that vω(x +p) = vTpω(x) for all
x,p ∈ Rd ;
(b) Eω{
∫
!1
dx|vω(x)|κ} < ∞, where κ > max(2, d/2).
2. For any ! ⊂ Rd , let :! be the σ -algebra generated by the random field vω(x), x ∈ !. For
any two arbitrary random variables on %, f , g satisfying (i) |g|∞ < ∞, Eω{|f |} < ∞ and
(ii) the function g is :!1 -measurable, the function f is :!2 -measurable, where !1,!2
are disjoint bounded subsets of Rd , the following holds
|E{|f.g|} − E{|f |}E{|g|}| ≤ |g|∞E{|f |}φ(d(!1,!2))
with φ(x) → 0 as x → ∞, and d(!1,!2) the Euclidean distance between !1 and !2.
After recalling these conditions, we can give a sketch of the proof of Lemma 5.1.
Let hω,Nl to be the Schrödinger operator (2.3), with Neumann boundary conditions in-
stead of Dirichlet, and denote by {Eω,l,Ni ,φ
ω,l,N
i }i≥1 its ordered eigenvalues (including de-
generacy) and the corresponding eigenvectors. Similarly we define the kinetic energy op-
erator h0,Nl with the same boundary condition, and denote by {ε
l,N
k ,ψ
l,N
k }k≥1 its ordered
eigenvalues (including degeneracy) and corresponding eigenvectors. The following result is
due to Thirring, see [28]:
Lemma B.1 Let vωλ,α := vω + λα, for λ,α > 0. Then,
E
ω,l,N
1 ≥ −λα + min
{
ε
l,N
2 ,
[
1
Vl
∫
!l
dx(vωλ,α(x))−1
]−1}
.
Proof Let P to be an orthogonal projection in Hl . Then for any vector φ from the intersec-
tion Q(vωλ,α) ∩ Q((vωλ,α)1/2P (vωλ,α)1/2), we have:
(φ, vωλ,αφ) = ((v
ω
λ,α)
1/2φ, (vωλ,α)
1/2φ)
= ((vωλ,α)
1/2φ,P (vωλ,α)
1/2φ) + ((vωλ,α)
1/2φ, (1 − P )(vωλ,α)1/2φ)
≥ ((vωλ,α)1/2φ,P (vωλ,α)1/2φ),
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and therefore,
−1
2
"N + v
ω
λ,α ≥ −
1
2
"N + (v
ω
λ,α)
1/2P (vωλ,α)
1/2, (B.1)
in the quadratic-form sense. Let us choose:
P := (vωλ,α)
−1/2P˜
(
(ψ
l,N
1 , (v
ω
λ,α)
−1ψ l,N1 )
)−1
P˜ (vωλ,α)
−1/2,
where P˜ is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace spanned by the vector ψ l,N1 . It can
be easily checked that P is an orthogonal projection. Applying (B.1) to the function φω,l,N1
one gets:
E
ω,l,N
1 + λα ≥
(
φ
ω,l,N
1 ,
(
−1
2
"N
)
φ
ω,l,N
1
)
+ |(φ
ω,l,N
1 ,ψ
l,N
1 )|
2(ψ l,N1 , (vωλ,α)−1ψ l,N1 )−1
≥
∑
k≥1
|(φ
ω,l,N
1 ,ψ
l,N
k )|
2ε
l,N
k + |(φ
ω,l,N
1 ,ψ
l,N
1 )|
2
[
1
Vl
∫
!l
dx(vωλ,α(x))−1
]−1
.
But since the Neumann boundary conditions imply that εl,N1 = 0, we obtain
E
ω,l,N
1 + λα ≥ (1 − |(φω,l,N1 ,ψ l,N1 )|2)εl,N2 + |(φω,l,N1 ,ψ l,N1 )|2
[
1
Vl
∫
!l
dx(vωλ,α(x))−1
]−1
.
To finish the proof, we have to study separately the two cases, namely, εl,N2 less than and
greater than [ 1
Vl
∫
!l
dx(vωλ,α(x))−1]−1. "
Proof of Lemma 5.1 By Lemma B.1,with λ = B/l2 and α as defined in assumptions, i.e. for
B = pi/(1 + α), α > p/(1 − p), we have:
E
ω,l,N
1 ≥ −
αB
l2
+ min(pi/l2,1/Xl),
where
Xωl :=
1
Vl
∫
!l
dx
1
vω(x) + Bα/l2
.
Therefore,
E
ω,l,N
1 −
B
l2
≥ −pi
l2
+ min(pi/l2,1/Xωl ).
Hence, the inequality Eω,l,N1 < B/l2 implies that Xωl > l2/pi and consequently:
P(E
ω,l,N
1 < B/l
2) ≤ P(Xωl > l2/pi). (B.2)
Define a random variable Y ωl (δ) := Vl−1
∫
!l
dx δ/(vω(x) + δ), which is an increasing func-
tion of δ. Then for the left-hand side of (B.2) one gets the estimate:
P(E
ω,l,N
1 < B/l
2) ≤ P
(
Y ωl (Bα/l
2) >
α
1 + α
)
.
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By Lemma 2 in [14], we know that for any positive δ the random variables {Y ωl (δ)}l , con-
verges geometrically to a limit Y∞(δ) as l → ∞, that is, for any ; > 0, there exists a constant
M(δ, ;) such that
P(|Y ωl (δ) − Y∞(δ)| > ;/2) ≤ e−M(δ,;)Vl
for l sufficiently large. By the ergodic theorem Y∞(δ) is non-random and can be expressed
as:
Y∞(δ) = Eω
(
δ
vω(0) + δ
)
,
which is again a monotonic function of δ ≥ 0. Notice that by condition (ii), Sect. 2, we have
limδ→0 Y∞(δ) = p.
Choose ; > 0 such that p + ; < α/(1 + α). Then we have
P
(
E
ω,l,N
1 <
B
l2
)
≤ P(Y ωl (Bα/l2) > p + ;).
Now we choose δ such that
Y∞(δ) − p < ;/2,
and let l0 be defined by δ = Bα/l20 . Then for any l > l0 we have:
P(E
ω,l,N
1 < B/l
2) ≤ P(Y ωl (Bα/l2) > p + ;) ≤ P(Y ωl (δ) − p > ;)
≤ P(|Y ωl (δ) − Y∞(δ)| > ;/2) ≤ e−M(δ,;)Vl . "
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On the nature of Bose–Einstein condensation enhanced
by localization
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In a previous paper we established that for the perfect Bose gas and the mean-field
Bose gas with an external random or weak potential, whenever there is generalized
Bose–Einstein condensation in the eigenstates of the single particle Hamiltonian,
there is also generalized condensation in the kinetic-energy states. In these cases
Bose–Einstein condensation is produced or enhanced by the external potential. In
the present paper we establish a criterion for the absence of condensation in single
kinetic-energy states and prove that this criterion is satisfied for a class of random
potentials and weak potentials. This means that the condensate is spread over an
infinite number of states with low kinetic-energy without any of them being mac-
roscopically occupied. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
doi:10.1063/1.3488965
I. INTRODUCTION
It can be easily seen from the explicit formula for the occupation numbers in the noninteract-
ing perfect Bose gas that, the condition for Bose–Einstein condensation BEC to occur, is that
the density of states of the one particle Schrödinger operator decreases fast enough near the
bottom of the spectrum. In the absence of any external potential, it is known that this happens only
in three dimensions or higher. This is still true if one introduces a mean-field interaction between
particles. It has been known for some time that the behavior of the density of states can be altered
by the addition of suitable external potentials, in particular, weak potentials or random potentials.
The subject of this paper is the study of models of the Bose gas in the presence of such external
potentials. The first case has been extensively studied, see e.g., Refs. 1 and 2, where sufficient
conditions on the external potential were derived for the occurrence of BEC. In the random case,
it has been shown in Ref. 3 that the so-called Lifshitz tails, which are a general feature of
disordered systems, see, for instance, Ref. 4, are able to produce BEC. In both cases, it is possible
to obtain condensation even in dimensions 1 or 2.
While BEC has historically been associated with the macroscopic occupation of the ground-
state only, it was pointed out in Ref. 5 that this phenomena is more thermodynamically stable if it
is interpreted as the macroscopic accumulation of particles into an arbitrarily narrow band of
energy above the ground-state or generalized BEC. While it is clear that condensation in the
ground-state implies generalized BEC, there exist many situations in which the converse is not
true. For instance, it was shown in Ref. 2 that in the case of the weak potential, the condensate can
be in one state, in infinitely many states or even not in any state at all, depending on the external
potential. These situations correspond respectively to types I, II, III generalized BEC in the
classification established by Van den Berg et al., see, e.g., Ref. 6. In the random case, far less is
known. The only case for which a rigorous proof of the exact type of BEC has been established is
aElectronic mail: thomas.jaeck@ucdconnect.ie. Tel.: 353 1 7162571.
bElectronic mail: joe.pule@ucd.ie. Tel.: 353 1 7162568.
cElectronic mail: valentin.zagrebnov@cpt.univ- mrs.fr. Tel.: 33 491 26 95 04.
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51, 103302-10022-2488/2010/5110/103302/15/$30.00 © 2010 American Institute of Physics
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the Luttinger–Sy model, see Ref. 7, where it was shown that the ground-state only is macroscopi-
cally occupied. As far as we know, for more complicated systems this is still an open question. The
difficulty lies in the fact that the characterization of the distribution of the condensate in individual
states requires much more detailed knowledge about the spectrum than the occurrence of gener-
alized condensate. Indeed, for the latter, it is enough to know the asymptotic behavior of the
density of states, while for the former, one needs in addition to know how fast the gap between
two eigenvalues vanishes in limit.
In the physics literature the phenomenon of BEC is generally understood to be the macro-
scopic occupation of the lowest kinetic-energy momentum state, commonly referred as zero-
mode condensation. We refer the reader to Ref. 9 for a discussion of the motivation for this type
of condensation. This leads naturally to two questions in the case condensation is produced or
enhanced by the addition of external potentials.
The first one comes from the fact the condensates referred to here are to be found in the
eigenstates of the one-particle Schrödinger operator and not the kinetic-energy momentum states.
Therefore, it is not immediately clear, and, in fact, counterintuitive in the random case because of
the lack of translation invariance, that condensation occurs in the kinetic-energy states as well.
This problem has been addressed in a previous paper, see Ref. 9, where we have shown under
fairly general assumptions on the external potential random or weak that the amount of gener-
alized BEC in the eigenstates in turn creates a generalized condensate in the kinetic states, and
moreover in the perfect gas the densities of condensed particles are identical. These results were
proven for the perfect Bose gas and can be partially extended to the mean-field Bose gas. Hence,
the generalized condensation produced in these models by the localization property of the one-
particle Schrödinger operator can be correctly described as of “Bose–Einstein” type in the tradi-
tional sense. This opens up the possibility of formulating a generalized version of the c-number
Bogoliubov approximation.9,10 In the case of the weak external potential, perhaps this result is not
so surprising since the model is asymptotically translation invariant, but in the random case, it is
less obvious since the system is translation invariant only in the sense that translates of the
potential are equally probable, and therefore for a given configuration, the system is not translation
invariant.
Having established generalized BEC in the kinetic states, the next question is about the fine
structure of that condensate. In our paper,9 we conjectured that the kinetic generalized BEC is of
type III, that is, no single kinetic state is macroscopically occupied, even though the amount of
generalized condensation is nonzero. Our motivation came from the fact that the fast decrease of
the density of states is usually associated with the corresponding eigenstates becoming localized in
the infinite-volume limit. Hence, since the kinetic states plane waves and the localized general
eigenstates are “asymptotically orthogonal,” it should follow that no condensation in any single-
mode kinetic-energy state could occur, independently of whether the localized ground-state is
macroscopically occupied or not. In Ref. 9, we were able to prove this conjecture in a simple
example, the Luttinger–Sy model. Our proof in that case used the absence of tunneling effect
specific to that model, which we can interpret as “perfect localization.”
In this paper we give a proof of the conjecture under a fairly weak localization hypothesis and
then we consider a family of continuous random models and a general class of weak external
potentials for which we are able to establish this localization property. Our results hold for both
the perfect and mean-field Bose gas and for any dimension. Note that, in addition to clarifying the
nature of these condensates in low dimensions, we obtain an unexpected conclusion. Indeed, we
show that the presence of randomness or a weak potential, however small, prevents condensation
from occurring in any kinetic state, even if the corresponding free Bose gas without external
potential exhibits zero-mode condensation isotropic system in dimension of 3, for example. This
emphasizes the importance of the concept of generalized BEC.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we give the general setting for which our
results are applicable and discuss generalized condensation in the kinetic-energy states, while in
103302-2 Jaeck, Pulé, and Zagrebnov J. Math. Phys. 51, 103302 2010
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Sec. III, we derive a criterion for the absence of condensation into any single kinetic-energy state.
In Sec. IV, we establish that this criterion is satisfied for a class of random potentials Sec. IV A
and for weak scaled potentials Sec. IV B.
II. NOTATION AND MODELS
Let lª −l /2, l /2dl1 be a sequence of hypercubes of side l in Rd, centered at the origin
of coordinates with volumes Vl= ld. We consider a system of identical bosons, of mass m, con-
tained in l. For simplicity, we use a system of units such that =m=1. First we define the
self-adjoint one-particle kinetic-energy operator of our system by
hl
0
ª −
1
2
D, 2.1
acting in the Hilbert space HlªL2l, where  is the usual Laplacian. The subscript D stands for
Dirichlet boundary conditions. We denote by k
l
,k
ł k1 the set of normalized eigenfunctions and
eigenvalues corresponding to hl
0
. By convention, we order the eigenvalues counting multiplicity
as 0	1
l 
2
l 
3
l
. . .. Note that all kinetic states satisfy the following bound:
k
l x 
 l−d/2. 2.2
Next we define the Hamiltonian with an external potential,
hl ª hl
0 + vl, 2.3
also acting in Hl, where vl :l 0, is positive and bounded. Let ili1 and Eili1 be,
respectively, the sets of normalized eigenfunctions and corresponding eigenvalues of hl. Again, we
order the eigenvalues counting multiplicity so that E1l 
E2l 
E3l . . .. Note that the non-negativity
of the potential implies that E1
l 0. We shall also assume that the lower end of the spectra of hl
0
and hl coincides in the limit l→, that is, liml→ E1l =0. This assumption will be proven for the
models considered in this paper.
Now, we turn to the many-body problem. Let FlªFlHl be the symmetric Fock space
constructed over Hl. Then Hlªdhl denotes the second quantization of the one-particle
Schrödinger operator hl in Fl. Note that the operator Hl acting in Fl has the form
Hl = 	
i1
Ei
l ai
lai
l , 2.4
where a ,a are the creation and annihilation operators satisfying the boson canonical
commutation relations for the one-particle state Hl. Then, the grand-canonical Hamiltonian of
the perfect Bose gas in an external potential is given by
Hl − Nl = 	
i1
Ei
l
− Nli
l , 2.5
where Nlªaa is the operator for the number of particles in the normalized state ,
Nlª	iNli
l is the operator for the total number of particles in l, and  is the chemical
potential.
The results in this paper hold for the mean-field Bose gas whose many particle Hamiltonian
Hl is obtained by adding a mean-field term to 2.5,
Hl ª Hl − Nl +

2Vl
Nl
2
, 2.6
where  is a non-negative parameter. Of course the results are valid also for the perfect Bose gas
=0.
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We recall that the thermodynamic equilibrium Gibbs state 
−l associated with the Hamil-
tonian Hl is defined by

Al ª
TrFlexp− HllA
TrFl exp− Hll
,
where the value of , l is determined by fixing the mean density ¯0,
1
Vl

Nll = ¯ . 2.7
When referring specifically to the perfect Bose gas state, we shall use the notation 
−l
0
. For
simplicity, in the sequel we shall omit the explicit mention of the dependence on the thermody-
namic parameters  , unless it is necessary to refer to them.
A normalized single particle state  is macroscopically occupied if
lim
l→
1
Vl

Nll  0,
and, in particular, there is condensation in the ground-state if
lim
l→
1
Vl

Nl1
l l  0.
The concept of generalized condensation consists in considering the possible macroscopic occu-
pation of an arbitrary small band of energies at the bottom of the spectrum. To be more precise, we
say that there is generalized condensation in the states i
l if
lim
↓0
lim
l→
1
Vl
	
i:Ei
l



Nli
ll  0.
It is clear that the usual one-mode condensation implies generalized condensation, however, the
converse is not true. Indeed, as was first established by the Dublin School in 1980s,6 it is possible
to classify generalized condensation into three types. Type I condensation, when a finite number of
states are macroscopically occupied which includes the most commonly known notion of BEC as
condensation in the ground-state only, type II condensation, when condensation occurs in an
infinite number of states, and finally type III, when, although the amount of generalized conden-
sation is nonzero, no individual state is macroscopically occupied. One can easily show that in the
perfect Bose gas, under fairly general assumptions, for both random and weak positive potentials,
there is indeed generalized condensation in a suitable range of density or temperature.
In Ref. 9 we discussed the possibility of generalized condensation not in the states i
l but in
the kinetic-energy states k
l
. For both random and weak positive potentials, we established that for
models which are diagonal in the occupation numbers of the eigenstates of Hamiltonian 2.3, the
density of generalized BEC in the kinetic states is never less then that in the eigenstates of the
single particle Hamiltonian. To be more precise, we proved that
lim
↓0
lim
l→
1
Vl
	
k:k
l
	

Nlk
l l  lim
↓0
lim
l→
1
Vl
	
i:Ei
l
	

Nli
ll.
We also showed that in the case of the perfect gas, the two quantities in the above inequality are
equal. Here, we shall give a “localization criterion” on the states i
l so that the condensation in the
kinetic-energy states k
l is of type III, that is, no kinetic-energy state is macroscopically occupied.
It is easy to see that the mean-field gas satisfies the following commutation relation:
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Hl,Nl j
l = 0 for all j . 2.8
This property implies that 
ai
la j
ll=0 if i j and allows us to obtain a simple relation
between the mean occupation numbers for the k
l
’s and i
l
’s,
1
Vl

Nlk
l l =
1
Vl

ak
l ak
l l =
1
Vl
	
i,j
i
l
,k
l  j
l
,k
l 
ai
la j
ll =
1
Vl
	
i
i
l
,k
l 2
Nli
ll.
2.9
Finally, we want to point out that it may be possible to extend the results of this paper to a more
general class of interacting Bose gases. More precisely, consider a class of “diagonal” interactions
defined by
Ul ª

Vl
	
i,j
ai,jNliNl j ,
with suitable assumptions on the coefficients ai,j in order to make the associated many-particle
Hamiltonian well-defined, that is, self-adjoint and bounded below. Note that the mean-field gas
2.6 is a particular case of this class, in which ai,j =i,j with a shift in the chemical potential. It
is easy to see that condition 2.8 is satisfied. However, we shall also need the monotonicity of the
mean occupation numbers 
Nli
ll see Lemma 3.1, which so far we are unable to prove beyond
the mean-field case.
In Sec. III we use expansion 2.9 to obtain a localization criterion for the absence of single-
mode condensation in the kinetic-energy states.
III. LOCALIZATION AND KINETIC SINGLE-STATE BEC
First we shall prove the following lemma which is trivial for the perfect gas. For the mean-
field Bose gas, it was proven by Fannes and Verbeure,8 using correlations inequalities. Here we
present an alternative proof, based only on a convexity argument.
Lemma 3.1: For the mean-field Bose gas, i.e., for a bosonic system with Hamiltonian (2.6), the
function i→ 
Nlil is nonincreasing.
Proof: Let us define f :R+R by
ft ª −1 ln Tr e−Hl;t,
where Hl;t ª Hl + tNlm
l  − Nln
l 
for some 1
m	n. It follows that
f0 = 
Nlnl  − Nlml l,
and since the function f is convex, we have the following inequality:

Nln
l  − Nlm
l l 
 ft 3.1
for any t0. Now we set t= 12 En
l
−Em
l . Note that with this choice t0, since we have assumed
that m	n. From explicit expression 2.6 for Hl, we have
Hl;t = 	
im,n
Ei
l
− Nli
l +

2Vl
Nl
2 + Eml + Enl2 − Nlml  + Em
l + En
l
2
− Nlnl  .
Since the mean-field term in 2.6 is symmetric with respect to a permutation of any two eigenstate
indices i , j, it follows that Hl ; t is symmetric with respect to the exchange of m and n. Hence
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ft = TrNln
l  − Nlm
l e−Hl;t
Tr e−Hl;t
= 0,
which in view of 3.1 gives

Nln
l  − Nlm
l l 
 0,
and the lemma follows since m	n are arbitrary. 
Let us introduce the notation
i
l
ª
1
Vl

Nli
ll.
With this notation we can write the standard fixed density condition 2.7 for a given density ¯ as
	
i
i
l
= ¯ ,
and so for any NN,
	
i=1
N
i
l 
 ¯ .
Letting
i ª lim sup
l→
i
l
,
and taking the infinite-volume limit, we then get
	
i=1
N
i = lim sup
l→
	
i=1
N
i
l 
 ¯ .
Letting N tend to infinity, this gives 	i=1
 i
 ¯, and hence, for any 0, there exists i0	, such
that i0	. Splitting up the sum in 2.9 and using the monotonicity property see Lemma 3.1,
property 2.2, and the fact that the kinetic eigenfunctions k
l are normalized, we obtain
1
Vl

Nlk
l l = 	
i
i0
i
l
,k
l 2i
l + 	
ii0
i
l
,k
l 2i
l

 	
i
i0
i
l
,k
l 2i
l + i0
l 	
ii0
i
l
,k
l 2

 ¯	
i
i0
i
l
,k
l 2 + i0
l

 ¯	
i
i0
l−d/2i
l1
2 + i0
l
.
Therefore, if l−d/2i
l1→0 as l→ for each i, then
lim sup
l→
1
Vl

Nlk
l l 
  ,
and since  is arbitrary
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lim
l→
1
Vl

Nlk
l l = 0.
The above argument leads us to define the following localization criterion for the absence of single
mode condensation in the kinetic-energy states.
Definition 3.1: We call an eigenfunction il localized if it satisfies the following condition:
lim
l→
1
ld/2l dxi
lx = 0. 3.2
Note that this localization condition is not as strong as the usual localization property, in the
following sense. While, localization is frequently understood to be associated with the persistence
of a pure point spectrum in the limit l→, at least near the bottom of the spectrum, the presence
of a pure point spectrum is not necessary for condition 3.2 to hold for all eigenfunctions. Indeed
it may happen that 3.2 is satisfied and the infinite-volume Schrödinger operator has only abso-
lutely continuous spectrum.
In Ref. 9 we conjectured that the kinetic generalized BEC observed in the random models is,
in fact, of type III and gave a proof in a simple case, the Luttinger–Sy model. In the above
argument we proved that our conjecture is correct under fairly weak localization hypothesis 3.2.
We formulate this result in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1: Assume that the eigenfunctions il are localized in the sense of (3.2) for all i.
Then, for the mean-field Bose gas, no kinetic state kl can be macroscopically occupied, that is,
lim
l→
1
Vl

Nlk
l l = 0, 3.3
which implies, in particular, that any possible kinetic generalized BEC in these models is of type
III.
In this paper, we provide two classes of externals potential for which we can prove localiza-
tion in the sense of 3.2. The first one is a class of random external potentials, the second involves
weak external potentials.
IV. PROOF OF THE LOCALIZATION CONDITION
A. Random potentials
Before we specify the random model under consideration, let us emphasize again that the
localization property 3.2 is very different from what is usually called “exponential localization”
in the literature about random Schrödinger operators see, for example, Ref. 12. In the standard
literature, localization refers to the eigenfunctions of the infinite-volume Hamiltonian and requires
these functions, with energies in some band, to decay very fast, in many cases exponentially. This
implies that the spectrum is pure point in that band. In our case we are dealing with eigenfunctions
in finite-volume with energies tending to zero as the volume increases and so these bear no
relation to the infinite-volume eigenfunctions. In particular, our localization condition 3.2 does
not imply that the spectrum is discrete in the thermodynamic limit. While we only need the L1
norm not to diverge too fast, because our eigenfunctions depend crucially on the volume and, in
particular, because we do not work at a fixed energy but with volume dependent eigenvalues, we
have to deal with the additional problem of controlling the finite-volume behavior. However, we
find that, in fact, the multiscale analysis developed for the infinite-volume case can be adapted to
establish our localization condition.
The model studied in this section is taken from Ref. 12. It consists of impurities located at
points of the lattice Zd, with appropriate assumptions over the single-impurity potential, mainly
designed to obtain independence between regions which are sufficiently far away from each other.
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Let us make it more explicit by giving some definitions. In the rest of this section, we shall denote
by lx the cubic box of side l centered at x. The single-site potential f , 10→R, has the
following properties.
1 f is bounded.
2 There is 0 such that fx for all x10.
The randomness in this model is given by varying the strength of each impurity. For this
purpose, we define a single-site probability measure , with supp= 0,a for a finite a. We
will assume that  is Hölder-continuous, that is, for some 0,
sup
s,t
s,t:0 
 t − s 
  
 , ∀ 0 
 
 1. 4.1
The random potential is then defined by
v
x ª 	
kZd
qkfx − k , 4.2
where the qk’s are independent and identically distributed random variables distributed accord-
ing to . We denote by  ,F ,P the associated probability space and by  a particular
realization of the random potential. Note that by property 1 and the fact that a	, there exists
a nonrandom M	, such that vx	M for any x and all .
The one-particle random Schrödinger operator in finite-volume is then given as in 2.3 by
hl

= hl
0 + vl

, 4.3
where vl
 is the restriction of v to l. The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of hl
 are denoted by
i
,l and Ei
,l
, respectively. We denote by hl
x the restriction of the Schrödinger operator − 12
+v to the region lx, with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Before we establish localization criterion 3.2, we prove our assumption that the eigenvalues
of hl
 tend to zero as l tends to .
Lemma 4.1: With probability 1, for each i,
lim
l→
Ei
,l
= 0. 4.4
Proof: Let  denote the limiting density of states for the Hamiltonians hl, that is, for any
Borel subset AR+,
A ª lim
l→
1
Vl
♯ i:Ei
,l
 A . 4.5
Since by ergodicity  is nonrandom see, for example, Theorem 5.18 in Ref. 4, it is clearly
sufficient to prove that for every E0, 0,E0. To do this we start from the following
inequality see Eq. 4 in Ref. 16:
0,E 
1
VL
E♯i:Ei
,L 
 E 
1
VL
P:E1
,L 
 E , 4.6
which is satisfied for any L0. From the min-max principle, we obtain
E1
,L 
 1
L + 
L
dx1L2vx , 4.7
where 1
L is the first kinetic eigenvalue and 1L the corresponding eigenfunction. Since 1Lx2

1 /VL, we have
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E1
,L 
 1
L +
1
VL

L
dxvx 
 1L +
A
VL
	
kZdL
qk , 4.8
where Aª1dxfx. Letting LªE /2−1/2 so that 1L=E /2, 4.6 and 4.8 give
0,E 
1
VL
P: 	
kZdL
qk 
 EVL/2A . 4.9
Since the right-hand side of the last inequality is strictly positive, the lemma is proven. 
The rest of this subsection is devoted to proving that this model satisfies our localization
assumption 3.2. For this purpose we need a result from multiscale analysis which exists in
various forms in the literature see references in Ref. 12. For convenience here, we follow the
version in Ref. 12.
Adhering to the terminology of Ref. 12, we first define so-called “good boxes.”
Definition 4.1: Given xZd, a scale l2N+1, an energy E, and a rate of decay 0, we call
the box lx  ,E-good for a particular realization  of the random potential (4.2) if
Ehl
x and
l
outhl
x − E−1l
int 
 e−l. 4.10
Here hl
x denotes the spectrum of hlx, the norm in (4.10) refers to the operator norm in
L2lx, and l
int
,l
out are the characteristic functions of the regions lintx ,loutx, respectively,
which we define as follows:
l
intx ª l/3x, l
outx ª lx \ l−2x .
Our proof depends crucially on the following important multiscale analysis result extracted
from Ref. 12. We refer the reader to Theorem 3.2.2 and Corollary 3.2.6 for the general multiscale
analysis argument and to Theorems 2.3.2, 2.2.3, and 2.4.1 for proving that this particular model
satisfies the necessary conditions required for multiscale analysis.
Proposition 4.1: Assume that hl
 is as above with random potential given by (4.2). Then for
any 0 and any  1,2− 4d / 4d+, there exist a sequence lk ,k1, satisfying l12 and
lk−1
 
 lk
 lk−1
 +6 for k2 and constants r0 and 0, such that if Iª 0,r,
P:for all E  I, either lkx or lky is ,E-good  1 − lk
−2
, 4.11
for all k1 and for all x ,yZd, satisfying x−y lk.
For our proof, we need also the Eigenfunction decay inequality. We state it in a convenient
form for our purpose, and refer the reader to Ref. 12 Lemma 3.3.2 for a detailed proof. Note that
this inequality has to be understood for a given realization .
Proposition 4.2: Let hl
 be defined as above and i,l to be one eigenfunction with eigenvalue
Ei
,l
. Let xl, such that lkxl. If Ei
,l does not belong to the spectrum of hlk
x, then the
following inequality holds:
lk
intxi
,l 
 lk
outxhlk
x − Ei
,l−1lk
intx , 4.12
where the norms are L2l-norm and  is a constant depending only on M.
We are now ready to prove that for our model localization condition 3.2 is satisfied.
Lemma 4.2: Assume that hl
 is as in (4.3) with random potential given by (4.2). Then almost
surely, for all i,
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lim
l→
1
Vl
1/2
l
dxi
,lx = 0. 4.13
Proof: We first choose 0		1 /7 and  2d+1 /2 and then we take the constants , ,
and r and the sequence lk to be those obtained in Proposition 4.1 for this value of . For a given
scale l large enough we pick k=kl satisfying
1
ln 
ln lnlln l1 	 k − 1 	
1
ln
ln 1 − lnllnl1 + 6  .
The fact that 	1 /7 ensures that there exists such an integer k. Then, by Proposition 4.1, we have
l 	 lk 	 l1−. 4.14
Now let us define A , l to be the event in which, for all E I, for any x ,ylZd, such that
x−y lk, either lkx or lky are  ,E-good.
We shall first use the Borel–Cantelli lemma to show that almost surely A , l occurs for all
l large enough. Let us define
Xl ª :A,l is not true at scale l .
Then we can write
Xl ª : ∃ E  I, ∃ x,y  l  Z with x − y  lk,
such that both lkx and lky are not ,E-good
= 
x,ylZ
x−ylk
: ∃ E  I, such that both lkx and lky are not ,E-good ,
and by Proposition 4.1, we obtain
PXl 
 l2dlk−2 
 l−2−d,
where the last step follows from 4.14. Since 2−d1, it follows that
	
l
PXl 	 .
By the Borel–Cantelli lemma, almost surely there exists L	, such that the event A , l
occurs for all lL.
Since by Lemma 4.1 with probability 1, Ei
,l tends to 0 as l tends to , Ei
,l
 I for l large
enough almost surely. Therefore, there exists ˜  with P˜ =1, such that for each ˜ there
is L1	, such that for all lL1 and for any x ,ylZd satisfying x−y lk, either
lkx or lky are  ,Ei
,l-good.
Now we take ˜ and lL1 and partition the box l0 into l
1
ªl−lk0 and l
2
ªl0 \l
1
. We then split up the integral in 4.13 into the interior cube l
1 and the corridor l
2
,

l
dxi
,lx = 
l
1
dxi
,lx + 
l
2
dxi
,lx . 4.15
In the second term, we can use the Schwarz inequality and the fact that the eigenfunctions are
L2l-normalized to obtain
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
l
2
dxi
,lx 
 l
21/2 
 2dld−1/2lk
1/2 
 2dld−/2. 4.16
For the first term in 4.15, we shall use the eigenfunction decay inequality 4.12 of Proposition
4.2. We cover the “interior cube” l
1 by disjoints subcubes  j of side lk /3. Let us call x j their
respective centers. Then for each j, the cube lkx j is included in l and  j coincides with
lk
intx j.
Using the Schwarz inequality and Proposition 4.2, we obtain for any j the estimate

j
dxi
,lx 
 ld/2
l
dxlk
intx ji
,lx21/2 
 ld/2lkintxhlkx j − Ei,l−1lkoutx1/2.
Hence, for any j, such that  j is  ,Ei,l-good, one has the following upper bound:

j
dxi
,lx 
 ld/2e−1/2lk 
 ld/2e−1/2l. 4.17
Now, we distinguish two cases.
The first one corresponds to the situation where all cubes lkx j are  ,Ei
,l-good. It then
follows directly from 4.16 and 4.17 that
l−d/2
l
dxi
,lx 
 2d
ld−/2
ld/2
+ l−d/2 	
xj1
ld/2e−1/2l 
 2dl−/2 + 3d
l − ld
ld
e−1/2l

.
4.18
The second case corresponds to the situation when there exists at least one subcube lkx j
which is not  ,Ei
,l-good. Let us denote by x˜ the center of one such bad cube. Since ˜ and
lL1, for x ,ylZd satisfying x−y lk, either lkx or lky are  ,Ei
,l-good. It there-
fore follows that, outside of a box of side 2lk centered at x˜, all other lkx j are  ,Ei
,l-good. We
treat the good boxes as above and deal with 2lkx˜ by using the Schwarz inequality as we did for
l
2 to obtain

l
1
dxi
,lx = 
l
1\2lkx˜
dxi
,lx + 
2lkx˜
dxi
,lx

 	
xjl
1\2lkx˜
ld/2e−1/2l + 2lkx˜
d/2

 ld/23d
l − ld
ld
e−1/2l

+ 2ld1−/2.
From that last bound and from 4.16, we get
l−d/2
l
dxi
,lx 
 2dl−/2 + 3d
l − ld
ld
e−1/2l

+ 2d1−/2l−d/2. 4.19
Therefore, for any ˜ either 4.18 or 4.19 is satisfied for all l large enough and 4.13
follows. 
B. Weak external potentials
In this section we consider a scaled external potential. Let v be a non-negative, continuous
real-valued function defined on the closed unit cube ¯ 1Rd which satisfies the following two
conditions.
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1 There is a finite, nonempty subset of 1, Dª y j j=1
n
, such that vx=0 if and only if xD.
2 For each y j D there are strictly positive numbers  j, c j, such that
lim
x→y j
vx
x − y jj
= c j . 4.20
We order the y j’s in such a way that 0	1
2
 . . . 
n.
The one-particle Schrödinger operator with a weak scaled external potential in a box l is
defined by
hl = −
1
2
D + vx1/l, . . . ,xd/l . 4.21
We recall that the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of hl are denoted by i
l and Ei
l
, respectively. The
aim of this section is to prove that our localization condition 3.2 holds for this class of weak
potentials.
Lemma 4.3: Let hl be as in (4.21). Then, for all i,
lim
l→
1
ld/2l dxi
lx = 0. 4.22
Proof: We start by noting that in view of condition 4.20, for any 0 small enough, there
exists 0, such that for all j=1, . . . ,n,
c j − x − y jj 
 vx 
 c j + x − y jj 4.23
for all xBy j ,, the ball of radius  centered at y j. Note also that by continuity there exists a
constant 0, such that vx, for all x1 \  j=1
n By j ,. We let Kªmin ,c1− , . . . ,cn
− and Cªmaxc1+ , . . . ,cn+.
The first step in our proof is to obtain an estimate for the eigenvalue Ei
l
. To this end, let us
denote by hl
n the restriction of the Schrödinger operator to the region Byn ,l, with Dirichlet
boundary conditions. Then we have
hl 
 hl
n 4.24
in quadratic form sense cf. Ref. 14, Chap. VIII, Proposition 4. From inequality 4.23, we obtain
hl
n 
 h˜ l
n
ª
1
2
D + C x − ynl 
n
, 4.25
where the last operator acts on L2Byn ,l. Let U :L2Byn ,lL2B0,l1−n be the unitary
transformation defined by
Ux ª ln/2lnx − yn ,
where nªn / 2+n. By direct computation, one can check that h˜ l
n
= l−2nUhˆ l
nU−1, where
hˆ l
n
ª − 12 + Cxn ,
acting on L2B0,l1−n. Let 0	D1l 
D2l 
 . . . be the eigenvalues of hˆ l
n
and 0	D1
D2
 . . .
the eigenvalues of hˆ n, where
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hˆ n ª − 12 + Cxn ,
acting on L2Rd. Since for each i, Di
l→Di as l→, there are constants D˜ i, such that Di
l
D˜ i for
all l. Using this and operator inequalities 4.24 and 4.25, we finally get
Ei
l 
 Di
ll−2n 
 D˜ il−2n. 4.26
The rest of our proof relies on the methods developed in Ref. 15. We start with some defini-
tions. Let t, for some t0, to be the set of all continuous trajectories paths  ss=0t in Rd with
 0=0 and let wt denote the normalized Wiener measure on this set. For a given xRd, we define
the following characteristic function:
x,l  ª 1 : s  l − x, for all 0 
 s 
 t .
We now use the following identity cf. Ref. 13:
e−thli
lx = 
t
wtd e−0
t dsvx+ s/li
lx +  tx,l  ,
from which, since Ei
l is the eigenvalue of hl corresponding to i
l
, we get
i
lx 
 etEi
l
t
wtd e−0
t dsvx+ s/li
lx +  tx,l  . 4.27
Now, we insert into the right-hand side of 4.27 the following bound proven in Ref. 11:
i
lx 
 cdEi
ld/4,
where cdª e /d/4 and we obtain from 4.27 the following estimate:
i
lx 
 cde
tEi
l
Ei
ld/4
t
wtd e−0
t dsvx+ s/lx,l 
= cde
tEi
l
Ei
ld/4
t
wtd e−
1
t
0
t dstvx+ s/lx,l 

 cde
tEi
l
Ei
ld/4
t
wtd 
1
t

0
t
dse−tvx+ s/lx,l  ,
where the last step follows from Jensen’s inequality. Therefore, integrating over l with respect to
x, and then changing the order of integration, yields
l−d/2
l
dxi
lx 
 cdl−d/2etEi
l
Ei
ld/4
l
dx
t
wtd 
1
t

0
t
dse−tvx+ s/lx,l 

 cdl−d/2etEi
l
Ei
ld/4
t
wtd 
1
t

0
t
ds
xsl− s
dxe−tvx+ s/l.
Letting y=x+ s in the second integral we get
l−d/2
l
dxi
lx 
 cdl−d/2etEi
l
Ei
ld/4
t
wtd 
1
t

0
t
ds . 
y− ssl− s
dye−tvy/l.
Since sl− s+ sl for all s, we can now extend the domain of integration over y to l
and use the fact that the Wiener measure wt is normalized to obtain
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l−d/2
l
dxi
lx 
 cde
tEi
l
Ei
ld/4l−d/2
1
t

0
t
ds
l
dye−tvy/l = cdetEi
l
Ei
ld/4ld/2
1
dze−tvz.
4.28
Next, we obtain an upper bound for the last integral in 4.28. We have

1
dze−tvz 
 	
j=1
n

By j,
dze−tvz + 
1\i=1
n By j,
dze−tvz 
 e−tK + 	
j=1
n

By j,
dze−tKx − y j j.
4.29
For each j,

By j,
dze−tKx − y j j 
 t−d/jKd/j
R
d
dz˜e−z˜ j 
 K˜ t−d/j ,
where K˜ ªKd/1 maxj Rddz˜e−z˜
 j
, which, in view of 4.29, gives the following bound:

1
dze−tvz 
 e−tK + K˜	
j=1
n
t−d/j .
Now, fixing t= Ei
l−1, we get from the last inequality and 4.28
l−d/2
l
dxi
lx 
 cdeEi
ld/4ld/2e−KEil−1 + K˜	
j=1
n
Ei
ld/j .
Since by 4.26, Ei
l→0 as l→, and since we have ordered the i’s, such that 1	2	 . . .
	n, there exist new constants Ai, such that the following bound holds for l large enough:
l−d/2
l
dxi
lx 
 Aild/2Ei
ld1/4+1/n = Aild/2Ei
ld2−n/4n. 4.30
Inserting bound 4.26, we finally obtain for l large enough
l−d/2
l
dxi
lx 
 AiD˜ i
d2−n/4nl−d1−n/2
and the lemma follows since n	1. 
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